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I EXECUTIVE SUMMARY 

2 1) NP is an average (business) risk Canadian utility with a generous common equity ratio. 
3 Overall, I would judge NP to have marginally lower risk than a "benchmark" Canadian 
4 utility. 

5 2) The Canadian economy has stalled somewhat as resource prices have collapsed following 
6 a slowdown in China and with them the value of the Canadian $. This has hurt the resource 
7 intensive sectors like Alberta, but added extra stimulus to others, in particular, Ontario and 
8 Quebec. As the economy adjusts to this change short term growth has weakened, but is 
9 expected to get back on track in 2017. The Newfoundland and Labrador economies have 

10 been hit by these effects as well, as the completion of some major projects. 

II 3) Although the US Federal Reserve has stopped its bond buying program (quantitative 
12 easing or Operation Twist), others are still very active and there is now a huge block of 
13 government bonds that have been taken off the bond market increasing prices and lowering 
14 yields from where they would otherwise have been. This has led to continuing low long 
15 Canada bond yields causing corporate credit spreads over government bond yields to remain 
16 high at 191 bps. This is mainly due to unusually low government bond yields, not higher 
17 credit risk, since all the standard stress indicators show normal capital market conditions. 
18 Canadian utilities have issued 40 and in some cases 50 year bonds at extremely low interest 
19 rates. 

20 4) I have been recommending a credit spread adjustment of 50% of the change in the credit 
21 spread from the normal spread of 100bps to my ROE recommendations. This adds 45 bps to 
22 simple CAPM estimates, but should even out over the business cycle. I regard this as simply 
23 converting the simple CAPM into a Contingent CAPM or CCAPM as required by theory. 

24 5) However, the credit spread adjustment does not adjust for the overall drop in bond yields 
25 as partly indicated by the behaviour of preferred share yields. Since the US embarked on its 
26 third round of quantitative easing the traditional spread of preferred share yields over both 
27 government of Canada and generic A rated corporate bonds has changed. This indicates that 
28 current long Canada bond yields are possibly 1.30% too low based on traditional spreads, 
29 confirming my real bond yield model that indicates an even higher 2.5%. 

30 6) For 2016 I continue to recommend an ROE of 7.50% for a benchmark utility since 
31 forecast long Canada bond yields have yet to hit the trigger of 3.8%, which I currently regard 
32 as a minimum for setting fair rates of return. I recommend that this ROE be set for a three 
33 year period, since I do not see the forecast long Canada bond yield hitting this 3.8% trigger. 

34 7) I would not currently recommend that the Board revert to its automatic ROE adjustment 
35 formula, since central banks still hold enormous stocks of government bonds to which they 
36 are in aggregate increasing, thereby artificially depressing long term global government bond 
37 yields below "equilibrium" levels. 

38 8) DCF analysis of the overall equity market indicates expected rates of return of 8-10%, 
39 which limits the fair rate of retum for low risk utilities like Newfoundland Power. Analysis 
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1 ofDCF equity costs from two sarnples of US gas and electric companies indicates a fair ROE 
2 of 7:00-7.50%. However, it is clear that these utility holding companies are higher risk than 
3 NP, both in terms ofthe variability of their earned ROEs, their tendency to suffer significant 
4 losses and their higher betas, particularly for US electric utilities. 

5 9) I regard NP's ultimate parent, Fortis, as higher risk than NP, despite the fact that 93% of 
6 Fortis' assets are regulated utilities. This is because NP is partly ring fenced through the issue 
7 of first mortgage bonds and holding companies like Fortis rely on the cash distributed from 
8 their subsidiaries to finance their operations. Note the variability in Fortis' ROE exceeds that 
9 ofNP, while it has earned (ROE) about 1.5% less than NP. 

10 10) NP's parent, Fortis, fmanced in 2014 with 35% common equity and 9.0% preferred 
II shares and has a target of 45% total equity comprising both common and preferred shares. 
12 Unlike NP with an "A" DBRS bond rating, Fortis has an A- rating which it describes as 
13 "strong." I see no reason why NP should have stronger credit metrics than its ultimate parent, 
14 when that parent finances NP's equity with both common and preferred shares and itself 
15 maintains a strong credit rating. 

16 11) As in 2012 I recommend that NP finance in a manner consistent with other 
17 Canadian regulated utilities, which is 40% common equity. As a short-term measure I 
18 recommend the 5% equity reduction be deemed using Fortis' cost of preferred shares until 
19 the next rate hearing. At that time, it will be clearer whether or not there is any power cost 
20 rate shock. If there is, I would recommend the 5% be replaced with long term debt to lower 
21 NP's cost of capital, which, together with other regulatory techniques, can minimise the 
22 impact of any rate shock. 
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I INTRODUCTION AND OVERVIEW 

2 
3 Q. PLEASE DESCRIBE YOUR NAME, QUALIFICATIONS AND EXPERIENCE. 

4 A. Laurence Booth is a professor of finance in the Rotman School of Management at the 

5 University of Toronto, where he holds the CIT Chair in Structured Finance. Dr. Booth appeared 

6 before the Board of Commissioners most recently in a 2013 hearing, as well he has appeared 

7 before most of the major utility regulatory boards in Canada including the CRTC, the National 

8 Energy Board, the Ontario Energy Board (OEB), the BCUC, the Alberta Utility Commission 

9 (AUC), the Nova Scotia Utilities and Review Board, the New Brunswick Public Utilities Board, 

to the Manitoba Public Utilities Board, the Regie de I'Energie du Quebec and the Prince Edward 

11 Island Regulatory and Appeals Commission. He has also filed testimony before the Ontario 

12 Securities Commission and in a variety of civil suits pertaining to financial matters. A detailed 

13 resume is filed as Appendix A. Further infonnation and copies of working papers by Dr. Booth 

14 can be can be downloaded from his web site at the University of Toronto at 

15 http://www.rotman.utoronto.cal-booth. 

16 Q. PLEASE DESCRIBE THE PURPOSE OF YOUR TESTIMONY 

17 

18 

19 

A. The Consumer Advocate of the Province of Newfoundland and Labrador has asked me to 

offer an opinion on the fair rate of return on common equity (ROE), and to recommend an 

appropriate common equity ratio for Newfoundland Power. 

20 Q. DO YOU HAVE SOME OVERALL REMARKS? 

21 A. Yes. It is three years since the Board last reviewed its benchmark ROE and the capital 

22 structure of NP. At that time I felt we were in a "long drawn out recovery" but even I have been 

23 surprised at how slowly the global economy has taken to recover. In fact, we have very much 

24 been in a holding pattern waiting for the US and Europe to work their way through the after 

25 effects of their Great Recessions. Further, just as they have proceeded to recover, Chinese 

26 growth has slowed and sent jitters through commodity markets and triggered a stock market 

27 correction. The upshot is that the stronger markets that were expected at that time have not 

28 developed as anticipated and resource based provinces, like Newfoundland and Labrador, have 
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I been badly hit. In particular, conditions in the bond market have become even looser than they 

2 were in 2012 as the massive amount of liquidity in global markets continues to increase, 

3 depressing bond yields, while central banks have yet to "release" their huge stock piles of 

4 government debt. The result is that the forecast long Canada bond yield has yet to hit the 3.8% 

5 trigger that I recommend as justifying a change in allowed ROEs. 

6 In terms of NP' s business risk I see little short run change as NP continues to have no problems 

7 earning its allowed ROE. NP itself states (PUB-NP-033) that it has not taken issue with the 

8 Board' s assessment that it is average risk in the past. However, it points out that its new expert 

9 witness, Mr. Coyne from Concentric Energy suggests (pUB-NP-071) that NP "would be 

10 somewhat above average risk in comparison with Canadian peers." As the Board specifically 

II requested NP to file a report on its capital structure I have reviewed this again and continue to 

12 judge NP as lower risk overall due to its generous common equity ratio. In my judgement, NP 

13 being deemed a preferred share component of 5%, instead of common equity, would not have a 

14 material impact on its credit rating. 

15 However, the upshot of my review of capital market conditions and NP's business risk profile is 

16 that my conclusions are very similar to those I made in 2012. In my judgment, NP's case for an 

17 increase in its allowed ROE is non-existent. Further, I continue to judge that a reasonable 

18 common equity ratio is 40% and would recommend that 5% be deemed as preferred shares until 

19 the uncertainty over Hydro's electricity prices and any possible "rate shock" is resolved. 

20 However, before getting into the minutia it is important to look at the "agreed" big picture 

21 changes since 2012. 

22 Q. CHANGES SINCE 2012 HEARING 

23 A. I will present my own evidence shortly, but is useful to present the information provided 

24 by NP' s witness (Concentric Energy) in a public document circulated by the Canadian Gas 

25 Association (CGA).l This is the data that Concentric Energy and Mr. Coyne judged to be most 

26 pertinent as a backdrop to the financial parameters for regulated utilities. The data is as of May 

1 Canadian Gas Association, Vol II!. May 1, 2015. 
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1 2015, but Mr. Coyne's evidence is dated October 2015 so is not that dissimilar to the period 

2 during which he was preparing his evidence. Note that in 2013 when the Board decision was 

3 made the average Government of Canada long term bond yield (LTC) averaged 2.82% and by 

4 May 2015 it had dropped to 2.05% or decreased by 0.77%. Similarly, US govermnent Treasuries 

5 had dropped from 3.45% to 2.55% or by 0.90%. This drop in bond market interest rates also 

6 affected utility borrowing costs. In Canada, the Bloomberg synthetic A rated utility borrowing 

7 cost dropped from 4.24% to 3.50%, or by 0.74%, to all intents and purposes the same decline as 

8 the LTC yield. Similarly, the Moody's A rated utility bond yield dropped from 4.28% to 3.67% 

9 or by 0.81 %, slightly less than the drop in US Treasuries. 

Economic Indicators (% Yields) t 2013 2014 2015 

Go'.:ernment of Canado Be:'lchmark lO'1g-Term Bent,; Yield 2.82 2.77 2.05 

U.S. Treasury 30-'.'ear Scr.d Yield 3.45 3.34- 2.55 

Blo:>mberg Fa:· VC"'Je Canada A-rated Utin~' Bond Yeld 4.24 4.14 3.50 

10 
Moody's A-rated U~lI1ty Bond Index (U,S.) 4.48 4.27 3.67 

11 Why this is important is that the Board stated in its 2013 Decision (Order Number P.U.!3 

12 (2013), page 37) that is not discontinuing its automatic ROE formula and that in the absence of a 

13 Board order it will be used after the next, that is, this general rate application. Most automatic 

14 adjustment mechanisms change the allowed ROE by 50% of the change in the forecast long 

15 Canada bond yield and 50% of the change in the credit spread. In this instance the long Canada 

16 bond yield decrease of 0.77% indicates a 0.385% decline in the allowed ROE, while the credit 

17 spread has shown a trivial change from 1.42% 1.45%, suggesting a 0.015% increase in the 

18 allowed ROE. Overall, this type of "two factor" ROE model and Concentric's data would 

19 suggest a 0.37% decrease in NP's allowed ROE from 8.80% to 8.43%. 

20 In 2013 I indicated that the ROE should be based on a "floor" long Canada bond yield forecast of 

21 3.80% so no change in ROE would have resulted from my own recommendations.2 However, 

22 this type of ROE adjustment model, as used for example by the Ontario Energy Board, would 

23 have resulted in a decrease in NP's allowed ROE. This capital market data does indicate that the 

2 Most forecast LTC yields have yet to reach this 3.8% threshold as I will show later. In 2013 I also 
indicated that a fixed 8.25% ROE for five years would have been fair at that time. 
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1 direction in NP's allowed ROE should be down from the current 8.80%, and not up to the 9.50% 

2 recommended by Concentric. 

3 Further, Concentric provided the follo"'ing table of currently allowed ROEs and common equity 

4 ratios for Canadian electric distributors for (reading left to right) 2013, 2014 and 2015 . 

... _--_ .. _. - ... _-- -------_._-- .. ... - . -_ . 
Canadian Electric Distributors J. 

AlGO Elect(:: Ltd. 3 8.30 8.30 8.30 38,00 38.00 38.00 

ENMAX PO'Ner Corporation :; 8.30 8.30 B.30 40.00 40.00 40,0') 

::PCO~ C:s~rlbutlon Inc. S 8.::::0:> 8.30 8.30 40.00 40.00 40.00 

Fort:sAlberta Inc. 3 8.30 8.30 8.30 40.00 40.00 40.00 

FortisBC :nc. 9. ~ 5 9.15 9.15 40.00 40.00 40.00 

Hydro-Quebec Dlstr~t;.utJc:1 6.19 8.:20 8.20 35.00 35.00 35.00 

Manitoba Hydro "'N/A NfA :~/A 25.00 25.00 25.00 

f\lar't1rr:e Elect,1c Campen';, LImited 9.75 9.75 9.75 43.50 43.10 41.90 

r-:ewfoundland and Labrador Hydro e -+.47 Pending Pending 20.00 PendIng. Pencing 

t-;ewfoundland PO'i!er Inc. 6.80 6.60 6.80 45.00 45.00 45.00 

Nova Scotia Power Inc. 9.00 9.00 9.00 37.50 37.50 37.50 

Ontario's Electric DI:;trJbutors~ 6.98 9.36 9.30 40.00 <0.00 40.00 

Saskatchewan Po"·.ver Corporation 8.50 6.50 8.50 40.00 40.00 40.00 

Average 8.17 8.72 8.72 37,23 38.63 38.53 

5 Median 8,40 8.50 8.50 40.00 40.00 40.00 

6 And the following for transmission companies: 

Authorized Return on Equity Return on Common Equity (%) Common Equity Raffo (%) 

for Canadian and U.S. Gas and Electric Utilities 2013 2014 201. 2013 201. 1:01& 

Canadian Electric Transmission Companies 2 

AltaLlnk Management i..td. 3 6.30 8.30 8.30 36.00 36.00 36.00 

AlCO Electric Ltd. 3 6.30 8.30 B.30 36.00 36.UO 36.00 

E i"~r,1AX Power Corporation ! 8.30 8.30 B.30 36.00 36.00 36.00 

EPCOR Transm1sslon Inc. w 6.30 6.30 e.30 36.00 36.00 36.00 

Hydro One Networks Inc. 8.93 9.36 9.30 40.00 40.00 4~.00 

Hydro~Quebec TransEnergie 6,41 6.20 8,20 30.00 30,00 20.00 

Average 8.09 8,46 6.45 35.67 35.67 35.67 

7 
MedIan 6.30 8.30 8.30 36.00 36.00 36.00 

8 The Concentric data is a bit misleading for three reasons: 

9 1) Some of these companies are crown corporations and not regulated on a stand-
10 alone basis, like Manitoba Hydro and Saskatchewan Power for example. 

11 2) Some of the data is really just the result of one decision, for example A TCO 
12 Electric, Enmax, Epcor and FortisAlberta are really just one decision of the Alberta 
13 Utilities Commission which has just commenced a review itself. 
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3) Some of these utilities have significant generating assets, for example, FortisBC 
2 Inc and Nova Scotia Power Inc,3 so are not mainly transmission and distribution (T &D) 
3 companIes. 

4 However, given these qualifications, NP's current 8.8% on 45% common equity is an outlier. 

5 The Alberta electric distributors are allowed 8.3% on 38-40% common equity4 while the Regie 

6 allows an ROE of 8.20% on 35% common equity for Hydro Quebec Distribution and 30% 

7 common equity for Hydro Quebec Transmission. 

8 My conclusion from this is that since 2012 the macroeconomic evidence of Concentric indicates 

9 that the allowed ROE for NP should be lowered, not increased. Further, that NP's requested 

10 fmancial parameters of 9.5% ROE on 45% common equity exceed that of its peers. The more 

11 recent litigated hearings in Quebec and Alberta indicate a generic ROE of 8.20-8.30% for an 

12 electric T&D company applied to a 30-38% common equity ratio. 

13 I develop my own recommendations in the subsequent sections, which essentially support this 

14 broad brush assessment based on Concentric's assessment as reported by the CGA. First, I 

15 consider the general financial and economic outlook, since this is what underpins the legal 

16 requirement for a fair ROE. Second, I consider fair ROE estimates derived from risk premium 

17 and discounted cash flow (DCF) models. Here it is important to point out that my 

18 recommendation is for 2016 and forecast long Canada rates are not expected to increase 

19 significantly form their current depressed levels. Finally I discuss NP's business risk and the 

20 question of financial access and bond ratings, which support my overall recommendations. 

21 I have relegated most of the more detailed and technical discussion to a series of appendices, 

22 which largely update work I have previously filed with the Board. Appendix A includes my 

23 resume; B has a discussion of the market risk premium; C has a relative risk assessment for a 

24 benchmark utility; and D discusses DCF estimates. These appendices are written to be free 

25 standing references from the main text. 

26 

3 Generally a risk ranking for electric companies in terms of lower risk is generation to distribution to 
transmission. 
• The Ave judges that ilie absence of income taxes increases the variability to ilie shareholder and 
publicly owned utilities iliat do not pay taxes deserve an extra 2% on their common equity. 
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II FINANCIAL AND ECONOMIC OULOOK 

2 Q. 

3 

WHY DO YOU START BY CONSIDERING CAPITAL MARKET 

CONDITIONS? 

4 

5 

6 

7 

8 

9 

10 

11 

12 

13 

14 

A. Because the legal standard for a fair rate of return stemmed from "altered conditions in 

the money market" where we would now understand the money market to mean the capital 

market. The Supreme Court of Canada determined a fair rate of return in BC Electric Railway 

Co Ltd., VS, the Public Utilities Commission of BC et al ([1960] S.C.R. 837), where the Supreme 

Court of Canada had to interpret a statute that provided, 

(a) 

(b) 

The Commission shall consider all matters which it deems proper as affecting the 

rate: 

The Commission shall have due regard, among other things, to the protection of 

the public interest from rates that are excessive as being more than a fair and 

reasonable charge for services of the nature and quality furnished by the public 

utility; and to giving to the public utility a fair and reasonable return upon the 

15 appraised value of the property of the public utility used, or prudently and 

16 reasonably acquired, to enable the public utility to furnish the service: 

17 These statutory provisions articulated the "fair and reasonable" standard in terms of rates, and 

18 that the regulatory body should consider all matters that determine whether or not the resulting 

19 charges are "fair and reasonable." To an economist, "fair and reasonable" means minimum long 

20 run average cost, since these are the only costs which satisfy the economic imperative for 

21 regulation and by definition do not include unreasonable and unfair cost allocations. The statute 

22 also articulated the "prudently and reasonably acquired" test in terms of the assets included in the 

23 rate base. 

24 Most statutes also allow the regulatory authority to examine all factors that enter into the rates to 

25 ensure that the rates are "fair and reasonable." This includes the firm's capital structure decision, 

26 since this has a very direct and obvious impact on the overall revenue requirement. To allow the 

27 regulated utility to freely determine its capital structure will inevitably lead to rates that are 
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1 unfair and unreasonable, otherwise the management of the regulated firm is not fulfilling its 

2 fiduciary duties to act in the best interests of its stockholders. 

3 In terms of financial charges, in Northwestern Utilities vs. City of Edmonton (1929), it was 

4 stated that a utility's rates should be set to take into account 'altered conditions in the money 

5 market.' A fair rate of return was further confirmed in the BC Electric decision when Mr. Justice 

6 Lamont's definition of a fair rate of return, put forward in Northwestern utilities, was adopted:" 

7 "that the company will be allowed as large a return on the capital invested in the 
8 enterprise as it would receive if it were investing the same amount in other 
9 securities possessing an attractiveness, stability and certainty equal to that of the 

10 company's enterprise." 

11 This definition is referred to as an opportunity cost, in that the fair return is what could be earned 

12 by investing in similar securities elsewhere; only if the owners of a utility earn their opportunity 

13 cost will the returns accruing to them be fair, i.e., they will neither reward the owners with 

14 excessive profits, nor ratepayers by charging prices below cost. 

15 To any modern financial economist Mr. Justice Lamont's definition of a fair rate of return as an 

16 opportunity cost means a risk adjusted discount rate or expected rate of return. This is the rate 

17 that is determined in the capital market as conditions constantly change. 

18 Q. HOW HAS MONETARY POLICY EVOLVED IN CANADA? 

19 A. Basic macroeconomic data since 1987 is provided as background in Schedule 1. Into 2008 

20 we had good economic growth and for a time the unemployment rate was actually below the 

21 natural or non-accelerating inflation rate of unemployment (NAIRU) of 6.0%. Consumer 

22 spending was strong as low interest rates supported the purchase of consumer durables and new 

23 housing as starts exceeded 200,000 for the sixth year in a row. The strong investment position in 

24 Canada was partly due to a dramatic improvement in Canada's terms of trade as commodity 

25 prices increased. This created a perception that Canada was a "petro," or at least a "raw 

26 materials" based, economy as commodity prices reached record highs in sununer 2008. This 

27 perception allied to the continuing strength of the current account surplus resulted in a 

28 strengthening Canadian dollar and incipient inflationary pressures. The result was that starting in 
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September 2005 the Bank of Canada increased its overnight rate from 2.5% to reduce the 

2 stimulus being injected into the economy. 

3 The following graph shows the impact of this tighter monetary policy from January 2006, just 

4 before the first signs of the financial crisis appeared. Throughout 2006 and up until December 

5 2007, the Bank of Canada set the target rate to try and slow down the economy and reduce 

6 inflationary pressures. Of importance is that consistent with the Bank of Canada's 2% inflation 

7 target the overnight rate should be at least 3.0%; so 4.5% up until December 2007 was 

8 restrictive. The Bank pays interest on deposits that the chartered banks keep with it at 0.25% less 

9 than the overnight rate and the banks can borrow at 0.25% more than the overnight rate; a rate 

10 that is called the Bank Rate. Bank Prime is then about 2.0% more than the overnight rate. 

11 Consequently, up until December 2007 the Bank was actively trying to increase borrowing costs 

12 to slow interest sensitive demand. This policy stance was reversed due to the impact of the sub-

13 prime mortgage crisis coming out of the United States. 

14 
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15 The above graph shows that the Bank conservatively lowered the overnight rate to 3.0% in May 

16 2008 and it kept it there throughout the sununer. It was then forced to dramatically and rapidJy 
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cut the overnight rate to 0.25% in response to the financial crisis triggered by the failure of 

2 Lehman Brothers. A 0.25% overnight rate has traditionally been thought of as the lowest rate the 

3 Bank can set, otherwise it means negatiye deposit rates for the settlement balances at the bank. 

4 However, negative interest rates have become increasingly common as a way of moving bank 

5 funds from the central bank into the loan market. 5 

6 Canada recovered quickly from the "Great Recession" coming out of the United States and the 

7 Bank of Canada started "normalising" by increasing the overnight rate in June 20 IO as there 

8 were obvious signs of recovery in the Canadian economy. The Bank of Canada increased the 

9 overnight rate on three separate occasions each time by 0.25% to bring it to 1.0% and with it 

10 Prime increased to 3.0%. Expectations in 2011 were that the Bank would resume increasing the 

11 overnight rate as the economy continued to strengthen as it was still below the "equilibrium" or 

12 "normal" rate. 

13 Increasingly the Bank of Canada and the Federal Government started to worry that at 1.0% the 

14 overnight rate would encourage too much personal borrowing and lead to levels of indebtedness 

15 that would have negative implications as interest rates returned to their normal level. They are 

16 both worried about a housing bubble in Toronto and Vancouver6 where house prices increased 

17 strongly in response to both lower interest rates and a stronger economy. In response on July 8, 

18 2012 the Federal Government announced a third round of tightening in the mortgage market for 

19 anyone with less than a 20% down payment. The restrictions include limiting the maximum 

20 amortisation period to 25 years, capping household debt ratios, limiting CMHC insurance to 

21 homes with a purchase price less than $1 million and the maximum on a home equity line of 

22 credit to 65%. They also moved responsibility for Canadian Mortgage and Housing Corporation 

23 (CMHC) to the Department of Finance, so that it would be subject to OSFI supervision and in 

24 June 2015 issued guidelines that CMHC has to follow. 7 

5 The European Central bank (ECB) currently pays negative interest on settlement balances, and the Bank 
of Japan charges a fee effectively reducing the deposit rate to -0.1%. 
• In September 2015 housing starts increased to an annualized pace of 216,924 indicating a strong housing 
market in Canada. 
1 See the Canadian Bankers Association web site http://www.cba.calenlmedia-rooml50-backgrounders
on-banking-issuesl657-changes-to-canadas-mortgage-market 
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The conundrum faced by the Bank of Canada and the Federal Government is that while it wants 

2 to stimulate the economy by maintaining low interest rates, it does not want a US style debt-

3 fuelled housing bubble. The additional problem is that the Canadian economy is not an island 

4 and increasingly the Bank of Canada has been concerned about the transfer of events from the 

5 Eurozone, the UK, Japan, the US and China into Canada as the US Federal Reserve (Fed), the 

6 Bank of Japan, the Bank of England and the European Central Bank (ECB) continue to follow 

7 "easy" money policies. 

8 We can see the impact of events outside Canada in the following graph of the capacity 

9 utilitisation levels in both the Canadian manufacturing and non-farm sectors. 
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The sharp drop in capacity utilisation during the recession in the early 1990's is evident as 

Canadian firms restructured in response to the Free Trade Agreement as well as a normal 

cyclical downturn. We can see this again in the slowdown after the financial crisis in 2009-2010. 

In both cases there followed a normal rapid recovery out of recession and a movement towards 

stabilisation. However unlike earlier periods, Canada stagnated in 2012-2013 as the recovery did 

not continue apace. Instead, we were hit with the after effects of the Euro crisis and particularly 

the slow recovery of our major trading partner the United States. Then just as the US recovery 
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started to gather speed we were hit with the slowdovm in China during 2015 and the dramatic 

2 drop in commodity prices.8 

3 The following graph shows the Bank of Canada's commodity price index. 
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5 We can see the strong increase in commodity prices that started in 2002 as China started to 

6 seriously industrialise. The Great Recession in the United States in 2009 caused these prices to 

7 collapse, but they quickly recovered until the sharp sell-off in Summer 2015 as fears of a China 

8 slowdown proved correct. It is this drop in commodity prices that severely affected Canada's 

9 resource sector and triggered a technical recession in 2015Q2. We can see this in the weakened 

10 capacity utilisation at the start of 2015 and the reaction of the Bank of Canada, which surprised 

11 markets by cutting the overnight rate twice in early 2015 to the current level of 0.50%. 

12 The upshot is that we continue to have spare capacity in the Canadian economy. The following 

13 graph shows the overall unemployment rate. The current rate of 7.0% is low compared to the 

14 average levels of the last thirty years. However, it is still higher than it was in 2007 immediately 

15 before the [mancial crisis when it was below 6.0% and has recently marginally increased as 

8 China's GDP growth rate has dropped to 6.9% from just over 7%, much of this was targetted by 
government authorities. 
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problems in the resource sector have hit home. More to the point there is concern that the quality 

2 of many of the nev.-jobs created is low. 

Canadian Unemployment Rate 
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4 Q. HOW DOES THIS RELATE TO GDP? 

5 A. The following graph has the annual change in real GDP since 1961. 
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7 These annual changes clearly show the recessions of the early 1980s, 1990's and in 2009/10. The 

8 graph also shows the quick recovery in Canada from that recession, particularly as compared to 
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1 the FTA recession of the 1990's. However, in 2015 the Canadian economy has slowed in 

2 response to the decline in commodity prices. The following graphic from the Bank of Canada 

3 illustrates the differential impact of the decline in commodity prices.9 
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5 There is a serious retrenchment going on in both the oil and gas sector and the non-energy 

6 commodity price related sectors of the economy. However, the rest of the Canadian economy is 

7 chugging along with 1.4% growth, which the Bank indicates is 83% of GDP. The main reason 

8 for this is the decline in the value of the C$. The following graph shows the value of the C$ in 

9 tenns of US currency back to 2000. 

9 Monetary Policy Report, October 2015. 
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2 The reason for going back to 2000 is to show the impact of the conimodity price increases 

3 consequent on China's industrialisation. Back in 2002 the C$ was worth just 65 US cents, but 

4 with the dramatic increase in commodity prices it went to a premium to the US$ and peaked at a 

5 monthly high of US $1.06. However, since the slowdown in China and the US recovery it has 

6 dropped to about 71 cents in 2016. In turn this has stimulated the manufacturing industries of 

7 central Canada that previously found it very difficult to compete with a C$ at par with the US$. 

8 The Bank of Canada expects10 that this adjustment to low commodity prices will continue to 

9 exert a drag on Canadian growth in 2016Hl. However, the Bank also expects the growth rate to 

10 pick up to reach 2.6% by 2017QI and then for both the US and Canadian economies to grow at 

11 about that rate thereafter. 

12 Q. WHAT IS YOUR OUTLOOK FOR INFLATION? 

13 A. The Bank of Canada's 2.0% target rate of inflation was renewed with the Govemment of 

14 Canada in the Fall of 2011 as part of a five year pact. The Bank of Canada increases the 

15 overnight rate when it judges the forecast core inflation ratell to be above this target and likely to 

16 go to the top of its 1.0-3.0% operating band. Conversely, it drops the overnight rate when it fears 

10 Monetary Policy Report, October 2015. 
11 Core inflation is the all items CPI minus energy and food. 
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that inflation will drop to the bottom of its range and as a result it needs to stimulate the 

2 economy. The inflation rate data in Schedule 1 clearly shows the inflationary pressures in 2008 

3 prior to the recession as well as the dramatic drop in 2009 and recovery in 2010. 

4 Since 1991, the Federal Government has been issuing two types of bonds: a nominal bond where 

5 the interest rate is fixed and a real return bond, which guarantees the investor protection from 

6 inflation. The difference between the nominal yield and the yield on the real-return bond is called 

7 the break -even inflation rate (BEIR), since if actual inflation is higher than this after the fact you 

8 would ha\'e been better off in the real bond and vice versa. Consequently the BEIR is often taken 

9 as one measure of the market's inflationary expectations. The following graphs the BEIR (as a 

10 %) since 1991. 
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12 We can clearly see the collapse in inflationary expectations in the late 1990's as the market 

13 finally believed the Federal Government's intentions not to inflate its way out of its deficit 

14 problems. Since then the BEIR has generally been slightly above the middle of the Bank of 

15 Canada's operating range for inflation of 2.0%, but never above the 3.0% upper limit set by the 

16 Bank. We can also see the impact of the traumatic events of 2008Q3 when the BEIR dropped 

17 dramatically from its "normal" level of just above 2.0% to 1.26% in November 2008. During this 

18 period the fears of a deep recession and deflation were so strong that the BEIR essentially halved 

19 in the space of a few months. These deflationary fears subsided once economic growth got back 
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on track, but have dropped recently as the decrease in commodity prices has rippled through the 

2 economy. However, the Bank of Canada estimates that through 2015 the actual rate of inflation 

3 "ill be just above 1.0%, while the core inflation which strips out the impact of the most volatile 

4 items will be 2.1 % or slightly above its target. Going forward the Bank estimates inflation both 

5 core and actual at 2.0%, whereas the BEIR is currently slightly more bearish. 

6 Q. WHAT HAS BEEN THE RECENT HISTORY OF THE LONG CANADA BOND 

7 YIELD? 

8 Schedule 2 provides data on the full range of interest rates across the broad maturity spectrum as 

9 of January 28,2016. The interest rate on the 30 year Government of Canada bond at 2.05% is 

10 1.57% higher than the yield on 91 day Treasury Bills. This is referred to as a normal yield curve 

11 as typically this yield difference or spread is about 1.25%. However, currently it is marginally 

12 higher than normal indicating that the market expects short term interest rates to increase as the 

13 Canadian economy improves and with it the demand for loans. This reflects the current 

14 stimulative monetary policy. 

15 Normally yields on long term Canada (LTC) bonds are not as affected by current monetary 

16 policy as short term interest rates, since monetary policy works at the short end of the yield curve 

17 via the overnight rate; its influence then weakens as the maturity of the bond increases. The 

18 following graph shows that the LTC yield stayed at about 4.5% from 2005 until December 2007, 

19 when the Bank of Canada started to cut interest rates, after which it stayed at around 4.0% until 

20 November 2008 when it dropped by 0.50%. This was due to the market's recognition of the 

21 possible severity of the recession. However, as these fears receded the LTC yield recovered to 

22 the 4.0% level it was at immediately prior to the fmancial crisis. The expectation through 2011 

23 was that long Canada bond yields would increase as the economy recovered, consistent with the 

24 Bank of Canada increasing the overnight rate. 

25 
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3 Note that when we look at interest rates, although the normal yield spread is about 1.25%, it 

4 narrows when the central bank is trying to slow down the economy by increasing the overnight 

5 rate and increases when it is trying to stimulate the economy. We can see, for example, the very 

6 narrow yield spread at the end of 2007 as the Bank was tightening and the dramatic increase 

7 during the 2008/9 financial crisis. However, in 2011 short term rates had already increased and 

8 the yield spread decreased as markets were normalising. For example, the Royal Bank of Canada 

9 (Financial Markets Monthly June 3, 2011) had the following forecast in June 2011 . 

Forecast Forecast 
100.3 10Q04 110.1 'i1Q.l 110.3 110.4 120,1 110.2 12Q.3 120.4 200. 2010 2011 2012 

Canada " 

Overnight rate 1.00 1.00 1.00 100 ,25 1,7!' 225 2.50 275 )00 0.25 1.00 'i.'7S 3.00 
ThrM·month T ·biLls 0.88 0 •• 7 1. 10 1 20 170 ;:' ,1:i 1_.040 2.tiS 2 .90 3 'is 0.19 0.97 1,15 J '15 

Two')'far Goe bonds 1.40 1.71 1.85 175 : 15 : ,...0 2.BO : .00 3 .)~ 3.75 1.47 1.71 2.40 3 75 
Flve'Ylar GoC bonds 2.04 2.46 2.65 150 l .OO l ,30 350 3.65 :: .85 4.05 2.77 2.46 ;UO 405 

10·year GoC bonds 2.75 3.16 3.25 3.25 3,50 HO l.Q5 4.05 4i .15 4,5 l.61 3.16 J,af) 4.15 

30'Y"ar GoC bonds 3.34 3.55 l.BO 3.75 4,00 430 4.ri5 ... 50 450 455 M7 l.55 4,30 • • 55 
Yiek! curve (10s-2s) 135 145 ,40 150 135 '40 115 105 8(. .0 21< 1<5 140 40 

United States 
fQd funds nit_ OtoO.2S OtoO.2S OtoO.2S Oto025 Oto015 U10025 OtoO.15 050 UXI 1 SO o to 0.25 a to 0.25 0 to f) .2S 1.50 

Three'month T -bUts 0.16 0.12 0.1S 0.20 0.20 025 0.35 0.65 , .':5 1 70 0.06 0.12 0.25 1.70 
Two-year bonds 0.44 0.61 0.70 oeo 0.90 UO i.15 1.60 2.00 250 1.14 0.61 1.10 25tJ 
five·y.ar bonds 1.27 2.01 2.10 200 2.31) lSO 2.80 ).1)5 Mil In 2.6' 2.01 2.06 375 
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At that time RBC was forecasting that long term Canadian (LTC) interest rates would increase 

2 from the then 3.75% level to a "normal" level of 4.55% and US rates from 4.55% to 5.05%. This 

3 did not happen! 

4 In 2011Q4 the US Federal Reserve embarked on the most dramatic third round of "quantitative 

5 easing" (QE3). This simply involves the central bank buying bonds with freshly minted money: 

6 the more bonds they buy the higher the increase in bond prices and the lower the interest rate. 

7 QE3 amounted to an open ended commitment by the US Federal Reserve to buy $85 billion of 

8 US government bonds and Federal Agency backed mortgages every month, while maintaining 

9 the Federal funds rate at 0%. As we can see from the previous graph of interest rates the effect 

10 was a significant drop in LTC yields that lasted through September 2013, as investors hunted for 

11 higher yields outside the US government bond market. 

12 QE3 started to run down in 20 13Q3 and again the market expected interest rates to recover. 

13 However, although QE3 ended in the US in October 2014 the recovery in interest rates has still 

14 not occurred. Instead, long term interest rates have essentially been flat through 2015. There are 

15 two main reasons why interest rates have still not recovered in Canada. The first is that the US 

16 Federal Reserve has accumulated at least $3.5 trillion of securities. The following graphic from 

17 the Federal Reserve Bank of Cleveland shows the growth in the Fed's balance sheet. 
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As it buys securities it pays for them with US money and by the end of2014 it had bought about 

2 $3.5 trillion of mainly US government and agency (mortgage) bonds. This is $3.5 trillion of 

3 securities that have been issued, but are not in the public markets: if they had been sold into the 

4 markets the huge increase in supply would have depressed prices and increased interest rates. 

5 Although, this bond purchase program has now ended there is still this $3.5 trillion that is not in 

6 the market. 

7 This is like filling a bath (liquidity): the US Fed may have turned off the taps so the bath is no 

8 longer filling, but the bath is already incredibly full. What this means is that although QE3 has 

9 stopped, its impact will last as long as the Fed does not sell its $3.5 trillion hoard of securities. 

10 Further as the US government has reduced its deficit its need to issue bonds has dropped causing 

11 the supply of new US government bonds to also drop. The problem now is how to drain the bath 

12 and here the actions of the Federal Reserve are critical. The bath will be drained as the Fed sells 

13 government securities, thereby depressing their price and increasing interest rates. In December 

14 2015 the Federal Reserve did increase its target rate by 0.25% and also indicated that there will 

15 be four more similar increases in 2016 to move the Federal Funds rate to 1.50% by the end of 

16 2016. However, this policy change is directed at the short end of the yield curve, not the long 

17 end. The Fed seems to be in no hurry to run down its balance sheet by selling its longer term 

18 holdings; if it did, long term interest rates would increase dramatically. 12 

19 The second reason is that the Fed is not the only central bank to inject money into the global 

20 financial system or buy long dated government securities. The Bank of England is in no hurry to 

21 increase its target rate, even though it stopped its QE program in July 2012. So in many ways it 

22 is at the same stage as the Fed. However, the Bank of England is also in no hurry to sell its 

23 holdings of UK government bonds. In contrast, the European Central Bank did not start serious 

24 quantitative easing until January 2015 and currently buys 60 billion Euros a month or over $80 

25 billion. The ECB already has a -0.2% deposit rate and does not buy bonds with an interest rate 

12 Note the Fed makes money on these bonds even at these very low rates since its cost is zero from 
printing money. 
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less than that. However, as the following graphic from the Wall Street Journal l3 shows currently 

2 most French and German govenunent debt out to 5 years have interest rates less than -0.2%. 

3 
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4 Finally, in October 2014 the Bank of Japan announced its own expanded QE program. It is 

5 currently buying about $661 billion a year or $55 billion a month depending on the exchange rate 

6 and is forecast to own 50% of the Japanese bond market by 2017. 14 

7 The result is that while the US and UK baths have stopped filling up, but are incredibly full, the 

8 baths in Europe and Japan still have the taps completely open. The result is twofold: the supply 

9 of liquidity (money) used to buy securities has enormously increased, while the supply of bonds 

10 has decreased, since trillions have been taken off the market by central banks. The result has 

11 been a dramatic increase in bond prices and drop in market yields. Canada has been a by-stander 

12 in this as the Bank of Canada has never had to initiate a bond buying program, since it recovered 

13 from its own 2008/9 recession and started to increase the overnight rate in 2010. Essentially 

14 Canada has been waiting for the rest of the world to sort out its problems. However, with open 

\3 ECB to test the limits of its bond buying program, Wall Street Journal, December 1, 2015 
14 ''Bank of Japan stepping up bond buying pace with or without stimulus shift," BloombergBusiness, 
October 26,2015. 
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capital markets Canada is affected by what has happened in the US, UK, Japanese and European 

2 financial markets. 

3 As global interest rates have dropped the "search for yield" has become very important and 

4 investors have started to take note of Canada. Of importance is that Canada remains one of a 

5 small number of AAA rate countries so is a particularly attractive location to invest government 

6 reserves. The following graphic comes from the Bank of Canada and indicates that almost 30% 

7 of the Canadian government bond market is now o\\ned by non-residents. As non-residents have 

8 searched for yield, they have invested in the Canadian government bond market driving up 

9 market prices and driving down government bond yields. The result is current Canadian yields 

10 are far below where they would have been, but for the massive bond buying programs in the 

11 major financial markets in the rest of the world. 

12 

13 Q. 

14 

Chart 16: The share of Canadian federal government bonds held by foreigners 
has increased since the financial crisis 
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WHAT IS YOUR FORECAST FOR THE LONG CANADA BOND YIELD FOR 

2016-7? 

15 A. The current (January 8, 2015) RBC forecast is below. 
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Actual. Forecast: 
15Ql 15Q2 15Q3 15Q4 i6Ql 16Q2 16Q3 16Q4 17Ql 17Q2 17Q3 

Canada 
Overnight 0.75 0.75 0.50 0.50 0.50 0,50 0.50 0.50 0.75 1.00 1.25 

Three-month 0.55 0.58 0.43 0.51 0.50 0.55 0.60 0.60 0.85 1.10 1.35 
Tv.o-year O.SO 0.48 0.52 0.48 0.55 0.80 1.00 1.10 1.35 1.60 1.95 
Five-year 0.77 0.82 0.80 0.73 0.85 1.25 1.50 1.70 1.90 2.10 2.<0 
10-year 1.36 1.69 1.43 1.<0 1.60 1.90 2.20 2.30 2..45 2,60 2.75 
3D-year 1.98 2.31 2.20 2.16 2.25 2.60 2.75 2.85 2,95 3.05 3.20 

Un1ted Stat .. 
Fed funds'" 0.25 0.25 0.25 0.50 0.75 1.00 1.25 1.50 2.00 2.50 3.00 
Three- month O.().4 0.Q3 0.00 0,17 0.45 0.65 0.70 0.95 1.50 2.05 2.65 
Tv.o-yaar 0.56 0.64 0.64 1.05 1.30 1.50 1.70 2.00 2.55 3.05 3.45 
Five-year 1.37 1.64 1.37 1.76 2.05 2.15 2.30 2.55 3.00 3.35 3.75 
10-year 1.93 2.35 2.04 2.27 2.60 2.70 2.B5 3.05 3.<0 3.65 3.95 

1 3a-year 2.54 3.12 2.86 3.02 3.30 3.35 3.45 3.55 3.70 3.B5 4.15 

What is clear is that the enormous amount of liquidity in global markets has caused RBC to 

dramatically lower its interest rate forecast. Whereas in June 2011 it ",as forecasting a quick 

rebound to the 4.55-5.05% level for LTC and US Treasury yields this has now been scaled back 

to 3.65%-4.25%. These forecasts are largely keyed off the forecast increases in the over-night 

and Federal Funds rates, where RBC takes the Fed at their word and sees a 1.0% increase in 

10 The RBC forecast is usually aggressive compared to the general consensus. In their December 

11 2015 report Consensus Economics places the average (from 18 forecasters) for the ten year bond 

12 forecast yield three months out at 1.80% and for one year out at 2.2%. If the current spread from 

13 Schedule 2 between the 30 year (2.05%) and ten year (1.24%) bond of 0.81% is added to the end 

14 of 2016 forecast this implies that the 30 year bond yield at the end of 2016 will only be 3.01 %. 

15 The average of the March and December Consensus forecasts which is a proxy for the average 

16 for the year as whole, and consistent with the application to an average forward test year rate 

17 base, is 2.81%Y 

15 RBC is the second highest in their forecast; the highest is from my colleagues at the University of 
Toronto with a 3.1 % forecast yield, which translates into 3.22% for the 30 year bond. 
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1 There has been much discussion into whether there has been a permanent decline in "neutral" 

2 interest rates, that is, rates that are neither designed to stimulate nor slow down the economy. 

3 Recently Reza and Sarkerl6 refer to Ms. Yellen's judgement that the "neutral" or normal interest 

4 rate is now a real rate of 1.75%, whereas the neutral rate in Canada has dropped from the 2.5-

5 3.5% level of the mid 2000's to a current level of 1-2%. If correct, with a 2% inflation target 

6 these estimates imply a neutral, nominal interest rate of 3.0-4.0% in Canada and a slightly higher 

7 3.75% in the US or slightly below RBC's longer run forecast. However, what happens to long 

8 term interest rates depends critically on when quantitative easing ends in Japan and Europe and 

9 when, if ever, the central banks start seriously selling their stocks of long term government 

10 bondsP 

11 What is important to note is that interest rates are not, and probably will not for the foreseeable 

12 future, be set by private investors. Instead, they are being set by what has been termed the 

13 "global policy maker." As a result, forecasting interest rates for a small country like Canada in a 

14 global financial system depends critically on central bank decisions elsewhere. 

15 Q. WHAT HAS HAPPENED IN THE CORPORATE FIXED INCOME MARKET? 

16 A. The following graphs the spread between the yield on 91 day Treasury Bills (TB) and those 

17 on three month Bankers Acceptances (BA) and Commercial paper (CP). Treasury Bill yields are 

18 close to the rate that the chartered banks get from their deposits at the Bank of Canada when they 

19 have excess cash and are effectively default free, since they are obligations of the Treasury of the 

20 Government of Canada. In contrast, the Bankers' Acceptance rate is the rate the market requires 

21 on short term investments in the main chartered banks, whereas the Commercial Paper rate is the 

22 rate that large Canadian companies with the best credit rating can get by issuing notes in the 

23 money market. As a result, the spreads between these two private rates and that on Treasury Bills 

16 "Is slower growth the new normal in advanced economies," Bank of Canada Review, Autumn 2015. 
17 Note central banks are in no hurry to sell their holdings of long term bonds, since they are financed by 
issuing cash. As a result, they generate huge profits. The economic reason to sell them will be when there 
is a pickup up in inflation and the central bank needs to drain the system of liquidity to avoid rampant 
inflation. Currently, there is no likelihood of this in the foreseeable future. 
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is indicative of the state of the short term lending marketl8 and the willingness oflarge investors 

2 to lend to the banks and very low risk, stable, Canadian companies 

Money Market Spreads 

3 
cp ""I 

4 Before discussing these spreads, it is important to note that investors in the money market are 

5 mainly "parking" their money, rather than investing, since their main concern is security of 

6 principal, that is, getting their money back. Consequently, with any hint of default the market 

7 seizes up. This happens periodically in the CP market as seemingly low risk institutions default 

8 and investors panic and refuse to roll over or reinvest the money invested in CP for fear of 

9 further losses due to an inability to distinguish between good and bad risks. 

10 For example, for the last 20 years the money market has been very quiet with spreads at 10-20 

11 basis points. This changed in July 2007 with the US sub-prime problems spilling over into 

12 Canada, where we can see the large spike and again with the Bear Stearns bailout in March 2008. 

13 This got much worse in September 2008 as Lehman Brothers failed and contagion hit the 

14 world's financial markets and spreads in the Canadian money market went close to 3.0%. 

15 However, of importance is that the measures taken by central banks to stabilise the financial 

16 system worked. The BA and CP spreads have been at normal levels for the last six years. 

" The main banks are generally rated R-1 (Mid) equivalent to an AA bond rating while CP is a mixture of 
R-1 (Mid) and R-l (low), so generally these spreads are very similar. 
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At the current point in time with the low overnight rate, 91 day Treasury Bills are about 0.45% 

2 and high grade commercial paper about 0.82% or a premium of 0.37%. In contrast, at the time 

3 of my 2012 evidence the cost of commercial paper was 0.34% higher at 1.16%. The drop 

4 basically reflects the 0.50% decrease in the Bank of Canada's target overnight rate and that the 

5 Banks did not drop their rates by an equivalent amount. There's no question that top quality 

6 credits can now access funds in the short term money market more cheaply than in 2012. 

7 The following graphs the generic credit or default, spreads between corporate and government 

8 long term bonds using the AA, A, and BBB indexes maintained originally by Scotia Capital 

9 markets. 19 
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II Corporate bonds have default risk, since companies can run into financial difficulty whereas 

12 governments borrowing in their own currency like Canada cannot.20 These yield spreads usually 

13 behave in a predictable manner. In a recession as the risk of bankruptcy increases, investors sell 

14 off default-risky corporate debt and their liquidity drops. As a result their bond prices fall and 

IS their yields increase relative to the long Canada bond yield causing a wider spread. Conversely 

16 as the economy recovers and this risk recedes the spread narrows. We can see this clearly in the 

19 The most recent data is from Datastream, which updates original data from Scotia Capital's Handbook 
of Debt Market Indices. 
20 This assumes they simply print more money to payoff their debts. The US can do this, but it has been 
the behaviour of Tea Party Republicans in Congress arguing that the US should default that has frightened 
global investors since 20 II. 
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1 high spreads during the long recession of the early 1990s, the panic of the Asian crisis and the 

2 bursting of the Internet Bubble and in particular the financial crisis of 2008-9. Note also that 

3 usually the spread increases most for the BBB bond which is the riskiest. 

4 At the current point in time generic A spreads are about 1.90% and have increased since the 

5 summer, when they were just under 1.60%. In contrast, at the time of my 2012 evidence these 

6 spreads were a tad lower at 1.80%. I don't regard the increase as that significant mainly because 

7 they are quite volatile and currently reflect a minor flight to quality as the stock market has 

8 swooned since the summer on China fears. More importantly firms do not "pay" the spread they 

9 pay the full interest cost. At the time of my 2012 evidence the long Canada rate was 2.3% and 

10 the generic A yield was 4.0%, whereas currently with an average long Canada rate of 2.01 % the 

11 yield on generic A bonds is 3.91 % so there has been a slight reduction in A bond yields despite 

12 the increase in spreads. 

13 It is also interesting to compare Canadian interest rates with the US. The following graph is the 

14 yield on the generic BBB bond in Canada and the yield on Moody's BBB rated utility bond21 

15 since January 2012 to encompass the period since the last generic hearing. What is clear is that 

16 typically the Canadian BBB yield has been below that in the US, particularly since the start of 

17 2013. Currently, there is a yield difference of 0.81 %, that is, the generic BBB yield in Canada is 

18 at 4.70% (January 1) versus the utility BBB yield in the US of 5.51%. This is further 

19 confirmation that the financing cost (cost of capital) to BBB rated Canadian utilities is 

20 significantly lower than for US utilities. 

21 The US yield data is from the Federal Reserve Economic Data bank (FRED) and the BBB (actually 
Moody's BAA) is the only corporate series available, probably because the typical US utility is rated 
BBB. 
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US and Canadian BBB rated debt 
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2 In the past I have also stressed that in Canada the yield on utility debt rated A or BBB has traded 

3 on lower yields than equivalent generic debt. This tendency has been particularly true during 

4 recessions when the rating agencies seem to be slow to downgrade non-utility debt whereas the 

5 market for non-utility debt seems to sell off. I used to use two series from the Canadian Bond 

6 Rating service (CBRS) but this was discontinued after it was taken over by S&P. Fortunately, 

7 Bloomberg has created a synthetic A rated utility yield series (C29530Y). The following graphs 

8 the yields from the Scotia Capital generic A bond index and the Bloomberg utility synthetic 

9 series.22 

10 Note that utility yields were consistently lower than generic A yields as the fmancial crisis 

II started to emerge and remained so until two years or so ago when they merged. Currently the 

12 market seems to be valuing similarly rated utility and non-utility debt the same. This is further 

13 support for a return to normality in the bond market as the extra "safety" implicit in A rated 

14 utility bonds is not valued to the same degree that it was during the financial crisis. 

22 Note the Scotia A index includes a large number of utility bonds so the distinction, by construction, is 
not as clear as for the two old CBRS series. 
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2 Q. WHAT HAS BEEN THE GENERAL STATE OF CAPITAL MARKETS? 

3 A. As indicated previously the bond market has been heavily influenced by the actions of 

4 central bankers, it is interesting therefore to look at broader measures of the stress in the financial 

5 system. In the US the Federal Reserve Bank of Kansas City has developed the Kansas City 

6 "Financial Stress" Index (KCFSI) which is graphed below. 
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8 This index is designed to capture a variety of financial indicators in addition to the two which I 

9 have traditionally focussed on, which are the short term spreads in the money market and longer 
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term spreads in the bond market. The additional indicators include the stock market volatility 

2 index, the state of bank share prices, and the behaviour of stock and bond returns. When the 

3 KCFSI is above 0 it indicates that capital markets are under stress or that access to markets is 

4 "tough" similarly when it is below 0 it indicates relatively easy or "stress-free" capital market 

5 conditions. The value of the KCFSI is simply that it captures in one number the impact of a 

6 variety of capital market indicators.23 The major insight of the KCFSI is that it emphasises the 

7 enormous pressure in the US financial system during the financial crisis. Unlike the internet 

8 bubble crash in 2001 the crisis in 2008/9 struck at the very core of the US financial system, 

9 which is the banking system, where liquidity, that is, the ability to trade securities at close to 

10 their true market value, dried up in many parts of the capital market and the US government had 

11 to intervene on a massive scale. Since the 2012 GCOC market conditions have been easy, but 

12 ""ith the ending ofQE3 conditions in the US tightened somewhat as markets returned to average 

13 or "normal" conditions. 

14 The work by the Kansas City Fed follows pioneering work done by researchers at the Bank of 

15 Canada who developed a simpler financial conditions stress index,24 which is graphed below. 
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2J Technically it captures the common element in all these indicators by using principal components 
analysis. 
24 The Bank of Canada index is actually the inverse of this, I multiplied it through by -1 to get the same 
interpretation as for the KCFSI 
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The Bank of Canada indicator similarly tracks the enonnous stress in the financial markets 

2 during the financial crisis and similar to the KCFSI, the index reflects the recent easy or stress 

3 free fmancial market conditions. The Bank has now discontinued the stress index and emphasises 

4 a broader array of stress indicators. One of the most important indicators is the Bank's survey 

5 results from senior lending officers, which reflects their assessment of the lending conditions to 

6 Canadian non-fmancial finns. The latest survey results from the bank are below and similarly we 

7 see the tightening credit market conditions during the financial crisis and the loose conditions 

8 thereafter with a gradual return to nonnal pricing and credit conditions in 2015, similar to the 

9 indications from the KCFSI. 

10 

11 Q. 

Chart 1: Senior loan officers reported that business-lending 
conditions for Canadian non-financial firms were mostly 
unchanged ••• 
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Institutions reportine tightened aedft conditions minus the weighted percentage 
reporting eased credit conditloos. Thus, a posttfve balance of opinion impHes a net 
tightening. The chart shows the average of the balances of opinion for the price and 
non-price dimensions of Jending conditions. 

HOW DOES THE STATE OF THE ECONOMY AFFECT PROFITS AND THE 

12 CAPITAL MARKET? 

13 
14 A. The following graphs the average annual ROE against the spread between the yield on 

15 BBB debt and long Canada bonds since 1980. The data for 2015 is for the first half of the year 

16 since full year data is not yet available. The graph illustrates the basic inverse relationship that 

17 spreads nonnally increase during recessions when corporate profitability drops and then reduce 

18 when the economy recovers and corporate profits increase. We can clearly see this in the 
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I recession of the early 1990s and again to a lesser degree during the fmancial crisis. However, 

2 even during the financial crisis basic corporate profitability in Canada remained healthy due to 

3 strong commodity prices, indicating that much of the pressure was coming from events in the US 

4 and elsewhere. 

Corporate ROE and BBB Spread 
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6 Corporate profitability in Canada has recently dropped from its pre-recession highs as 

7 commodity prices have weakened and this has kept spreads marginally high. We can see in the 

8 first half of 2015, for example, that the drop in profitability has been matched by a minor 

9 increase in spreads over the level for 2014. 

10 

11 

Q. 

12 A. 

WHAT ARE YOUR CONCLUSIONS ABOUT CONDITIONS IN THE "MONEY 

MARKET"? 

The Canadian economy is suffering from two effects. On the one hand it is adjusting to 

13 the drop in commodity prices, which is hurting the materials and energy sector. On the other 

14 hand, it is being helped by growth in the U.S and a strengthening of traditional manufacturing, 

15 particularly in central Canada. Three years ago the Bank of Canada anticipated that the 

16 remaining spare capacity in the economy would be used up by mid-2015, while the financial 

17 system was firing on all cylinders. The slowdown in China has deferred this growth forecast and 
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caused serious problems in the resource sector. As a result, we are still a couple of years away 

2 from the peak of the business cycle with plenty of growth to come. \Vhether we can use up these 

3 resources depends on continued growth in the U.S2S and whether the slowdown in China causes 

4 more problems. Of particular concern is whether there are significant non-performing loans to 

5 the Canadian resource sector resulting from the lower commodity prices. 

6 In terms of the equity markets, the following graphs the performance of the TSX composite and 

7 the S&P 500 since December 31 20 II. In both cases the level is standardised with the December 

8 31, 2011 value so we can see the changes since then. What is clear is the outperformance of the 

9 US market, since it is not as resource sensitive as the Canadian market, with a 60% increase in 

10 value over the four year period. In contrast, the Canadian market has only increased by about 

11 10% and peaked in Summer 2014 at 15,625, after which it has drifted lower with the impact of 

12 commodity prices. This has continued in 2016 where the latest value (January 29, 2016) for the 

13 TSX is 12,720 or 18.5% below its high point. 
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25 The latest US job market growth statistics indicated an additional 292,000 in December 2015, which is 
more than enough to soak up new entrants into the workforce and significantly exceeded expectations. 
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Despite the recent equity market ~eakness, general Canadian stock prices are still higher than 

2 they were in 2012/2013 and the weakness is mainly reflected in the resource sector. 

3 Overall the stock market is valuing utilities favourably, credit is still easy and utilities continue to 

4 have access to the 40 and 50 year debt market at very low interest rates. Market conditions 

5 remain much as they were in 2012: very receptive to good credits like Canadian utilities. 

6 Q. THESE COMMENTS ARE FOR CANADA IS THERE ANYTHING DIFFERENT 

7 ABOUT NEWFOUNDLAND AND LABRADOR? 

8 A. While almost all the capital market data is relevant for Canada as a whole there are 

9 important differences in regional economic performance. NeVlfoundland and Labrador, in 

10 particular, is going through an adjustment period to lower commodity prices and the completion 

II of several major construction projects. According to RBC26 the impact of lower oil prices 

12 combined with lower production has hurt provincial exports as have declines in iron ore prices. 

13 These declines have been exacerbated by what RBC calls the cresting of the wave in terms of the 

14 impact of several major projects such as Hebron and Muskrat Falls. The result is that the 

IS investment boom which started in 2010 is now tapering off. The corollary of much of this is that 

16 housing starts are approximately half the level of2011-2012. 

17 Much of the impact of these "predictable" changes has already been felt as provincial GDP 

18 declined 2.6% in 2014 and 3.0% in 2015 (forecast). RBC is forecasting sub-par 0.5% growth in 

19 2016 and that the employment decline felt in 2014-15 will continue into 2016. The forecast 13% 

20 unemployment rate for 2016 is still broadly similar to the 12.6-12.3% rate of 2011-2012 at the 

21 time of the last hearing. Overall, RBC's forecast reflects the passing of some unique events and 

22 unfortunately a return to normal for the province as one of the weakest sectors of the Canadian 

23 economy. 

24 

26 Provincial Forecast, December 2015. 
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1 III RISK PREMIUM ESTIMATES OF THE FAIR ROE 

2 Q. WHAT IS THE MOST COMMON WAY OF ESTIMATING THE FAIR ROE? 

3 A. The capital asset pricing model or CAPM remains the most common way of estimating 

4 the fair rate of return. It is a special form of risk premium model which simply says, 

6 In words the investor's required or fair rate of return (K) is equal to the risk free rate (RF) plus a 

7 risk premium. Where the CAPM differs from other risk premium models is that it specifies that 

8 the risk premium is comprised of the market risk premium (MRP) times the security's relative 

9 risk or beta coefficient (fJ). In this regard any fair ROE can always be decomposed into a risk 

10 free rate and a risk premium, so the CAPM is perfectly general: its contribution is simply to 

11 relate an individual risk premium to the overall market risk premium and its relative risk 

12 coefficient. 

13 Why the CAPM is so widely used is because it is intuitively correct. It captures two of the major 

14 "laws' of finance: the time value of money and the risk value of money. I will discuss the third 

15 law offmance the tax value of money later, but the time value of money is captured in the long 

16 Canada bond yield as the risk free rate. The risk value of money is captured in the market risk 

17 premium, which anchors an individual firm's risk. As long as the market risk premium is 

18 approximately correct the estimate will be in the right "ball-park." Where the CAPM normally 

19 gets controversial is in the beta coefficient; since risk is constantly changing so too are beta 

20 coefficients. This sometimes casts doubt on the model as people find it difficult to understand 

21 why betas change. Further it also makes testing the model incredibly difficult. However, the 

22 CAPM measures the right thing: which is how much does a security add to the risk of a 

23 diversified portfolio, which is the central idea of modem portfolio theory. It also reflects the fact 

24 that modem capital markets are dominated by large institutions that hold diversified portfolios. 

25 Currently, the CAPM remains the most important model used by a company in estimating their 

26 cost of equity capital. The following table comes from a survey of 392 US Chief Financial 

27 officers by Graham and Harvey in the Journal of Financial Economics 2001: 
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2 70% of US CFOs use the CAPM and a further 30% use a multi-beta approach similar to the two 

3 factor model I often use. Note in this respect that multi-beta models, while slightly more general, 

4 don't alter the average rate of return which is anchored by the risk free rate and market risk 

5 premium: all they do is generate slightly different estimates for individual firms. 

6 In response to persistent criticisms by witnesses on behalf of the utilities I have started to look at 

7 alternatives to the CAPM, which are generally described as multi-factor models. Essentially 

8 these models extend the one factor CAPM to include additional factors. The current 'standard is 

9 to include a size premium (the return difference between small firms minus big or 5MB) and a 

10 value premium (the return difference between value versus growth stocks). This is the Farna-

II French three factor model, which states, 

13 In this case as well as the market risk premium (MKT) an investor requires a premium for small 

14 firms and value stocks. Why the FF3 factor model is controversial is that some believe that small 

15 value stocks are riskier and thus deserve a premium, whereas others believe that the market 
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1 consistently miss-prices large growth stocks, since they are faddish and sexier for financial 

2 advisors to sell (think Apple, Facebook etc) and are thus over-valued and consistently earn lower 

3 rates of return. 

4 I tend to believe the faddish argurnent, but regardless for individual stocks using the FF3 factor 

5 model versus the CAPM rarely makes much of a difference. For example, Estrada (2011i7 

6 estimated the equity cost for the Dow 30 firms using both models where the average equity cost 

7 using the CAPM was 9.70% versus 9.50% from using the FF3 factor model. The complete 

8 estimates are in Schedule 3, but the general point is that we are just allocating the stock's return 

9 to different components, so that the sum of the parts should always (approximately) add up to the 

10 same number. The Dow 30 stocks have a beta close to 1.0 since they are a portfolio of stocks and 

11 this should be close to average; as we would expect they have negative exposure to the size 

12 premium, since they are all large stocks and positive exposure to the value premium, since they 

l3 are generally value stocks. In this respect they are similar to utilities that tend to be relatively 

14 large value stocks. 

15 In terms of the "error" in using one model versus another, the difference ranges from +1.5% to -

16 1.6% or a range of 3.0%. This is not an insignificant difference but it stems from the confluence 

17 of the size and value premiums.28 The + 1.5% difference is for American Express, which has a 

18 17.7% FF3 Factor equity cost estimate versus the 16.2% for the CAPM. This difference stems 

19 from the observation that AmEx is a relatively small value stock and generates a premium for 

20 both these factors, which is greater than the lower beta estimate. In contrast, Merck is a large 

21 growth stock and its much higher FF3 factor beta coefficient is not enough to offset the negative 

22 size and growth premiums. As a result, its CAPM equity cost at 9.1 % is higher than its FF3 

23 factor cost at 7.5%. The closest to a regulated utility would be AT&T, where the CAPM equity 

24 cost is 7.80% versus a FF3 factor estimate of 7.30%; again its higher beta is more than offset by 

25 the impact of the size and value premiums. 

27 Estrada, Journal of Applied Corporate Finance (Spring 201 1). Estrada's estimates are for illustration 
only I do not recommend them or the process he used to get them. 
28 Note also that the range of equity cost estimates is from 4.80% to 17.7% for the FF3 factor model and a 
slightly smaller 5.3% to 17.5% for the CAPM. 
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Of note is that Fama-French claim their model removes the significance of the intercept in their 

2 estimation procedures so there is no support for the argument that it is biased in any way. More 

3 to the point, the overall estimates are very similar to those of the CAPM and as I have long 

4 argued the use of the long Canada bond yield, instead of the Treasury Bill )ield, automatically 

5 increases the CAPM estimate anyway.29 

6 Q. IS TImRE ANY OTHER SUPPORT FOR TIm CAPM? 

7 A. Yes. Levy and Roll have recently revisited the question of the empirical support for the 

8 CAPM. Richard Roll in a ground-breaking paper30 pointed out that as long as the market 

9 portfolio is ex post efficient then by definition the CAPM will work in empirical tests and all 

10 securities will lie along a straight line relating returns to betas. In the Levy and Roll paper 1 they 

II reverse engineer the tests and consider how much the sample parameters can vary to make sure 

12 the normal proxies for the market portfolio are efficient. Levy and Roll find that even slight 

13 variations, within the normal estimation bounds, make the proxies efficient. As they conclude: 

14 
15 "This article shows that a small variation of the sample parameters, well within their 
16 estimation error bounds, can make a typical market proxy efficient. Thus, the empirically 
17 measured return paranJeters and the market portfolio weights are perfectly consistent with 
18 the CAPM using a typical proxy ..... Hence, minor changes in estimation error reverse 
19 previous negative and disappointing fmdings for the CAPM." 
20 
21 The point is that the normal criticism of the CAPM is usually based on very old empirical tests 

22 that did not recognize estimation error while the Levy and Roll results show that even slight 

23 changes in the parameters will nullify those results. 

24 Q. WHAT IS YOUR SIMPLE CAPM ESTIMATE FOR A BENCHMARK UTILITY? 

25 A. In Appendix B I estimate the market risk premium of common equities over long term 

26 Canada bonds at 5.0-6.0%. This estimate is drawn from the Canadian capital market history 

27 going back to 1924 so encompasses periods very similar to today, such as the bleak 1930s of 

29 At the current point in time this increases the estimate by about 1.50%. 
30 Richard Roll, "A Critique of the Asset Pricing Theory's Tests: Part I: On Past and Potential Testability 
of the Theory", Journal of Financial Economics 4: 129-76, 1977. 
31 Moshe Levy and Richard Roll, "The Market Portfolio May be Mean Variance Efficient After All," 
Review of Financial Studies, 20 I O. 
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slow growth and falling prices, as well as booms and serious inflation problems such as the 

2 1970's. While the Canadian data points to a market risk premium of under 5.0%, I give weight to 

3 the US evidence for three main reasons. First, most of the restrictions on keeping Canadian 

4 capital Vlithin Canada have been removed resulting in significant capital outflows and higher 

5 expected returns on Canadian investments. Second, the fiscal positon of the Government of 

6 Canada improved dramatically after 1997. Third, the Canadian bond market has received 

7 significant foreign capital inflows depressing yields below where they would have been 

8 historically with a segmented or closed capital market. The result has been lower interest rates in 

9 Canada than the United States for the last five plus years, which has removed the historic bias of 

10 a smaller Canadian market risk premium over a higher and riskier Canadian government bond 

11 yield. Finally, I give significant weight to survey results by Professor Fernandez et al, who now 

12 annually surveys thousands of academics, financial analysts and corporate executives making 

13 investment decisions.32 This acts as confirmation that my market risk premium range is well 

14 within the normal range of other finance professionals. 

15 My Appendix C discusses relative risk adjustments or betas. The recent history of Canadian 

16 utilities is of beta coefficients in an approximate range of 0.30-0.45. The higher estimate 

17 represents their beta estimate post the financial crisis and internet bubble. These estimates are 

18 consistent with the price behaviour of Canadian regulated utilities and estimates by external 

19 outlets such as the Royal Bank of Canada, Yahoo and Google, so I regard them as reasonable. It 

20 is indisputable that as low risk investments the relative risk of Canadian utilities has been 

21 significantly lower than for an average Canadian equity security. 

22 As robustness checks I also look at beta estimates for a sample of US utilities, where the 

23 estimates are somewhat higher, but this could be due to unique effects such as merger activity. I 

24 also look at what would happen if I adjusted my beta estimates using the Blume adjustment 

25 methodology toward their grand mean of 0.50 and fmd it makes very little difference. However, 

26 any estimates reflect the time period over which they are estimated and once a unique event falls 

27 out of the estimation window it no longer affects the estimate. Consequently, on a going forward 

32 Market Risk Premium and Risk-Free Rate Used for 41 countries in 2015," lESE Business School, 
2015. 
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basis I judge the relative risk of Canadian utilities to move back to their historic range reflecting 

2 normal market risk. This is why I continue to judge the relative risk of a Canadian utility to be 

3 45-55% of that of the market as a whole. 

4 I would therefore judge the going forward utility risk premium to be 2.25% to 3.30% 

5 representing the combination of the low end of the relative risk adjustment and the low end of 

6 the market risk premium (.45 and 5%) combined with the top end of both (.55 and 6%). If this is 

7 added to a 2.81% consensus forecast for the average long term Canadian bond yield for 2016 and 

8 a 0.50% flotation cost allowance, I would judge a "simple" CAPM fair return estimate for 2016 

9 to be as follows: 

10 

11 
12 

Simple CAPM Estimates 

Low end 
High end 

2016 

5.56% 
6.61% 

13 The average estimate of 6.08% is slightly lower (0.20%) than the simple average of 6.28% I used 

14 in my 2012 testimony simply because the forecast long Canada bond yield is that much lower. 

15 Of importance is that forecasters have been predicting a rapid increase in long Canada interest 

16 rates for some years. In my November 2012 testimony the Consensus forecast at that time was 

17 exactly the same as today: 1.80% three months out and 2.2% twelve months out. Essentially 

18 forecasters have not changed their "increasing interest rates" forecast over the last three years 

19 and yet at that time the long Canada bond yield was 2.41% whereas today it is 2.05%. That is 

20 they have been completely wrong for many years. 

21 Of importance is that the forecast has to bear some relationship with the actions of investors in 

22 the bond market. If the current LTC yield of 2.05% does increase to the 2.85% as forecast by 

23 RBC over the next year, then a bond market investor would lose significantly on their 

24 investment. 33 Another way of saying this is if investors actually believed the forecasts of 

25 economists the current yield on the LTC bond would be a lot closer to 2.85% than it is. 

33 If RBC's forecast was generally accepted then current yields would be a lot higher, since the one year 
Treasury Bill yield is only 0.50%. By the unbiased expectations theorem the loss from investing in one 
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1 Q. DO YOU USE TIDS SIMPLE CAPM ESTIMATE? 

2 A. No. The CAPM estimate is appropriate under "normal" or average markets, since it uses 

3 a normal or average market risk premium and assumes that conditions in the bond market 

4 affecting the long Canada bond yield are also driving conditions in the equity market, that is, that 

5 the correct "opportunity cost" for an equity investor is the bond market plus a risk premium. 

6 However, at the current point in time conditions in the Canadian bond market are largely being 

7 driven by external factors and are still not "average" market conditions. To adjust for this I make 

8 two adjustments: the first is simply to make the CAPM estimate conditional on the state of the 

9 markets thereby converting it into a conditional CAPM or CCAPM, the second is to adjust for 

10 the abnormally low Canada bond yields resulting from rampant bond buying programs by central 

11 banks. 

12 In terms of the CCAPM there are a variety of financial variables to use to condition on the state 

13 of the markets. For example, I have previously discussed the Kansas City financial stress index 

14 which attempts to do this by looking at a composite stress index, which should be correlated with 

15 investor risk aversion. Another popular index is the Chicago Board of Exchange's (CBOE) 

16 volatility index (VIX). This calculates the expected standard deviation of the overall stock 

17 market return from at the money call options.34 The standard deviation, as explained in my 

18 Appendix B, is a measure of the overall risk or volatility of the stock market and has averaged 

19 18-20% since 1926. Below is a graph of the VIX since 2004. 

year as opposed to 30 year Canadas is about 1.5% which has to be captured in a higher average bond 
yield when the investor reinvests from the T Bill into a new 30 year bond next year. Approximately this 
means that the yield has to increase by 0.05% over the year, not 0.80%. 

34 Call options payoff only if a certain event (usually the stock price) reaches a specific value and the 
only "unknown" to price them is the variability or standard deviation of the price. As a result, we can 
work back from the market price to estimate the implied standard deviation or volatility. 
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2 The average value for the VIX over the period 2004-2015 was 19.4%, close to the average from 

3 stock market data going back to 1926.35 However, consistent with the KCFSI we can see the 

4 huge increase in uncertainty during the financial crisis as the VIX hit a peak value of 80% or 4X 

5 the average value. The VIX reflected the huge panic during the financial crisis, but as always the 

6 panic subsides and since January 2011 (the last five years) has been below average at 16.2% 

7 despite periodic attacks of nerves in August 2015 as the first China fears hit the stock market and 

8 the first week of2016 when they returned. 

9 The problem with the VIX and the KCSFI is they are not direct estimates of a rate of return and 

10 cannot be used to reliably alter a CAPM expected return estimate. An alternative is to use the 

1 1 default or credit spread between risky corporate debt and default free Government of Canada 

12 bonds. This is the corporate spread discussed earlier and similar to the VIX and KCSFI shows 

13 the huge impact of the financial crisis when corporate A rated spreads peaked at 3.70% versus a 

14 pre-crisis average of 0.94% (1979-2007). 

15 Before this Board in 2009 I stated that much of the increase in credit spreads was caused by 

16 liquidity problems in the market making function of investment banks. Since then research at the 

3S It may surprise some but there is no evidence of any structural increase in uncertainty in the stock 
market: it has always been highly volatile. 
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1 Bank of Canada has helped to disentangle the liquidity from the pure credit risk components in 

2 the corporate spread.36 This research concludes (page 29) 

3 "our results show that for investment grade firms, the majority of the spread corresponds to 
4 liquidity: on average, the liquidity component accounts for 63% of the spread." 

5 Although it remains very difficult to disentangle the liquidity from the pure credit component in 

6 credit spreads, since 20 10 as Canadian capital market conditions were returning to normal I have 

7 been recommending a 50% adjustment to changes in credit spreads. Over a normal business 

8 cycle this adjustment should average out to zero as capital market conditions fluctuate around 

9 average levels. This adjustment has been incorporated into ROE adjustment models adopted by 

10 the OEB, Regie and the BCUC. 

11 At the current point in time "A" spreads are at 1.91 % or 91 bps more than the typical average for 

12 the business cycle, which I take to be 1.0%. Consequently I add 0.45% for this credit market 

13 effect. I regard this sort of adjustment as converting the CAPM into a conditional CAPM where 

14 the CAPM holds conditional upon the state of the financial markets. My estimate for the 

15 CCAPM is as follows: 

16 

17 
18 

CCAPM Estimates 

Low end 
High end 

2016 

6.01% 
7.06% 

19 The average of these two is 6.54% and would be appropriate as an estimate for a fair ROE at this 

20 stage of the business cycle in a capital market that is also typical for this stage in the business 

21 cycle. However, I still regard the resulting ROE as an under estimate at the current point in time. 

22 Q. WHY IS THIS CCAPM AN UNDER-ESTIMATE AT THE MOMENT? 

23 A. In Appendix B Schedule 6, I develop a model to explain the behaviour of the real yield 

24 on long Canada bonds, defmed as the nominal yield minus the average of past, current and future 

25 CPI inflation. Ignoring the indicator or dummy variables for WW2 and the 1970s, when there 

36 A. Garcia and J. Yang, "Understanding Corporate Bond Spreads Using Credit Default Swaps," Bank of 
Canada Review, Autumn 2009 
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was huge liquidity during the petro dollar recycling period, the model essentially says that the 

2 real LTC bond yield is 1.34% plus a premium based on bond market uncertainty and a premium 

3 based on the size of the government deficit. The model does well in explaining the very high 

4 yields when there was huge volatility in the bond market and Canada was running deficits 

5 approaching 10% ofGDP. 

6 However, since the financial crisis while we have seen bond market uncertainty go down, the 

7 aggregate deficit in Canada has gone from a surplus to just below 2% of GDP. Normally this 

8 would cause an increase in government debt pushing down prices and pushing up yields. 

9 Plugging numbers into the regression model would predict a real long Canada yield of about 

10 3.88% for 2014, rather than the actual 1.35% (2.60% average 2014 Canada yield minus 1.25% 

II inflation). However, the flood of government debt is being bought in part by non-residents due to 

12 the impact ofloose monetary policy elsewhere in the world. Once an indicator (dummy) variable 

13 is added for the years since 2010, the 2014 real yield estimate is reduced by 2.53%. What this 

14 indicates is that the current and forecast long Canada bond yields are severely depressed below 

15 where they would have been had Canada remained partially segmented from external events. 

16 The model also indicates that current bond yields are not being determined by ordinary investors 

17 trading off risk versus return as assumed in standard risk premium models. 

18 An additional insight is from looking at preferred yields. In old testimony I (with my late 

19 colleague Dr. Berkowitz) presented four ROE estimation methods. One of them estimated the 

20 fair ROE by looking at the premium of the earned ROE over the yield on traditional fixed rate 

21 preferred shares and how this premium was valued by investors in terms of the market to book 

22 ratio. The reason for doing this was that preferred shares are an equity instrument taxed at the 

23 same rate as dividend income from ordinary shares. As a result, the tax bias from comparing the 

24 fair ROE for a regulated utility with the yield on long Canada bonds is removed, since interest 

25 income is fully taxed whereas dividend income via the dividend tax credit is not. 

26 This tax effect is well known in capital markets. BMO-Nesbitt-Burns used to produce a Preferred 

27 Share Ouarterly that tracked the performance of the preferred share market. Prior to the 

28 distortions introduced by the financial crisis, Nesbitt Burns provided the following yields as of 

29 June 2004 when the stage in the business cycle was close to neutral: 
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2 
3 
4 
5 
6 
7 
8 
9 

10 
11 
12 
13 
14 
15 
16 
17 
18 
19 
20 

Retractable Preferreds (%) 
Dividend yield 
Mid Canada yield 
After tax spread (corp) 
After tax spread (indiv) 

Straight Preferreds (%) 
Dividend yield 
Long Canada yield 
After tax spread (corp) 
After tax spread (indiv) 

Floating Rate Preferreds (%) 
Dividend yield 
BA (3 month) 
After-tax spread (corp) 
After-tax spread (indiv) 

June 2004 

4.01 
4.09 
1.77 
0.63 

5.48 
5.34 
2.54 
0.98 

3.42 
2.12 
2.25 
1.22 

21 The retractable preferreds are compared to mid Canada bonds, since the retraction feature 

22 shortens their maturity as compared to a long bond. The traditional straight preferreds are 

23 compared to long Canada bonds, while the floating rate preferreds are compared to 90-day 

24 Bankers acceptances (BAs), since their dividends are usually reset quarterly. 

25 The important point about the comparison is that what we observe in the capital market is a pre-

26 tax yield. This is determined by both risk and taxes. Take the straight preferreds, for example, in 

27 June 2004 the long Canada bond had a yield of 5.34%, while straight preferreds had a yield of 

28 5.48%. Clearly, the preferreds would be regarded as riskier than the long Canada bond, since the 

29 corporate issuer can default. However, the yield on the preferred shares was only 0.14% higher. 

30 The reason is that the dividend income gets more favourable tax treatment than interest income. 

31 The correct comparison is the after-tax yield difference, which BMO-Nesbitt-Burns gives as 

32 2.54% in favour of the preferred shares for corporate investors and 0.98% for individuals. The 

33 after tax yield difference gives the correct result: that on an after tax basis the riskier preferreds 

34 give a higher yield. 

35 In June 2004 the long Canada bond yield is given by BMO as 5.34% and the preferred share 

36 yield at 5.48%. At the end of June 2004 the Scotia Capital "A" yield was 6.34% for a spread of 
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I 100 basis points over the long Canada bond yield, which is about "average" for a complete 

2 business cycle. Ibis is partly why I the 2004 data is useful as a starting point, since in most 

3 respects it was "normal". The Nesbitt-Burns data is no longer available but Standard and 

4 PoorslfSX have published a preferred share index and the spread of the yield on this index along 

5 with that on the Scotia Capital "A" bonds over equivalent maturity long Canada bonds is 

6 graphed below.37 

Preferred and A Spreads 

7 

8 On January 1,2010 long Canada bonds yielded 4.14%, "A" bonds 5.86% and TSX's preferred 

9 share series 5.44%. So the spreads were 130 bps for the preferreds, and 172 bps for the generic 

10 "A" bonds. Compared to the June 2004 Nesbitt-Burns data these spreads had increased. The 

11 preferred share spread from 14 bps to 130 bps and the "A" spread from 100 bps to 172 bps but 

12 some of the change in the preferred share yield is due to the different index composition. Overall 

13 these spread increases were due to the after effects of the fmancial crisis, but the graph then 

14 indicates two things. First, the generic "A" yields moved broadly in tandem with the long 

15 Canada bond yield without any trend. This is the change that the corporate credit spread 

16 adjustment picks up. Second, while the preferred yield spread moved in tandem with the bond 

37 This index is not comparable to Nesbitt-Burns index, which separated out the difference types of 
preferred shares. 
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1 spreads until August 2011, afterwards the spread increased dramatically. Another way of saying 

2 this is that by December 2011 the preferred share yield had dropped 0.44% from 5.44% to 

3 5.00%, while the A bond yield had dropped by 1.53% from 5.86% to 4.33%. 

4 I judge the change in yields from 2010 to 2012 as reflecting the impact of the Federal Reserve's 

5 third round of quantitative easing (QE3) or what I have called Operation Twist.38 It appears that 

6 there was a direct impact in Canada as foreign capital slipped into Canada in search of higher 

7 yields. This affected both the government and to a lesser extent the corporate bond market, since 

8 yields on both came down after September 2011. However, yields in the preferred share market 

9 did not come down to the same degree causing the preferred share yield spread to widen. This is 

10 probably because preferred shares are unattractive to foreign investors, since the dividends 

II attract with-holding taxes and non-residents do not get the dividend tax credit. 

12 I placed the "Operation Twist" impact on the Canadian bond market as approximately 80 bps 

13 from August 2011 through to May 2013, which was my judgment the last time I appeared before 

14 the Board. However, in May 2013 Governor Bernanke spooked the markets by indicating a 

15 withdrawal plan for the Federal Reserve's bond buying program (QE3) and interest rates started 

16 to increase in the expectation that the withdrawal would depress prices and increase yields. From 

17 May 2013 long term government interest rates increased from 2.20% to 3.07% by October 2013 

18 or by 0.87% and my forecast long Canada bond yield increased almost proportionately from 

19 3.0% to 3.60%. Of more importance the spread of the preferred share yield over long Canada 

20 bonds dropped from 2.54% at the end of April 2013 to 2.01% and was at times even lower. In 

21 comparison the spread of the yield on A bonds over long Canadas only dropped from 1.68% to 

22 1.66%, so was basically constant. Consequently, I reduced my "Operation Twist" adjustment. 

23 However, although the US bond buying program fmished in 2014, new programs were started or 

24 expanded elsewhere and a huge amount of government debt has been taken off bond markets 

25 around the world. The result is that long Canada bond yields have backtracked and decreased 

26 from 3.0% in October 2013 to the current level of barely over 2.0%, while the A spread has 

38 Since the objective was to "twist" the US yield curve and lower the yield on long tenn bonds 
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I increased from 1.66% to the current level of 1.90% and the preferred spread has increased from 

2 2.0 I % to 3.78% and been highly volatile 

3 An easier way oflooking at the change in spreads is the following graph which shows the change 

4 in the spread between the preferred share spread and the A spread. If all secnrities reacted in an 

5 identical way to the changes in the long Canada bond market then this spread would average out 

6 to zero. However, the change in the spreads indicates that this is not true. 
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8 The increase in the preferred share yield spread from 0.80% in 2012 to the current 2015 average 

9 of 1.3% or an increase of 0.50% reinforces my 2012 judgement that the long term Canada bond 

10 yield is not as useful as it has been in the past for estimating the cost of equity capital and the fair 

II ROE and that the simple CAPM estimate underestimates the fair retnrn.39 

J9 On August 7, 2015 Canadian Utilities issued a straight perpetual preferred share at a 5.0% coupon when 
the TSX preferred share index had a yield of 5.18%. However, many of the issues are from banks and 
their recent yields seem to reflect the fear of bank loan losses to oil and gas companies. 
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1 If the 1.30% spread of the preferred share yield over the A bond yield is added to the CCAPM 

2 estimate as a current "Operation Twist" adjustment similar to 2012 we get the following: 

3 

4 
5 
6 

Risk Premium Estimate 

Low end 
High end 

2016 

7.31% 
8.36% 

7 This would indicate a 2016 fair ROE of 7.83% for a benchmark utility, which is the mid-point 

8 between the high and low estimates. Taking into account the current yields on utility preferred 

9 shares and the difficulty in making a direct transfer from preferred shares to common equity I 

10 would tend to be conservative and recommend the same 7.5% as in 2012. However, I note that 

11 consistent with Concentric's review of allowed ROE's prepared for the Canadian Gas 

12 Association, the statistical evidence from bond yields is for lower allowed ROEs than in 2012. I 

13 would also note that allowed ROEs in both Alberta and Quebec have been lowered since 2012. 

14 
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1 IV DCF ESTIMATES OF THE FAIR ROE 

2 Q. WHAT ARE YOUR DCF ESTIMATES? 

3 A. In appendix D I review the DCF model and apply the model to the market as a whole and 

4 highlight the problems in applying it to individual stocks. For the market as a whole I would 

5 estimate the fair return as being 8.50-9.00% in Canada and slightly higher in the US. With a 

6 forecast average LTC yield of 2.81 % for 2016, this implies a current market risk premium of 

7 over 5.69-6.19%, which is in excess of the historic evidence in Canada but broadly consistent 

8 with the judgment of the respondents to Fernandez' survey. 

9 I have traditionally viewed my DCF estimates as "checks" on my CAPM estimates, since in my 

10 view CAPM estimates have usually been in the right "ball-park." However, the recent very low 

11 long Canada bond yields have forced me to re-evaluate this and look at what drives the 

12 difference between the DCF and simple CAPM estimates. This is because they should be 

13 consistent. The CAPM equation is as follows: 

14 K= RF + MRP*P 

15 In words, the required (fair) return is the risk free rate (RF) plus the risk premium comprised of 

16 the market risk premium (MRP) times the beta coefficient (~). For the market as a whole we can 

17 simply set the beta to one since this is defmitional. 

18 The risk free rate is directly observable since the practise in Canada is to use the long Canada 

19 bond yield as the risk free rate, while the market risk premium is reasonably objective, 

20 particularly now that we have Fernandez' survey data from thousands of professionals in the 

21 area. Consequently, the major area of dispute is the relative risk or beta coefficient, and even 

22 here there is not much doubt that utilities are lower risk than the market. Hence the big advantage 

23 of the CAPM is that it is difficult to make big mistakes. The CAPM also avoids one of the big 

24 problems with DCF estimates in that the forecast inflation rate is automatically incorporated into 

25 the long Canada bond yield, since we use the nominal rather than the real yield. This is currently 

26 not a significant problem, since inflation is so low, but part of the reason the DCF model fell out 
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8 

9 

10 

11 

12 

13 

14 

15 

16 

17 

of favour was that it was giving bad signals when applied mechanically in the 1990s, when there 

was a structural break in the forecast inflation rate. 

The constant growth version of the DCF model states: 

d K=_I+ g 
P 

In words, the required rate of return is the forecast dividend yield plus the long run growth rate. 

Conceptually the DCF model and CAPM should give exactly the same values but, of course, 

since they approach it from a different perspective there is always estimation error. For the 

market as a whole the forecast dividend yield can be estimated with very little error, so the 

estimation error is with the forecast long run growth rate, which also is easier to estimate for the 

market than for an individual stock. As a result, if the CAPM and DCF estimates differ 

significantly, then it is mainly due to the difficulty in estimating the growth rate in the DCF 

model and the risk premium in the CAPM.40 

We can assess the relative value of the DCF and CAPM by graphing the "known" parts of both 

models for the overall market, which are the long Canada bond yield and the TSX dividend 

yield. In the following graph the dividend yield on the TSX is currently higher at 3.19% 

(November 2015) than the LTC (over 10) bond yield of2.24%. This implies that either the long 

Canada bond yield is unusual or the pricing in the equity market is unusual. 

40 Note since for the CAPM we are dealing with the market return the following analysis is general for 
any risk premium model 
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2 Since both the DCF model and CAPM should give the same answer, we can set them equal to 

3 each other, which indicates that for the market as a whole 

4 DCF-CAPM=dfp-RF=MRP-g 

5 Or in words the directly observable spread between the long Canada bond yield and the TSX 

6 dividend yield is equal to the long run dividend growth rate minus the market risk premium. 

7 From the above graph we can see that there is generally a very large difference between the two 

8 indicating that the expected growth rate in the stock market was much higher than the market 

9 risk premium but that this growth rate has varied over time. The reason for this difference is 

10 mainly the gradual increase and then decrease in the CPI inflation rate over the period since 

II 1956. This inflation rate is directly captured in the long Canada bond yield since it is a nominal, 

12 and not a real yield, and yet is in the "unobserved" growth rate in the DCF model. Note for 

13 example, that the increasing and high rates of inflation in the 1960-1980 period (next graph) 

14 coincides with the increasingly large difference between the LTC and TSX dividend yields. 
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2 It is possible to come up with a simple or nalye estimate of the market return by adjusting for this 

3 inflation/real yield bias to the estimates. For example, we can assume that for the DCF model the 

4 forecast growth rate is the actual cpr inflation rate at the time, based on year over year changes, 

5 and then add a 3.50% real growth rate. This gives a simple growth rate forecast to add to the 

6 dividend yield and thus a simple or naive DCF estimate for the market as whole. Similarly, we 

7 can add a long run market risk premium of 3 .5% to the long Canada yield for a simple CAPM 

8 estimate. For the entire period I 956-December 2015 the average naive DCF estimate is 10.58%, 

9 while the average naive CAPM estimate is 10.51%, or a difference of only 0.07%between the 

10 two, so "on average" these assumptions seem to make sense. 

II To see how robust this simple procedure is, the following graphs the difference between the two 

12 estimates for every month since 1956 until November 2015. The graph indicates that the 

13 difference was very large from the mid 1970's until the late 1990's. The reason for this 

14 difference is twofold. First, in the 1970s inflation was increasing and bond yields captured the 

15 expected inflation component directly. However, investors did not believe that the Bank of 

16 Canada and the Government would allow these high levels of inflation to continue. This resulted 

17 in very low real yields on LTC bonds leading to a positive difference between the DCF and 

18 CAPM estimates. 
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Difference between Naive DCF and Risk Premium estimates for the Market 

12.00 

2 Once investors caught up to the impact of high inflation the reverse set in, as the budget deficits 

3 at the Federal level convinced the market that the government would inflate its way out of its 

4 deficit problems, rather than bring down inflation. As a result, while the year over year inflation 

5 rate dropped dramatically, LTC bond yields did not at first similarly drop, leading to very high 

6 real yields and simple CAPM estimates exceeding their DCF equivalents. It is this phenomenon 

7 of low real bond yields in the 1970s and 1980s and high real bond yields in the 1990s that is the 

8 major reason for the positive deviations from 1970-1982, and the negative deviations afterwards. 

9 The second reason is simply that the real GDP growth rate and the market risk premium have not 

10 remained constant since 1956. I testified extensively in the 1990s to the effect that the market 

11 risk premium was very low due to the high real interest rates and risks attached to government 

12 bonds. Subsequently, I have increased my estimates of the MRP as this risk has been removed 

13 and currently use 5.0-6.0%, rather than 3.5% as my market risk premium estimate. Similarly, the 

14 long run real growth rate may have dropped and might be lower than the 3.5% used in the simple 

15 model. 

16 However, the point is that we can "ballpark" the broad range for the DCF estimate for the market 

17 just as we can for risk premium models like the CAPM. At the end of November 2015 the TSX 

18 dividend yield was 3.19% and the year over year inflation rate 1.36%, so with the 3.5% real 
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grov.th rate the simple DCF estimate is 8.20%.41 Similarly with the November 2015 long Canada 

2 yield of2.24% and a 3.5% market risk premium the simple CAPM estimate is 5.74%. As a 

3 result, there is currently a 2.46% difference when we subtract the CAPM estimate from the DCF 

4 estimate. Further note from the graph that this difference between the two has gradually gone 

5 from negative to positive over the last 15 years as long Canada bond yields have gone down. The 

6 reason for this is simply the fact that the real yield on the long Canada bond has dropped, which 

7 has penalised the risk-premium estimate relative to the DCF estimate. 

8 Of course current DCF and risk premium estimates are not the naive ones graphed above, but 

9 instead allow for differences in the market risk premium and growth rates, but this analysis 

10 confirms the implications of the current problems in the bond market on the CAPM estimates. As 

11 a result it supports my adjustments to the CAPM estimates and the value of currently looking at 

12 DCF estimates. 

13 Q. WOULD YOU USE THESE ESTIMATES? 

14 A. No. These are very simple or naive estimates that use average numbers for a very long 

15 period of time. They are presented simply to show that while the DCF and CAPM estimates are 

16 consistent over long periods of time, they both have problems when used mechanically during 

17 periods of very high or low real Canada bond yields. The analysis also helps explain why DCF 

18 estimates fell out of favour in the 1990s while the validity of recent CAPM estimates has 

19 recently been questioned due to credit market changes and central bank bond buying. 

20 Q. IS THERE ANY OTHER EVIDENCE ON THE VALIDITY OF THESE TYPES OF 

21 EXPECTED RETURN ESTIMATES? 

22 A. Yes. What is important is that there is another side to estimating the fair ROE and cost of 

23 equity capital. This is that the required rate of return on the part of the investor (cost of equity 

24 capital) is also the expected rate of return. Defined benefit pension funds need this expected rate 

25 ofretum to determine whether a fund is in deficit or surplus. On October 19,2012 TD 

41 This is 1.0317*(1.0136+.035)-1 
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1 Economics produced its own analysis of the long run returns of the type needed in defined 

2 benefit pension plans.42 

3 

4 

5 

6 
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The important point about the TD Economics forecast is that the going forward risk premium for 

equities minus bonds is 4.00%. This is not the market risk premium, since adjustments need to be 

made but it is certainly in the right ballpark. 

7 Q. WHAT ADJUSTMENTS NEED TO BE MADE? 

8 A. As TD Economics notes its return forecast is for ten year geometric returns so they have to 

9 be converted to arithmetic returns. To make this adjustment for very long returns we add half the 

10 variance of the arithmetic return as explained in my Appendix B, with data in Schedule 8. 

11 Historically the standard deviation of equity retums has been about 20% (0.20) so the variance is 

12 0.04 and half this is 0.02 or 2.0%. Similarly, the volatility of the long Canada bond return has 

13 been about 9% (0.09). I would suspect that this overstates the future volatility, since it is unlikely 

14 we will see LTC yields at almost 20% again, but this means a variance of 0.0081 and half this is 

15 0.4%. So converting these long run returns to short run arithmetic returns means market risk 

16 premium of 5.60% as follows: 

17 

42 TD Economics, An Economic Perspective on Long-tenn Financial Returns. 
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2 

3 

Equities 

Bonds: 

Longrun 

7.0% 

3.00% 

112 the variance 

2 .0% 

0.40% 

Arithmetic 

9.0% 

3.40% 

4 However, the TD Economics forecast is over the yield on the DEX universe bond index and not 

5 over long Canada bonds. The universe of bonds would have lower duration or maturity than the 

6 30 year long Canada bond, but can be expected to earn more since they have default risk. But I 

7 would take these estimates as broadly consistent with my own. 

8 Q. IS THERE ANY EVIDENCE FROM NP THAT SUPPORTS THIS? 

9 A. Yes. NP still has a defined benefit pension plan and each year it has to work out how much 

10 it must contribute based on whether the fund is in surplus or deficit. To do this it has to estimate 

II how much the plan is likely to earn and whether that is sufficient to cover its forecast liabilities. 

12 In answer to CA-NP-014 NP indicated that it currently uses a forecast rate for return on plan 

13 assets as follows: 

14 Mix Expected return 

15 Equities 40% 8.1% 

16 Bonds: 60% 3.5% 

17 Similar to TD Economics, NP's actuary (Mercer) is assuming a 4.6% premium of equities over a 

18 diversified long bond portfolio. NP further indicated that it asked Mercer, its consulting actuary 

19 to convert these long run rates of return to arithmetic rates of return. Mercer converted the 8.1 % 

20 to 9.6% or an increase of 1.5%. This is the same adjustment I did to convert the long run 

21 expected returns from the TD forecast to arithmetic returns. The only difference is that Mercer 

22 has made a smaller adjustment, which implies they see less equity market risk than do 1.43 

43 I used a 20% volatility assumption, so half the variance of this means a 2% addition to the long run 
return to get the short run arithmetic return. Mercer uses a 1.5% adjustment which by reverse engineering 
means they assume stock market volatility of 17.3%. This is below the long run average for Canada and 
the US as I discuss in Appendix B. 
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Overall I would assess the Mercer forecast of 9.6% as being reasonable and consistent with my 

2 own, since it is based on both US and Canadian equities as the target mix for NP's plan is 20% 

3 Canadian and 15% US equities (page 19 of Mercer report found in answer to CA-NP-014). 

4 In answer to CA-NP-269 NP provided the latest AON Hewitt assumptions and forecast of capital 

5 market conditions.44 I have reproduced the critical equity market forecast in Schedule 4. Note 

6 that AON Hewitt forecast ten year expected rates of return, which is what they record as 

7 "compound" returns, and also converts them to simple arithmetic returns, which is their "average 

8 annual return." In this way they make the same calculation as I made for TD Economics returns 

9 and Mercer made at the request ofNP. AON Hewitt is forecasting a simple average annual return 

lO on the Canadian market of 8.3%, which is almost identical to my own forecast and a surprisingly 

11 lower 7.6% for the US market. Overall their equity market expected returns range from 5.9% to a 

12 high of 11.0% for emerging markets. Notably their low end estimate is for "low vol" stocks, this 

13 stands for "low volatility" stocks. Low volatility means low risk which normally includes high 

14 dividend paying defensive stocks like utilities. For Canada low vol stocks have expected returns 

15 of 7.1 %, for the US 6.7% and for intemational5.9% with low vol global equities at 6.3%. These 

16 external estimates for the expected returns for low vol stocks, like utilities, produce expected 

17 returns very similar to my own. 

18 Q. NP DOES NOT BELIEVE IT IS APPROPRIATE TO USE PENSION 

19 ASSUMPTIONS AS A BASIS FOR NP'S ALLOWED ROE. IS THIS CORRECT? 

20 A. No. The actuary is faced with the exact same problem the Board is faced with, which is 

21 determining the opportunity cost or expected rate of return. This then has to be adjusted to meet 

22 the specific needs of the actuary versus the Board. In the Board's case it has to adjust the overall 

23 expected market return to get the expected return for NP, which is done by making a risk 

24 adjustment. It then adds a flotation cost allowance to convert the expected return on utility assets 

25 to the allowed ROE. But the base expected rate of return has to be consistent with investor 

26 expectations in the capital market. This is the very basis of the fair return standard and why in 

27 Appendix D I estimate the overall equity market return as a benchmark. In contrast, the actuary 

44 AON Hewitt Capital Market Assumptions & Methodology (Canadian Version) December 31, 2015. 
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1 has to estimate the expected rate of return and then make allowances to get the discount rate, 

2 which is then used to assess whether there are enough assets to meet the plan' s expected 

3 liabilities. 

4 For example, Mercer defines the plan's discount rate as (page 25) "the expected investment 

5 return on the market value of the fund net of fees and less a margin for adv-erse deviations." In 

6 their calculation, Mercer estimates the investment return at 5.40% and then deducts 0.15% for 

7 expenses to get the discount rate of 5.25%. This is the amount that Mercer expects the plan to 

8 earn and Mercer can then determine the plan's funding status. In the case ofNP' s plan Mercer 

9 has not adjusted the expected rate of return for conservatism or any special features of the plan. 

lOIn other words, there is no adjustment for adverse deviations or risk.45 

11 The point of this discussion is that Mercer has to make the exact same forecasts of the economy 

12 and future rates of return as I make.46 Further NP has to make the same assumptions for its 

13 funding plan for its pension. In this respect, it is assuming an arithmetic expected rate of return 

14 on the combined US and Canadian equity market of9.60% while it is requesting a 9.5% allowed 

15 ROE. Even after adjusting for the flotation cost allowance, in my judgment the requested ROE 

16 is excessive relative to NP's own assumptions about its pension plan. 

17 It is also important to note that NP has to review its pension plan on a continuing basis to make 

18 sure it is sound. In NP' s case, it is currently using a discount rate of 5.25% as explained above, 

19 but this is a reduction from the 6.0% it previously used (page 23). What this means is that NP is 

20 explicitly assuming a reduction in the expected rate of return on its pension plan assets of 0.75% 

21 at the same time it is requesting an increase in its fair ROE from 8.80% to 9.5%. I find this 

22 contradictory, since as a first assumption they should both either go up together or down 

23 together. 

24 

25 

45 In some plans the demographics of contributors versus pensioners requires an adjustment for adverse 
deviations. 
46 Note the data in my Appendix B comes from the Canadian Institute of Actuaries. 
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1 Q. IS THERE ANY OTHER EVIDENCE SUPPORTING 7.50%? 

2 A. Yes. Ultimately stock market returns are driven by the returns earned by companies. 

3 Below is the average ROE for "Corporate Canada" as estimated by Statistics Canada. This is the 

4 quarterly version of the average data in Schedule 1. 
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From 1988 until 2015-Q3 the average ROE has been 9.26% and the median 9.90%. I regard 

these as representative of the typical ROEs earned by Canadian firms. These corporate ROEs are 

obviously tied in to the market rates of return earned by investors. For example, in 1925 John 

Maynard Keynes pointed out47 that there were two sources of returns from investing in the stock 

market. The first he called the investment return which Keynes defined as "forecasting the 

prospective yield of an asset over its entire life.,,48 In modern terminology this would be the 

internal rate of return on the firm's cash flows, or an approximate ROE. The second component 

he called the speculative return, which involved forecasting the psychology of the market and 

what Keynes referred to as the change in the "basis of valuation." In modern terminology this 

would be a change in the price earnings ratio. Keynes discussed this speculative return as being 

47 Quoted in John Bogle, The Lessons of History, September 12, 2011, John Maynard Keynes, 1925, 
Review of Common Stocks as Long Term Investments, Edgar Lawrence Smith 
48 This defmition comes from chapter 12 of the General Theory of Employment Interest and Money, 
Macmillan London, 1936 
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generated by the "state of confidence" and "animal spirits" but he also pointed out it is affected 

2 by the level of interest rates.49 

3 Keynes' point would be that a firm may earn an ROE of 10%, but if the valuation of that firm 

4 changes by 10% then the investor would earn both a speculative return as well as an investment 

5 return. This total return is what we look at when we examine stock market returns over long 

6 periods of time. However, in aggregate the change in the basis of valuation carmot go on forever. 

7 We carmot continue to have a state of high confidence any more than interest rates can continue 

8 to increase or decrease: both of them will tend to revert back to some long run average. 

9 However, professional investors according to Keynes are mainly concerned v.ith speculative 

10 returns or forecasting the change in this basis of valuation six months out. In contrast, buy and 

11 hold or fundamental investors are mainly concerned with the investment return: fmding good 

12 companies and holding them regardless of the speculation in the stock market. 

13 Warren Buffet is probably the most successful fundamental investor of the last fifty years. He 

14 repeated Keynes' argument by stating:50 

15 "The most the owners in aggregate can earn between now and judgment day is what their 
16 businesses in aggregate earn.(italics in original) True by buying and selling that is clever 
17 or lucky, investor A may take more than his share of the pie at the expense of investor B. 
18 And yes, all investors feel richer when stocks soar. But an owner can exit only by having 
19 someone take his place. If one investor sells high, another must buy high. For owners as a 
20 whole, there is simply no magic - no shower of money from outer space - that will enable 
21 them to extract wealth from their companies beyond that created by the companies 
22 themselves." 

23 Buffet's main criticism was for the fmancial professionals who help individuals to trade so that 

24 in aggregate investors lose part of the pie to fees. However, Keynes, Bogle and Buffet all point 

25 out the basic fact that short run stock market returns can deviate from the returns earned by 

26 fInnS, that is the investment return or ROE, but in the long run this is all there is! 

27 This discussion of what generates stock market returns is provided since in the long run the 

28 average stock market return should approximate the average investment return or ROE,sl that is 

49 Page 149 of the General Theory 
50 Berkshire Hathaway's 2006 Annual Report, reported in Fortune (March 20, 2006). 
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I the speculative return should average out to zero. There are two ways in which we can look at 

2 the investment return; the first is to look at average rates of return on equity and the second to 

3 look at a DCF model for the economy as a whole. 

4 In Schedule 5 is the average annual ROE for Corporate Canada since 1987 as reported by 

5 Statistics Canada (Table # 1800003). Over this period the average ROE has been 9.56%. The 

6 third column reports the annual return on the TSX Composite which over the same period has 

7 been 10.39% or 0.83% more. However, the rough equality over this period hides the significant 

8 year to year variation where speculative returns have been significantly high or low. For 

9 example, in 1987 Corporate Canada eamed 11.19% but the TSX Composite only 5.88%, so there 

10 was a short term speculative loss of 5.31 %. It wasn't unti11989 when the TSX returned 21.37%, 

II compared to Corporate Canada's ROE of 11.79%, that the speculative return turned positive. In 

12 each year we can see that the speculative return is highly volatile and on average 5-6 times more 

13 volatile than the investment return. 

14 The second way of looking at the investment return is that used by Jack Bogle, the founder of 

15 Vanguard Mutual funds. He estimated the investment return using the constant growth DCF 

16 model, where at the start of each year he added the subsequent five year earnings growth to the 

17 dividend yield. He then took this analysis back to 1900 and provided the graph in Schedule 6. 

18 This marginally understates the investment return since he should have used the forecast 

19 dividend yield, but as he noted it did not materially affect the results. He estimated this 

20 investment return at 8.8% or slightly less than the average US stock market return of 9.1 %. 

21 However, since he underestimated the investment return the difference in reality is de minimis. 

22 Just like Keynes, Bogle also noted the persistent tendency for reversion towards the mean, which 

23 is another way of saying that high or low stock markets and PE multiples do not last. As Bogle 

24 noted (page 11) 

25 "Over the long run it is the durable economics of enterprise - enterprise - that has 
26 determined total return: the evanescent emotions of investing - speculation -so important 
27 over the short run, has ultimately proven to be meaningless." 

51 It is an approximation since it depends on the market to book ratio at the start of the period. 
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The approach of Keynes, Buffet and Bogle is a standard approach used by fundamental investors 

2 who look at individual stocks, rather than trying to time the equity market. 

3 Q. WHAT IS YOUR FAIR ROE FOR A BENCHMARK UTILITY? 

4 A. I would judge a fair ROE for 2016 based on my adjusted CCAPM to be in a range 7.31-

5 8.36% with a mid-point of 7.84%. I am not as confident in this estimate as normal, since much 

6 depends on the recent Operation Twist adjustment, which has been very volatile. My risk 

7 premium estimate is as follows: 

8 Risk Premium 

9 
10 
11 
12 
13 
14 
15 
16 

Base LTC forecast: 
Normal utility risk premium: 
Issue costs: 
Normal Fair ROE 
Credit Spread Adjustment 
Operation Twist Adjustment 
Fair ROE: 

2.81% 
2.25%-3 .30% 
0.50% 
6.09% 
0.45% 
1.30% 
7.84% 

17 In Appendix 0 I have an extensive DCF analysis of the overall Canadian and US stock markets 

18 as well as US gas and electric companies since these are being used more frequently in a 

19 Canadian regulatory context. I judge the overall stock market return in Canada as being in a 

20 range of 8.50-9.0% and that in the US slightly higher at 9.0-10.0%. A DCF analysis of the 

21 electric utilities in the S&P500 index leads to an average risk premium of about 3.4% over the 10 

22 year US Treasury bond which results in a DCF estimate (with 0.50% flotation cost) of 6.80%. A 

23 DCF analysis of individual US utilities, including the US electric companies used by Mr. Coyne, 

24 puts the DCF equity cost using analyst 5 year growth forecasts at 8.38%-8.91 %. However, 

25 adjusting this down for the known optimism of analyst forecasts and using growth rates that are 

26 sustainable leads to fair ROE estimates of 6.80%-7.30%. Using a model that adjusts the ROE, to 

27 be consistent with fair regulation and a market to book ratio of 1.15, results in a fair ROE of 

28 7.15%. These DCF estimates are below: 

29 

30 
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2 
3 
4 
5 
6 
7 

DCF: 

Overall equity market return: 
Median Corporate Canada ROEs: 
US SP500 Electric: 
US utility sample average: 
Market to book model for US utilities: 

8.50-10.00% 
9.90% 
6.80% 
6.80-7.30% 
7.15% 

8 Balancing the risk premiurn and DCF estimates, my concern about economic interest rate 

9 forecasts and the "Operation Twist" adjustment, I would judge a fair ROE to be 7.50%. There is 

10 no question that there is objective evidence of a decline in overall interest rates since 2012. 

11 However, since the long Canada yield has yet to hit the 3.80% trigger I regard as a minimum 

12 "normal" LTC yield, I would keep my recommended ROE at 7.50% the same as in 2012. 

13 Q. WHAT IS YOUR VIEW ON THE USEFULNESS OF ESTIMATES FROM THE 

14 US? 

15 A. I continue to be concerned, since the US is a separate country as is most obvious with the 

16 fact that current US Treasury yields are 0.55% higher than in Canada. This is a reversal of the 

17 long history of Canada having higher rates than the US to attract capital. With objectively lower 

18 long term Canada yields it is contradictory to say that market opportunity costs are the same in 

19 both countries. Clearly, lower interest rates in Canada imply lower opportunity costs and fair 

20 rates of return. 

21 It is possible that Canadian utilities are riskier than their US counterparts, or that the Canadian 

22 market is riskier. However, there is no evidence for either proposition. The historic evidence is 

23 that the market risk premium has been consistently higher in the US than in Canada to the tune 

24 (Appendix B) of 1.45% based on average arithmetic returns. Current survey data from 

25 investment professionals indicates that the US median market risk premium at 5.30% is now 

26 lower than the 6.0% used in Canada. However, this in turn reflects Canada's lower interest rates; 

27 together the median estimate of the market return is the same at 8.0%. Finally, the beta analysis 

28 of a specifically chosen group of low risk US utilities, not typical US utilities, indicates that they 

29 have higher (beta) market risk. This is particularly true for US electric utilities. Overall, the 

30 recent data indicates similar overall expected market returns and lower expected utility returns in 

31 Canada. 
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1 There is also the question of the comparability of US and Canadian utility holding CURC) 

2 companies "ith NP. In Schedule 7 are the earned ROEs for the 7 US electric companies, NP and 

3 its ultimate parent Fortis. Below is a graph of the ROE for NP, Fortis and the average for the US 

4 electric companies. 
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Over this 25 year period, NP's average ROE was 10.5%, that for Fortis 9.0% and the average for 

the US companies 9.50%. The latter is skewed by the huge loss suffered by Westar in 2002, but 

then this is what happens in the US! Low earned ROEs have also been earned by Duke (-8.5% in 

2003), Allete (2.2% in 2005), Eversource (-9.5% in 2005), Great Plains (-3.0% in 2001). The 

only US electric utilities not to suffer significantly were OGE, where the lowest ROE was 7.6% 

in 1979 and PNW, 8.6% in 1991. 

Of note is that since 1990 the lowest ROE earned by NP has been 8.7% in 2007, which looks 

good in comparison with these US utilities. For Fortis, which predominantly owns regulated 

assets, the average ROE was 9.0% or 1.5% less than for NP and its worst year was an ROE of 

4.4% in 2014. The same data for Fortis as for the US utilities is below: 

Past Future # Analysts Yield K (Est g) ROE 
Fortis -2.01 12.24 5 3.68 16.37 

Retention SUST G K 
9.4 0.41 3.89 

MB 
7.72 1.45 

17 Over the last 5 years Fortis' earnings have grown by -2.01 %, but consistent with the optimism of 

18 analysts it is expected to grow by 12.24% in the future. This gives a DCF equity cost based on 
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1 these optimistic forecasts of 16.37%, which is ridiculous for a low risk Canadian utility! Even 

2 shaving the growth forecast by 32% for analyst optimism only cuts this to 12.3%. In contrast, 

3 Fortis' most recent retention rate has been 41 % and with the 2014 ROE of 9.4% that implies a 

4 growth rate that is sustainable of 3.89% and a DCF equity cost of7.72%. As a holding company 

5 reliant on dividends distributed by "ring fenced" subsidiaries, Fortis is higher risk than NP. So 

6 NP's equity cost would be lower than this. 

7 In Schedule 8 is ROE data from AUS utility reports for January 31, 2016 for all the US utilities it 

8 follows. For the electric utilities the ROE ranged from 3.9% for First Energy to a high of 15.2% 

9 for Nextera Energy; a spread of 11.3%. For the combination gas and electric utilities the range is 

10 from 2.3% for Black Hills to 14.8% for Dominion resources; a spread of 12.5%. For the gas 

11 utilities the range is from 6.3% for Gas Natural to 17.5% for New Jersey Resources; a spread of 

12 10.9%. When US investors look at utilities they see the full range of utilities and think though 

13 the risk from this universe, not from a selected group of "low risk" utilities. The reason for this is 

14 that this year's "low risk" utility can easily become a Black Hills or First Energy. 

15 Continuously selecting US utilities that are "low risk" and then jettisoning ones that suffer a 

16 problem biases the results, since most US utilities have suffered problems in the past. For 

17 example, Ms. McShane in previous testimony before this Board has included Southern, Scana, 

18 Dominion Resources and Consolidated Edison among her group of comparable US utilities, 

19 whereas Dr. Vander Weide included American Electric Power. For reference purposes the 

20 following recent (February 3, 2016) data on these utilities is useful: 

Yahoo Google RBC 

Beta Beta Beta ROE MB 

Southern 0.15 -0.02 -0.01 11.05 2.19 

AEP 0.36 0.16 0.18 10.25 1.71 

Dominion 0.32 0.08 0.08 14.54 3.32 
Consolidated Edison 0.13 -0.11 -0.1 8.53 1.58 

Scana 0.38 0.17 0.22 14.53 1.69 

21 0.27 0.06 0.07 11.78 2.10 

22 Their average market risk (beta) was in a range 0.06 to 0.27 indicating yet again how low risk 

23 even some US electric utilities are. Their average ROE was 11.78% with a market to book ratio 

24 of 2.1 0 indicating how satisfied US investors are with their recent performance. 
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1 Q. 

2 

THE BOARD'S 2013 DECISION IMPLIED A RETURN TO THE AUTOMATIC 

ADJUSTMENT MODEL (AAM), DO YOU AGREE WITH TillS? 

3 A. Not at the current point in time. The Board stated (Decision page 37) 

4 "To be clear the Board is not discontinuing the use of the automatic adjustment formula 
5 and, in the absence of a further Order of the Board, it will be used to establish a fair 
6 return for Newfoundland Power following its next general rate application." 

7 However, conditions in the LTC bond market, on which the automatic adjustment model is 

8 based, have not yet returned to anything resembling "normal." 

9 In 2012 I was optimistic that the US would soon return to normal and that its bond buying 

10 program would not cause fundamental changes in the bond market. This optimism was shared by 

11 investors in both the bond and equity markets as the reaction to then Governor Bernanke's "road 

12 map" to the end of QE3 indicates. However, the rapid increase in LTC bond yields to a peak of 

13 3.1 % in October 2013 could not be sustained in the face of the massive increase in bond buying 

14 by both the Bank of Japan and the ECB. Until these programs end and the huge increase in 

15 liquidity caused by central bank bond buying has been mopped up, I judge LTC yields to be well 

16 below any normal "equilibrium" level". 

17 By "equilibrium" I simply mean interest rates set by private investors in a market trading off the 

18 low risk of fixed income securities against the higher risk of equities. Risk premium models are 

19 based on this trade-off where we use LTC bond yields as the risk free rate. However, it is not 

20 private investors that are currently determining government bond yields, but central banks. 52 

21 Consequently, bond yield are being set by the "global policy makers" and not private investors. 

22 This has reduced the value of using bond yields as the base for risk premium models as my 

23 discussion of the DCF versus risk premium models indicates. 

24 I judge the adjustments that I have made in terms of looking at credit spreads and preferred share 

25 yields as being indicative of the magnitude of the problem in looking at current LTC yields. A 

26 more obvious point of comparison is that the current 2.05% LTC bond yield for an investor in 

52 Close to half the government bond market in some countries is now owned by their central banks. 
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I the highest tax bracket in Newfoundland and Labrador of 47.3% means an after tax yield of 

2 1.08%, which \\ith the 2% Bank of Canada inflation target means locking in a negative yield of 

3 almost 1.0% over the 30 year life of the bond. I don't think this is a rational decision for any 

4 taxable private investor. 

5 As in 2012 I judge an LTC yield of 3.80% to be a minimum yield consistent with investors 

6 trading off risk and return. At the highest tax rate in Newfoundland and Labrador this implies an 

7 after tax yield of2.0%, the same as the long run inflation target: anything less than 3.8% means a 

8 negatiye rate of return. The Board adopted this in 2012 in its risk premium analysis to set the 

9 allowed ROE at 8.80%. I could recommend that the AAM be reinstituted with a minimum LTC 

10 yield of 3.8%, but I am highly skeptical that this rate will be reached in the next three years. SO 

II in practice, a continuation of a fixed ROE is the same recommendation. 

12 
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1 V: BUSINESS RISK, FINANCING AND CONCLUSIONS 

2 Q. 

3 

WHAT IS YOUR OVERALL JUDGMENT ON DETERMINING CAPITAL 

STRUCTURE? 

4 A. I judge the best way to handle capital structure as the approach adopted by the National 

5 Energy Board, the Alberta Utilities Commission, the Regie and the Ontario Energy Board, which 

6 is to determine capital structure based on the business risk of the utility. Utilities with higher 

7 business risk should then have more common equity, so that less financial risk offsets higher 

8 business risk to equalise the total risk. 

9 For example, in its RH-2-94 decision that established the ROE adjustment formula the National 

10 Energy Board stated (Decision page 24) 

11 "The Board is of the view that the determination of a pipeline's capital structure starts 
12 with an analysis of its business risk. This approach takes root in financial theory and has 
13 been supported by the expert witnesses in this hearing. Other factors such as financing 
14 requirements, the pipeline's size and its ability to access various financial markets are 
15 also given some weight in order to portray, as accurately as possible, a complete picture 
16 of the risks facing a pipeline" 

17 It then set the common equity ratio of the mainline gas pipelines at 30% and the oil pipelines at 

18 45%. 

19 In its generic hearing in 2004 the AUC set allowed common equity ratios for eleven distinct 

20 regulated entities in a range of ROE regulated businesses including gas and electric distribution, 

21 a gas pipeline, and electric transmission. So they included the operations of a transmission and 

22 distribution company like NP. The EUB stated (Decision 2004-052, pages 35-6) 

23 "To determine the appropriate equity ratio for each Applicant, the Board will consider the 
24 evidence and, where applicable, the experts' views and rationales in each of the following 
25 topic areas: 

26 1. The business risk of each utility sector and Applicant; 

27 2. The Board's last-approved equity ratio for each Applicant (where applicable); 

28 3. Comparable awards by regulators in other jurisdictions; 

29 4. Interest coverage ratio analysis; and 

30 5. Bond rating analysis." 
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1 This approach of the Alberta EUB is substantially the same as the approach used by the NEB. I 

2 interpret the NEB and AUC as saying: first look at the business risk and then examine the 

3 financial implications in terms of market access and bond ratings. 

4 However, an important point that sometimes gets lost is that the over-riding criterion is the fair 

5 return standard (FRS) and not a particular bond rating. This was recognised by the BCUC when 

6 they stated in their 2013 generic cost of capital decision (G-20-l2, page iii) 

7 "The Commission Panel is supportive of maintaining an "A" category credit rating but 
8 only to the extent that it can be maintained without going beyond what is required by the 
9 Fair Return Standard" 

1 0 The fair return standard trumps the relevance of a particular bond rating, since there are other 

11 ways of ensuring market access without giving the shareholder an unfair rate of return. Issuing 

12 preferred shares, for example, is a way to fine tune the capital structure without awarding a 

13 higher ROE or common equity ratio than that which is warranted by the FRS. 

14 Q. 

15 

16 A. 

WHAT PRIOR BELIEF WOULD YOU HAVE BEFORE LOOKING AT NP'S 

BUSINESS RISK? 

The third standard in the AUC's criteria is to consider the decision of other regulators. 

17 Here the AUC's decision is something of a land mark simply because they considered so many 

18 different companies at the same time. In contrast, the NEB's hearing only looked at pipelines and 

19 in most other jurisdictions the capital structure decision is made in the company's general rate 

20 hearing. 53 As indicated in the general introduction the AUC allows an ROE of 8.3% on 38% 

21 common equity for ATCO Electric and the 40% common equity allowed Enmax and Epcor is 

22 due to their non-tax status. The AUC then allows 36% common equity for electric transmission. 

23 So by the AUC's third criterion the prior belieffor NP would be for an ROE of 8.3% on 36-38% 

24 common equity, which is significantly different from the requested 9.5% on 45% common 

25 equity. The more generous financial parameters for NP could only be justified by higher business 

26 risk or market access problems. 

53 I generally recommend this since this is where the company specific information is generated. 
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Q HOW DO YOU DEFINE BUSINESS RISK? 

2 A. I agree Vlith the NEB where in RH-4-2001 they differentiated between short run and long 

3 run risk. Short run risk is the ability to earn the allowed ROE and reflects the return on capital. 

4 Long run risk is the return of capital and reflects the ability of the utility to recover its investment 

5 in plant and equipment, that is, capital recovery risk. The NEB stated that for the TransCanada 

6 Mainline (Page 24 ofthe Decision) 

7 

To date. TransCanada's earnings have not been affected by the excess capacity or 
increased pipe-on-pipe competition since the Mainline has been allowed to increase its 
tolls with the result that it has earned its full Revenue Requirement. Nonetheless, there 
is some uncertainty over the Mainline's future ability to attract sufficient gas volUll1es, 
which could have an impact on its earnings. Specifically. the Mainline's ability to 
recover its full cost of sen-ice ,'!ould be put in jeopardy if its throughput declined to a 
point where the resulting tolls exceeded what the market could bear. While there is no 
indication that such an outcome is to be expected, the possibility that it may happen 
appears to have increased since 1994, Accordingly. the Board is of the view that there 
has been an increase in pipe-<>n-pipe competition since 1994. which acts to increase the 
Mainline's prospective business risk. 

8 At that time the NEB pointed out that the Mainline had been able to earn its revenue requirement 

9 (and allowed ROE) but that the possibility that it may not be able to do this in the future had 

\0 increased. The NEB subsequently increased the Mainline's common equity ratio from 30% to 

II 40% in several hearings to reflect this increase in long run capital recovery risk 

12 However, long term risks must eventually become short run risk to have any impact. As I stated 

13 before the NEB in RH-4-2004, 

14 "If problems occur, then firms bring these problems to the regulator and frequently 
15 "compromises" are worked out. This is part of the regulatory bargain and only regulated 
16 firms have this capability. For example if a competitive firm suffers a supply shock then 
17 the stockholders are directly affected, but in contrast a regulated firm can have losses put 
18 in a deferral account and allocated to future customers or apply to the regulator for other 
19 means of protecting the stockholders from loss, Consequently it is unreasonable to expect 
20 no action on the part of the regulator to the increased risk after year 11 in the above 
21 example." 

22 The increased risk after "year 11" I was referring to was the present value of the cash flows 

23 beyond year 1 0, which I arbitrarily referred to as long run risk. The point is that when serious 
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risks do arise it is extremely rare for a Canadian utility not to come before the regulator to ask for 

2 some reallocation of costs to keep the shareholder whole. 

3 This is exactly what happened with the Mainline in RH-03-2011 when it came before the NEB, 

4 asking for costs to be reallocated from the Mainline to customers of NGTL; depreciation to be 

5 reallocated to different zones to avoid stranded costs; and for significant changes to be made to 

6 its rate design. The NEB did not allow all of the changes that TransCanada asked for, but the fact 

7 is there was a hearing and the NEB did adopt policy measures to deal with the Mainline's 

8 problems. I would expect this same approach to be adopted by any of Canada's regulators if a 

9 utility got into serious trouble. 54 

10 Q. IS THE BOARD AN UNRESPONSIVE REGULATOR? 

11 A. No. In Appendix A to their October 16, 2015 report Concentric Energy rates the Board 

12 on a point system allocation of their DBRS ratings on the following factors: 

13 1) Deemed capital structure 
14 2) Allowed ROE 
15 3) Energy cost recovery 
16 4) Cost of service vs incentive rate making 
17 5) Capital cost recovery 
18 6) Political interference 
19 7) Retail rate 
20 8) Stranded costs 
21 9) Rate freeze 
22 10) Market structure 

23 DBRS is Canada's premier rating agency and the rating seems to be based on their credit rating 

24 support, not protecting the public or the fair return standard. Each factor is rated on a scale from 

25 1-5 with 5 being the best and then seemingly added up. Although, this seems to treat all factors 

26 equally, the Board is ranked 4th out of Canada's 11 regulators. Consequently, Concentric sees the 

27 Board as one of the most supportive regulator in terms ofDBRS's bond rating. 

28 The following graphic reproduces Concentric's full list of scores: 

54 I have seen similar action by the BCUC with respect to Pacific Northern Gas and the New Brunswick 
Energy and Utilities Board with respect to Enbridge Gas New Brunswick. 
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NEWFOUNDLAND POWER INc. 

APPENDIX A: CAPITAL STRUCTIJRE 

1 figure 8: Ranking of RegulatOfY Jurisdictions - Canada 
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2 I don't necessarily agree with Concentric's analysis, since there is significant overlap in some of 

3 the categories and the ones that count are the ability of the utility to earn their allowed ROE and 

4 the treatment of stranded costs. I would agree with the general assessment that the Board is a 

5 supportive regulator. However, in my judgement there is very little difference between Canadian 

6 regulators and am concerned that some of the criteria used by Concentric very much reflect the 

7 bond rater' s analysis of what is good for the bondholders, not what satisfies the fair return 

8 standard. Obviously utilities are regulated to protect the rate payers, not the bond holders, so I do 

9 not put much faith in some of this analysis. 

10 Why this sort of assessment is important is that Moody's reported on how it determined its bond 

11 ratings in August 2009.55 The report refines their assessment into four major areas as follows: 

12 

" Infrastructure Finance; Regulated Electric and Gas Utilities, August 2009. 
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2 

3 
4 

• 
• 
• 
• 

Regulatory framework: 25% 
Ability to recover costs and eam profits: 25% 
Diversification: 10% 
Financial strength and liquidity: 40% 

5 The weights in the last column are the percentage allocation to each of the four categories. 

6 Moody's states very clearly "for a regulated utility the predictability and supportiveness of the 

7 regulatory framework in which it operates is a key credit consideration and the one that 

8 differentiates the industry from most other corporate sectors." A quick glance at Moody's 

9 weights indicates that fully 50% of the weighting is based on the first two criteria which both 

10 reflect the supportiveness of the regulatory environment. 

11 Q. 

12 A. 

13 
14 
15 
16 

17 

18 
19 
20 
21 
22 
23 

24 
25 
26 
27 

28 
29 
30 
31 

32 II: 

HOW DO YOU ASSESS BUSINESS RISK? 

Traditionally I have assessed short and long run based on the following factors: 

• On the cost side since regulated utilities are capital intensive most of their costs 
are fixed. The major risks are in operations and maintenance expenditures. 
However, over runs are usually under the control of the regulated firm and can be 
time shifted between different test years. 

• On the revenue side the risks largely stem from rate design; critical features are: 

o Who is the customer and what credit risk is involved. For example, electricity 
transmission operators who recover their revenue requirement in fixed 
monthly payments from a provincially appointed transmission or systems 
administrator (fA), have less exposure than local gas and electricity 
distributors who recover their revenue requirement from a more varied 
customer mix involving industrial, commercial and retail customers. 

o Is there a commodity charge involved? The basic distribution function is very 
similar to transmission, except when the distributor buys the gas or electricity 
wholesale and then also retails the commodity. The distributor is then exposed 
to weather and price fluctuations depending on rate design. 

o Even if there is no commodity charge, how much of the revenue is recovered 
in a fIXed versus a variable usage charge? Utilities that recover their revenue 
in a fixed demand charge face less risk than those where the revenues have a 
variable component based on usage. 

The medium and long term risks are mainly as follows: 
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2 
3 
4 
5 
6 
7 
8 
9 

10 

11 
12 
13 
14 
15 
16 

• 

• 

Bypass risk. The economics of regulated industries are as natural monopolists 
involved in "transportation" of one kind or another. However, one utility may not 
own all the transportation system so that it may be economically feasible to 
bypass one part of the system. This happens for local gas distributors, when a 
customer can access the main gas transmission line directly, rather than through 
the LDC, or when a large customer may be able to bypass part of the transmission 
system. This is often a rate design issue: a postage stamp toll clearly leads to 
uneconomic tolls and potential bypass problems, whereas distance or usage 
sensitive tolls will discourage it. Similarly, rolled in tolling will encourage 
predatory pricing by potential regulated competitors. 

Capital recovery risk. Since most utilities are transportation utilities, the critical 
question is the underlying supply and demand of the commodity. If supply or 
demand does not materialise then tolls may have to rise and the utility may not be 
able to recover the cost of its capital assets. Depreciation rates are set to mitigate 
this risk to ensure that the future revenues are matched with the future costs of the 
system. 

17 The common thread running through the above brief discussion is rate design and regulatory 

18 protection. There can be significant differences in underlying business risk that are moderated by 

19 the regulator in response to those differences. The lowest risk utility is then one with the 

20 strongest underlying fundamentals and the least need to resort to regulatory protection. In 

21 contrast, another utility may have similar short-term income risk, but only because of its need to 

22 resort to more extensive regulatory protection, so that it faces more problematic longer term 

23 risks. 

24 Q. WHAT DO YOU MEAN BY REGULATORY PROTECI'ION? 

25 A. Regulated utilities are special in that after the fact if they incur a special cost they can go 

26 back to the regulator and ask for this cost to be reallocated to rate payers rather than be borne by 

27 the shareholder. Further if this risk seems to be occurring on a regular basis they can ask for a 

28 deferral account to capture any deviation of actual from expected with the balance allocated to 

29 the rate payer in a subsequent GRA. 

30 NP has an extensive set of accounts listed in Schedule 8 and in answer to CA-NP-034 they 

31 provided the history of the major weather and power cost deferral accounts. Most of NP's 

32 revenues and costs are to some extent under the company's control. For example, if operations 

33 and maintenance expenditures seem to be under or over budget the spending can be changed as 
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1 the end of the year approaches. In contrast, power costs and weather are beyond the control of 

2 NP. As NP explains as Hydro made cheaper surplus electricity available in the 1960's electricity 

3 use for space heating increased, so NP sought and received a weather normalisation account in 

4 1968. Similarly, as Hydro's marginal electricity cost increased, NP sought and received a 

5 deferral account to capture the difference between these higher marginal costs and the average 

6 cost captured in rates in 2007. This type of response is typical for Canadian regulation; as 

7 circumstances change the regulator protects the utility by making sure that costs are passed on to 

8 ratepayers. 

9 Q. HAVE YOU GOT EVIDENCE TO SUPPORT TillS? 

10 

11 

12 

13 

14 

15 

16 

17 

18 

19 

20 

A. Yes. The most basic evidence is that weighted 25% by Moody's: the ability of the utility 

to "recover costs and earn profits." The best way of assessing this is to look at their ability to 

earn their allowed ROE. The following graphs NP's allowed versus actual ROE since 1990 as 

provided in CA-NP-019. 

15 .-------,. 
13 

12 

11 

10 

9 

8 

7 

NP Allowed vs Actual ROE 

6+-~ ___ ~~~~~~~_--_~ __________ ~~~ 

~~#~~#~~~~~#~~#~~#~~~~~~~ 

NP has been allowed a band around its rate of return that translates into approximately +/- 0.40% 

on its ROE. The graph indicates that NP has consistently earned its allowed ROE with an 

average "excess" of 0.23% over this very long period. In only 3 years in the early 1990s has NP 

under earned by more than the -0.40% of its band. In CA-NP-019 NP was asked to explain any 

deviations greater than I % and answered that 1994 was due to a severe sleet storm and 1995 

mainly due to an early retirement program and a reassessment by eRA. More to the point not 
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once in the last 19 years has NP under earned, and during this period has over earned by 0.48%. 

2 NP indicates that the highest degree of over-earning in the early 2000's was due to a successful 

3 completion of a CRA tax assessment. However, excluding these years, since 2003 NP has still 

4 over earned by 0.28% or near the top of the 0.40% band. 

5 In a dictionary sense risk is the probability of incurring harm. On the basis of its demonstrated 

6 ability at earning its allowed ROE, NP has not suffered any risk whatsoever. In fact, what risk it 

7 has suffered has not stemmed from its operations as much as its relations with CRA. More to the 

8 point NP has consistently been allowed a risk premium. In its current 8.8% allowed ROE the 

9 Board included a 5.0% premium over the 3.8% base LTC yield I suggested. What this means is 

10 that NP was allowed a 5% risk premium and yet its very worst experience was in 1994 when it 

11 under earned by 1.22%, that is, it under earned by much less than the risk premium allowed in 

12 2012. The fact is it is not risk when you only earn more than the risk free rate, regardless of 

13 whether or not there is any variability in that return. In other words, if someone guarantees that 

14 you will always earn more than the long Canada bond yield, then that cannot be riskier than the 

15 long Canada bond! 56 

16 Q. ISN'T RISK FORWARD LOOKING RATHER THAN BACKWARD LOOKING? 

17 A. Yes. There seems to be a consistent theme to expert evidence put forward by most 

18 companies and their expert witnesses. This is that bad things could happen to the utility and often 

19 the conclusion is that it is riskier than its last rate hearing. In CA-NP-044 NP was asked to 

20 provide extracts from its business risk evidence in the 1990s when it was suffering the most from 

21 inter-fuel competition and the extracts are revealing. 

22 
23 

24 
25 
26 
27 

• 

• 

In 1992 Dr. Roger Morin stated "competition in the energy industry in 
Newfoundland is increasing." 

In 1996 Mr Ryan stated "Significant changes are developing in the north 
American electric utility market. Driven by global competition, new technologies 
and cheap natural gas, utilities are starting to compete with independent power 
producers and with each other to retain existing customers and attract new ones." 

" This is regarded as a situation of stochastic dominance. 
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• 

• 

• 

In 1996 Dr. Roger Morin stated "the business risks faced by the Company are 
higher and they have intensified since the Board's last rate decision in 1991." 

In 1998 Ms. McShane stated "It (NP) competes with oil for space and water 
heating. In contrast to many electric utilities a significant proportion (54%) of the 
company's sales are for space heating. Recent declines in fuel oil prices make oil 
a more competitive option." 

In 1998 Dr. Morin stated "the company continues to be vulnerable to competition 
in the space and water heating markets from other energy sources, particularly 
from oil companies." 

10 Howeyer, as shown from NP's demonstrated ability at earning its allowed ROE these risks have 

II not generated any "losses" to the shareholder. The reason is that NP forecasts the future demand 

12 on its system and there is only a loss if it suffers a significant unexpected drop in demand due to 

13 competition from other fuels. To the extent the company is on top of its forecasting and risk 

14 assessment the impact of some customer losses is not material as its ROE history demonstrates. 

15 Q. 

16 

17 A. 

WHAT ABOUT THE LONG RUN RISKS OF HIGHER ELECTRICTY COSTS 

FROM HYDRO? 

Significantly higher electricity costs could happen, but to affect NP they have to cause 

18 significant numbers of customers to drop off its system so that NP can no longer allocate the 

19 higher costs to its remaining customers. This is the "death spiral" that has affected the 

20 TransCanada Mainline, which as a point to point pipeline has suffered as nearer sources of 

21 natural gas have stranded parts of its system. However, electricity is not going to be stranded, 

22 since it serves more than the space and water heating markets that were referenced in the 1990s. 

23 Customers will still need electricity for lighting and electronics etc. 

24 It is also important that switching from one fuel source to another is not costless. In CA-NP-041 

25 NP estimated that it costs $10,000 to convert to a forced air furnace and $15,000-$25,000 for oil 

26 fired hot water radiators. This is a significant cash outlay that has to be covered by annual fuel 

27 savings where NP estimates fuel oil as currently being 10% cheaper than electricity. In contrast, 

28 NP estimated that oil had a 40% cost advantage in the 1990s (CA-NP-042) and yet only 6,000 

29 customers or 3.7% of the total switched from electric space heating. Moreover, as shown in CA-

30 NP-O 19 NP only suffered serious under earning in 1994 and 1995 and then for factors unrelated 

31 to inter fuel competition. 
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1 Of importance is that I hear of inter fuel competition in most utility rate cases. The Canadian Gas 

2 Association provided the following graphic comparing the cost of space and water heating cross 

3 Canada for the major fuels. 
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Residential Space & Water Heating Costs -
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The graphic indicates the enormous cost advantage of natural gas for residential customers who 

have access to it and the fact that the CGA indicates that using natural gas saves a typical 

residential user $2,000 a year. However, it also indicates the general competitiveness of 

electricity against both propane and fuel oil. In this comparison spending $10,000-$25,000 

converting to an alternative fuel like propane or fuel oil is not a sensible decision even if a 

residential customer can save 10% as indicated by NP, since 10% based on these comparisons is 

only a few hundred $ a year. 

It is also relevant that in Manitoba the Affordable Utility Rate Accountability Act of 2012 

requires the following: 

Report on comparison of utility costs 

1 For each fiscal year ending after 2012, the Minister of Finance must engage an independent accounting 
firm to prepare a report that, for each province of Canada, lists a comparable cost, detenmined in accordance with 
the regulations, of a utility bundle consisting of 

(a) electricity for home use: 
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] (b) natural gas for home heating; and 

2 (c) automobile insurance. 

3 

4 The following graphic is the current comparison of electricity costs effective May 1,2015.57 

5 
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St John's NL 556.79 S9lW7 5125.58 5.2.3565 556587 

Vancouver Be 537.02 . 571.53 . 5102.90 5228.37 ; 5604.80 , 
WinnipegMB $34.96 . $62.64 $81.09 $154.90 $376.33 
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6 According to Manitoba Hydro the cost for a 1000 KWh retail customer in St John's is $125.58 a 

7 month, which is comparable to other cities elsewhere in Canada. The cities where power is 

8 significantly cheaper are those with abundant cheap hydro, namely Quebec, Manitoba and BC. 

9 Otherwise the cost of electricity in St John's is not unreasonable compared to other Canadian 

10 cities 

II Quebec Hydro also provides another cost comparison. The following graphic is the cost 

12 comparison as of April 1, 2014 for a 1,000 kWh residential customer.58 In the Quebec 

57 https://www.hydro.mb.calregulatary_affairs/energyJates/electricity/uti]ityJate_camp.shlm] 
58 http://www.hydroquebec.comlpublicationslenldocslcomparaison-electricity-prices/comp _2014_ en. pdf 
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1 comparison, Montreal is indexed as 100 and then the costs are relative to this monthly cost, so 

2 Winnipeg is indexed at 112. Again the message is the same, St John's is in the middle with costs 

3 161% of Montreal but much lower than for example, Halifax, Charlottetown, Regina and 

4 Toronto. 
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6 From these cost comparisons I judge electricity to be competitive in Newfoundland and Labrador 

7 and that it would require very large increases in power costs from Hydro to undermine its 

8 competitive position relative to fuel oil and propane. Further, if there is a significant increase in 

9 power costs from Hydro it is important to remember that a 40% increase in the cost of power 

10 does not translate into a 40% increase in utility rates, since there should be no change in the 

II actual distribution costs. Finally, the Board has tools to manage any rate shock should the cost of 
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1 power from Hydro increase significantly, such as changing the depreciation rate, reducing the +/-

2 0.40% band around the allowed ROE and changing to a more efficient capital structure. 59 

3 In my judgement there has been no material change in NP's business risk since 2012 and that 

4 any rate shock from higher electricity costs can be dealt with should they materialise. 

5 Q. WHY IS THE COMMON EQUITY RATIO SO IMPORTANT? 

6 A. A firm's capital structure has a direct impact on the overall cost of capital as 

7 conventionally defmed in finance, since equity costs are paid out of after-tax income, whereas 

8 debt costs are tax deductible. Hence, for example, iflong term debt costs are about 4.0% as they 

9 are now and equity costs are 8.80% as allowed NP currently, then at a 25% tax rate (for 

10 simplicity), the pre-tax costs are actually 11.73% for the common equity (.088/(1-.75)) compared 

11 to 4.0% for the debt or a spread of 7.73%. In terms of the revenue requirement this means that 

12 every dollar shifted from debt into equity costs the rate payers 7.73%. 

13 Taxes are critically important in corporate fmance since a huge amount of corporate fmancing 

14 activity is tax motivated. A good example is the announcement by the Government of Canada to 

15 change the tax status of income trusts and publicly traded limited partnerships. Income trusts had 

16 been popular in Canada, since the effective removal of the corporate income tax allowed more 

17 income to flow through to investors. On October 31, 2006 after the markets closed the Federal 

18 Minister of Finance, Mr. Jim Flaherty, announced that all new trusts would be subject to a 31.5% 

19 distribution tax to put them on the same tax status as corporations and that existing trusts would 

20 pay this tax in five years. 

21 The importance of the income tax changes can be understood from the following graph that 

22 tracks the price of the exchange traded income trust fund, XTR. Before the Minister of Finance's 

23 decision the income trust ETF was at $15 and the day after it had dropped to $13.25 and then on 

24 November 2 even further to $12.75 before rebounding slightly. Most analysts predicted that the 

25 tax changes would cause income trusts to drop in value by 20-25%, but the effect varies across 

59 If there is a risk of stranded assets and a death spiral then the utility should increase the depreciation 
rate, so that existiog customers pay the full cost of the system and there are fewer costs to strand. 
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different trusts, depending on the proportion of Canadian to foreign income and the type of 

2 income, that is, how much is return of capital and how much newly taxable income. Plus the 

3 existing trusts would only be taxed in five years. 
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5 The price drop vividly demonstrates that the corporate income tax has a huge impact on the 

6 valuation of shares. Another way of saying this is that removing the corporate income tax by 

7 financing with debt adds of the order of 15-20% to the market value of the finn. We can see this 

8 from the fact that the exchange traded fund would sell for $15 without the corporate tax and 

9 about $13 with the tax levied infive years' time. The impact of the time until the tax is levied 

10 means that the true value of removing the corporate income tax is much greater than these price 

11 changes indicates. 

12 This basic discussion is relevant since publicly traded finns are constantly re-assessing their 

13 capital structures ("improving their balance sheets") in light of changing market conditions and 

14 the changing risk of fmancial distress. It also explains why capital structures differ from one finn 

15 to another, since both the nature of their assets and expected cash flows are different as well as 

16 their forecast of where we are in the business cycle. One finn with mainly hard tangible assets 

17 will use large amounts of debt, since these types of assets are easy to borrow against. Another 

18 finn that spends significant amounts on advertising will have relatively little debt, since it is 

19 harder to borrow against brand names and "goodwill." Another finn will use very little debt, 

20 since it is not in a tax paying position and carmot use the tax shields from debt financing. 
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1 Another finn may use very little debt simply because it believes that its equity is cheap, because 

2 its stock price is so high. Finally, yet another finn may use more debt because it is more 

3 optimistic about the state of the economy. In each case, the finn will solve its own capital 

4 structure problem based on its own unique factors. 

5 This discussion puts the utility capital structure in perspective, since utilities have the lowest 

6 business risk of just about any sector in the Canadian economy and are stable. Consequently, 

7 they should have the highest debt ratios. There are several reasons for this: 

8 First, the costs and revenues from utility operations are stable so the underlying 
9 uncertainty in operating income is very low. As such financial leverage is 

10 essentially magnifying almost non-existent business risk, and zero times anything 
11 is still zero! This is demonstrated by NP's ability at earning its allowed ROE. 

12 Second, in the event of unanticipated risks, regulated utilities are the only group 
13 that can go back to their regulator and ask for "after the fact" rate relief. As 
14 effective monopolies their rates can be increased in the event of financial 
15 problems, while demand is typically insensitive to these rate increases. In 
16 contrast, if unregulated corporations face serious financial problems they usually 
17 compound one another. This is because unregulated flnns encounter difficulties 
18 raising capital and frequently suppliers and customers switch to alternates in the 
19 face of this uncertainty creating severe financial distress. 

20 Third, the major offset to the tax advantages of debt is the risk of bankruptcy. In 
21 liquidation there are significant external costs that go to neither the equity nor the 
22 debt holders. These costs include "knock down" asset sales, the loss of tax loss 
23 carry forwards, and the reorganisation costs paid to bankruptcy trustees, lawyers 
24 etc. This causes non-regulated flnns to be wary of taking on too much debt, since 
25 value seeps out of the finn as a whole. In contrast, it is impossible to conceive of 
26 NP ripping up its utility wires and selling them for scrap. 

27 Finally, most private companies have an asset base that consists largely of 
28 intangible assets. For example, the major value of Nortel was its growth 
29 opportunities; of Coca Cola its brand name; of Merck its R&D team. It is 
30 extremely difficult for non-regulated flnns to borrow against these assets. Growth 
31 opportunities have a habit of being competed away; brand names can waste away, 
32 while R&D teams have a habit of moving to a competitor. Regulated utilities in 
33 contrast largely produce un-branded services and derive most of their value from 
34 tangible assets. Unlike intangible assets, tangible assets are useful for collateral, 
35 for example in first mortgage bonds, and are easy to borrow against. 

36 Consequently, utilities have very low business risk; have reserve borrowing power by being able 

37 to return to the regulator, minuscule bankruptcy/distress costs and hard tangible assets that are 
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1 easy to borrow against. In fact, utilities are almost unique m terms of their financing 

2 possibilities,60 and are prime candidates for using large amounts of debt to utilise their significant 

3 tax advantages. 

4 The above ideas are standard in finance. A popular finance textbook is Fundamentals of 

5 Corporate Finance, McGraw Hill Irwin (3,d edition) by Brealey, Myers and Markus).61 In chapter 

6 15 the text discusses capital structure and notes the following: 

7 
8 
9 

10 
11 
12 
13 

14 

15 
16 
17 
18 
19 

20 
21 
22 

• 

• 

• 

(Page 434) "Debt financing has one important advantage. The interest that the 
company pays is a tax deductible expense, but equity income is subject to 
corporate tax." 
(page 434 and 435) The interest tax shield is a valuable asset. Let's see how much 
it could be worth ........................ .If the tax shield is perpetual, we use the 
perpetuity formula to calculate its present value: 

PV tax shields = _a_nn_u_a_lt_ax_s_h_e_ild_ 

(page 435, 436) How interest tax shields contribute to the value of stockholder's 
equity .... 

Value oflevered firm = value of all-equity firm + T cD 

• (page 444) For example, high-tech growth companies, whose assets are risky and 
mainly intangible, normally use relatively little debt. Utilities or retailers can and 
do borrow heavily because their assets are tangible and relatively safe. 

23 These four particular comments are taken from the discussion of what is commonly referred to as 

24 the static trade-off model, where the tax advantages of debt fmancing are traded off against the 

25 costs of fmancial distress and loss of fmancial flexibility. They are referenced simply because 

26 there is little disagreement amongst academics that debt is valuable to the firm due to the tax 

27 shields it generates. 

60 When we analyse corporate fmancial decisions we normally include a number of explanatory variables 
and then add a "dummy" variable for whether or not the industry is regulated, since the mere fact of 
regulation is frequently the most siguificant feature of a fInn's operations. 
61 A similar discussion is in all finance textbooks, the Brealey et al text is a competing text to my own. 
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These ideas are also common in fmancial practise. Two prominent finance researchers at Duke 

2 University in the US62 surveyed a large number of CEOs and produced the following table of 

3 factors mentioned in capital structure decisions. 

Debt policy factors 
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5 The most important factor was financial flexibility, which is loosely whether the use of debt 

6 inhibits the fum from undertaking its corporate mission and is essentially the risk of fmancial 

7 distress. The second factor is simply the credit rating while the third is the firm's business risk. 

8 The fourth factor is the firm's need for funds and the fifth the cost of debt. The sixth factor is the 

9 tax shield savings from using debt. After this the importance of the reasons drops off, but broadly 

10 these criteria amount to: need for funds, business risk, tax savings, financial distress and market 

11 access (through credit ratings), which are the factors discussed above. 

" John Graham and Campbell Harvey, "Theory and practice of Corporate Finance: Evidence from the 
field," Journal of Financial Economics-60, 2001, pp 187-243. 
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1 In 2006 Deutsche Bank published a study Corporate Capital Structure, January 2006 with a 

2 review of the basic principles for detenuining corporate use of debt and the results of their 

3 survey of chief fmancial officers with the following relevant results on page 42. 

to continue making imestme:rts 52% 253 

32% 256 
to mainta~ diWlends 31% 254 

market's capacity ~ my debt 29"10 248 
. costs on debt issues 25% 252 

companies cn indust'Y 20% 250 
; sp!l!ad reja~'" to fair sJl"93d 18% 246 

actions V.flen debt is high 18% 248 
to manage Earnings per Sha<e - 17% 246 

16% 246 
attitudes 15% 255 
att~udes - 13% 253 

H~h debt => efficient management 8% 248 

maintaining control • 1% 243 
taxes • 6% 246 

signals high quality • 6% 246 
rights in home jurisdiction • 5% 244 
\0 competitors • 5% 249 

attitude to high dellt • 4% 255 
improlES employee bargaining 0% 241 

03.2: .. t-bw inp(xtarU are the fo';ow!ng facOOrs il detem!.'1ing the aPJJ1lPl'i8te 6evel or det<! 1« your 
C<lfIll8IlY?" Scale" fbt ITportant (0, to Very ~ (5). 

4 

5 The questions that Deutsche Bank asked are different from those of Graham and Harvey, but the 

6 ideas are the same, Again we see the importance of credit ratings (market access), ability to 

7 continue to make investments (fmancial flexibility and fear of distress), tax shields etc. Overall 

8 both these surveys reinforce the basic "static trade-off' model that finus balance the tax 

9 advantages of debt against the restrictions it imposes on their activities and the fear of financial 

10 distress, As a result they have an optimal or target capital structure. 

lI On page 37 of their report Deutsche bank had the following table 
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Figure 18: Propomon of Fimlswith a Target Capital Structure by Region 

Latin An~erica 

North America 

Austrn1ia & New' 
Zealand 

Eastern Europe, 
Middle EaSt & A!Tica 

Asia excludin.!l Japa'1 

Japan 

Germany 

Western Europe 
excluding Germany 

0"':' 20% 40% 60% 80% 100% 

2 Fully 85% of North American finns reported that they had a target capital structure, second only 

3 to firms in South America. Why this is important is that this target capital structure represents the 

4 trade-off of the factors discussed above and reinforces the academic literature that has modelled 

5 this trade off.63 

6 Q 

7 

8 A. 

WHY DO UTILITIES SEEM TO RESIST HAVING AN EFFICIENT CAPITAL 

STRUCTURE? 

There are two main reasons, first as the Alberta Energy and Utilities Board stated (AEUB 

9 2003-061, August 2003, page 103): 

10 "The Board notes that since cost of capital recovery is provided for through its annual 
II revenue requirements, a regulated utility, like AltaLink, would naturally wish to maintain 

63 Note that as discussed above, this does not mean that this target is constant. 
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low debt ratios. This allows the utility to minimize the financial risk imposed on equity 
2 investors, and to also maintain high debt ratings . .. 

3 The use of debt financing is thus like any other efficiency gain in that the gains should be 

4 competed away and flow through to the customers. Managers of a utility should operate the 

5 utility in a professional manner to reduce costs. However, alternative incentives exist under 

6 Canadian corporate law, where the Canada Business Corporations Act (CBCA) states 

7 "Every clirector and officer of a corporation in exercising his powers and clischarging his 
8 duties shall: 

9 1) act honestly in good faith with a view to the best interests of the corporation; and 

10 2) exercise the care, cliligence and skill that a reasonably prudent person would 
II exercise in comparable circumstances." 

12 Further the governance guidelines of the TSX (Where Were the Directors, 1994, the Dey Report) 

13 indicate that 

14 "We recognize the principal objective of the direction and management of a business is 
15 to enhance shareholder value, which includes balancing gain with risk in order to 
16 enhance the financial viability of the business . .. (S 1.11) 

17 This imposes on the clirectors a fiduciary responsibility to the company's shareholders and not to 

18 their customers. In NP's case this means Fortis Inc. In this context utilities claiming to be facing 

19 more risk to support either high or more common equity are acting like the managers of any 

20 other private corporation, which is to say acting in the best interests of their shareholders. 

21 Q. 

22 

ARE THERE SPECIAL PROBLEMS WHEN UTILITIES ARE PART OF 

HOLDING COMPANIES? 

23 A. Yes. NP is owned by Fortis Inc. and S&P, for example, rates a subsicliary no higher than its 

24 parent on the basis that a parent can "raid" a subsidiary unless it is structurally insulated or ring 

25 fenced from its parent. Although NP does not have an S&P rating its parent does and the rating 

26 of the subsidiary changes when its parent changes. For example, in 2007 BMO Capital markets 

27 (June 19,2007 Research Note) pointed out 

28 "Standard & Poor's today upgraded its rating on Terasen Gas Inc. three notches to A 
29 from BBB and has assigned a Stable outlook. The rating was also removed from 
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1 CreditWatch with Positive Implications, where it was placed on February 26, 2007, on 
2 the announced acquisition of its immediate parent, Terasen Inc., by Fortis Inc. The rating 
3 action is not surprising given the new ownership but it is fair to say the rating upgrade is 
4 higher than we expected. We believe the rating upgrade is positive for the spreads on 
5 Terasen Gas Inc." 

6 Note that nothing much happened in the regulated operations ofTerasen Gas but it was upgraded 

7 three notches from BBB to A simply because it was no longer owned by a "dodgy" US parent. 

8 As indicated above there are tax and other advantages to a company usmg debt. For ROE 

9 regulated utilities the tax advantage flows through to rate payers in terms of a lower tax charge in 

10 the revenue requirement. However, for utilities owned within a holding company this situation is 

11 worse, since the parent has an incentive to finance the utility with as much equity as possible, so 

12 that the tax advantages to fmancing with debt are shifted to the parent. In this way it is the 

13 parent's shareholders that get the tax advantages to debt financing and not the utility ratepayers. 

14 This is often called the "double leverage" problem, where the utility assets support debt at both 

15 the utility level and then again at the parent level. 

16 Q. HOW DO THESE COMMENTS APPLY TO NP? 

17 A. They are not as relevant to the Fortis group of companies as for other Canadian utilities 

18 since Fortis' utility subsidiaries are often ring fenced, that is, protected from inappropriate 

19 actions by their parent. However, there is still a debt capacity transfer problem. The following is 

20 from Fortis 2014 Annual Report (page 36) 

21 

Capital Structure 
The Corporation's principal businesses of regulated electric and gas distribution require ongoing access to capital to enable the utilities 
to fund maintenance and expansion of infrastructure. Fortis raises debt at the subsidiary level to ensure regulatory transp.Jrency, tax 
efficiency and financing flexibility. Fortis generally fInances a sIgnificant portion of acquisitions at the corporate level with proceeds 
from common share. preference share and long-term debt offerings. To help ensure access to capital, the Corporation targets a 
consolidated long-term capital structure containing approximately 45% equity, including preference shares, and 55% debt, as well as 
investment-grade credit ratings. Each of the Corporation's regulat(l(f utilities maintains its own capital structure In line with the deemed 
capital structure reflected in each of the ~tility's customer rates. 

The consolidated capital structure of Fortis is presented in the following table. 

Capital Structure 
1014 

As at December 3 t (J iOliliions) 0;' (I miJliofls) 

Total debt and capital lease and finance 
obligations (net of cash) nJ ",304 56,5 7.716 

Preference shares 1.820 9.1 1.219 
Common shareholders' equity 6.871 3'" 4,772 
Total 071 19.995 100.0 13.717 

m Includes long-term debt end capital :!lISe lind finllnce obligations, including curn!nt portions, lind short-term borrowlngs, net of cllm 
f1J Excludes amoullts rebated to non-controUing interests 
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1 Fortis clearly states that its target equity ratio is 45% comprising both common and preferred 

2 shares, where in 2014 its common shares were only 35%. Fortis also states that it buys regulated 

3 utilities with a mixture of common and preference shares, as well as debt. This is a clear 

4 admission of double leverage, or that the utilities themselves have inefficient capital structures. 

5 It could be that the other subsidiaries owned by Fortis are much less risky than NP. However, 

6 this is not the case. In a presentation of their third quarter 2015 results, Fortis had the following 

7 inforrnation:64 

Regulatory Overview 

Comments 

. ',' - No earnings cap, 
UNS ~n.'KY Arizona cos Histone 43.5-52.6 9.50-10.0 JUrisdiction supports sQqt; 

equity thickness 

Centrai 
New "iorlc COS 

Futu~ 48 9 .00 
Earnings shallng ab~ 

Hudson t3-~r Rall:! Order I 9.S0!/'. 

2015-2019 revenue . 

fortls8C 
Bnttsh COS Futuro 38.5-40 • 8.75-915 requlF1Knent set by formula 

Columbia . 'PBR 2014-20191 :' wrth eamlngs sharlnl abov • . 
allo,..,ed ~OE 

" .. '< 

CQ$ 
No eell nlngs cap, re\IQnue 

FortlsAlblltrta Alberto 
(j1BP. 1013 .. 20171 

FutLlfe 40 &.30 requirement set by formula 
with adjustments for o:ape)l, 

Ne-w;oo""U"nt! Newfoundland COS Futurt 45 8.20 Eamlngs capped at 9.$O!I, - . . 

8 

9 This data indicates that the US subsidiaries, UNS Energy and Central Hudson, have both higher 

10 allowed ROEs and more common equity than the Canadian subsidiaries. Further as we already 

64 https://www.fortisinc.comlInvestor-CentrelDocumentslQ3-Eamings-Presentation-FINAL.pdf 
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1 know, NP has higher than normal cornmon equity and a very similar allowed ROE to Fortis' 

2 other Canadian subsidiaries. With more favourable financial parameters, all else constant we 

3 would expect higher bond ratings for Fortis US subsidiaries and for NP. The following indicates 

4 their actual bond ratings: 

Utility Credit Ratings 

Company Moody's 

Tu,'son Electric P<,wer I1) BBB+ nfa A3 

Central Hudson A nfa A2 

FortisBC (Gas) nfa A A3 

Fr)rtisAlberta A- A (low) nfa 

FortisBe (Electric) nfa A (low) Baal 

Newfoundland Power nfa A A2 

5 

6 The first prediction that the US subsidiaries have higher bond ratings is not completely borne out 

7 by the facts. As is well known, US utilities usually need higher common equity and higher 

8 allowed ROEs to offset the fact they operate in a riskier environment than do Canadian utilties. 

9 Central Hudson has the same Moody's rating as NP, and an "A" S&P rating so is the same as 

10 NP. Tucson Electric power is rated BBB+ by S&P and A3 by Moodys and is significantly lower 

11 than the Canadian utilities and NP. The second prediction is borne out by the facts as none of the 

12 Canadian subsidiaries has a higher bond rating than NP. Fortis BC Electric has an 

13 unambiguously lower rating than NP on 8.3% ROE on 40% cornmon equity with significant 

14 generating assets. FortisAiberta has an unambiguously lower rating on 8.3% ROE on 40% 

15 cornmon equity. FortisBC Gas (former Terasen Gas) has an A rating from DBRS but A3 from 

16 Moodys on 8.75% ROE on 38.5% cornmon equity with slightly higher at the time for its 

17 Vancouver Island and Whistler subsidiaries. From this analysis it is clear that NP's financial 
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1 metrics are generous and it IS not clear why it needs a higher bond rating than its sister 

2 companies \\ithin Fortis. 

3 Finally, with only 35% common equity you would expect that Fortis would have trouble 

4 financing itself on "fair and reasonable" terms, particularly when it is a holding company. 

5 However, this is not the case. In its 2014 Annual Report Fortis states: 

6 

Management Discussion and Analysis 

credit Ratings 
As at December 31, 2014, the Corporation's credit ratinos were as follows: 

Standaru & Poor's ("S&P") A-I Stable (long-term corporate and unsewred debt credit rating) 
DBRS A (low) I Stable (unsecured debt credit rating) 

The above-noted credit ratings reflect the Corporation's IOVI business-risk profile and diversity of its operations, the stand-alone nature 
and financial separation of each of the regulated subsidiaries of Fortis, and management's commitment to maintaining low 1~~1s of 
debt at the holding company level. In October 2014, following the completion of equity financing associated with the acquisition 
of UNS Energy, S&P confirmed the Corporation's credit rating and revised its outlook to Stable. Similarly, in December 2014 DBRS 
confirmed the Corporation's credit rating with a Stable outlook. 

7 The critical passage is that both S&P and DBRS have stable ratings on Fortis at A(low) and A-

8 respectively. Further, in its 2015 Q3 presentation Fortis states: 

Ample Liquidity and Strong Credit Ratings 
._ .. _ ... _- -----

Cash Flow from 

Strons Credit Ratings It Operating Activjtle~ ..• 
FortiS Inc L' 

L 

r .i 

r , ~ 

Outlook: Stable "A 

" ... U" ;!l;' . SV' .. 

FORTIS ____________ _ 

9 

10 The presentation confirms Fortis' ratings and emphasises they are strong ratings. 
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Q. WHAT ARE YOUR CONCLUSIONS? 

2 A. I see no objective reason why NP should have 45% common equity. This simply transfers 

3 debt capacity to Fortis and its shareholders. In view of the potential of higher electricity prices 

4 on completion of Muskrat Falls being passed through to ratepayers, I don't think they should also 

5 be asked to pay the higher costs of an additional 5% common equity component. My 

6 recommendation is to replace a 5% common share component with preferred shares as an interim 

7 solution and replace them with debt if there is in fact rate shock from higher electricity prices. 

8 Q. NP SAYS THAT PREFERRED SHARES ARE NOT PRACTICAL FOR NP? 

9 

10 

A. I don't agree. The following is an extract from Fortis annual report. 

SUMMARY FINANCIAL HIGHLIGHTS 
For the Years Ended December 31 
Net Earnings Attributable to Common Equity Shareholders ($ millions) 
Basic Eamings per Common Share (J) 

D:~uted Earnings per Common Share (S) 

Weighted Average Number of Common Shares Outstanding (mJItions) 

Cash Flow from Operating Activities ($ millions) 

Dividends Paid per Common Share ($) 

Dividend Payout Ratio (I:'~ 
Return on Average Book Common Shareholders' Equity (%) (fJ 

Total Assets ($ billions) 
Gross Capital Expenditures (J millions) 
Public Common Share Offering (J miI/ion..~.1 
Public Preference Share Offerings ($ mjf1iotu) 

Convertible Debenture Offering ($ millions) 
long-Term Debt Offerings (S minions) 

2014 
317 
1.41 
1.40 

225.6 
982 
1.28 
90.8 

5A 
26.6 

1.725 

600 
1,800 
1,200 

2013 
353 
1.74 
1.73 

202.5 
899 
1.24 
71.3 

8 .1 
17.9 

1.175 
601 
250 

657 

Variance 
(36) 

(0.33) 
(033) 
23.1 

83 
0.04 
19.5 
(2.7) 
8.7 
550 

(601) 
350 

1.800 
543 

11 In 2014 Fortis issued $600 million in preferred shares and in 2013 $250 million. In its September 

12 11, 2014 prospectus Fortis indicates that the all in cost was 4.1 %. At the time long Canada bonds 

13 were yielding 2.66% and A bond yields were 4.12%, essentially the same as the preferred yield, 

14 but with a higher pre-tax cost. In Schedule 7 is the Bank of Montreal's Preferred Share Statistics 

15 for 2015. Two points are important. First, NP is correct that the size is generally over $100 

16 million. Second several of the issues are from predominantly regulated entities including 

17 Canadian Utilities, AltaGas and Westcoast Energy, so there is a functioning preferred share 

18 market. 
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1 I would recommend that as an interim measure and until the next rate hearing, the Board ask NP 

2 to provide the average preferred share yield on Fortis Series M First preference shares during 

3 December 2015 and deem this cost for 5% ofNP's common equity for the 2016 test year. This is 

4 essentially what the AUC allows for the ATCO companies when Canadian Utilities Inc., issues 

5 preference shares on their behalf. I would also recommend that the Board indicate that this is a 

6 fust step towards the replacement of 5% common shares with long term debt at its next rate 

7 hearing, similar to the statements it made in 2013 about its intentions to return to an automatic 

8 ROE adjustment formula. At the next hearing the Board can consider whether there is in fact an 

9 electricity price shock that it has to manage and whether it continues with this replacement. If 

10 there is an issue over rate shock, a "marker" will have been laid down that NP is moving to lower 

11 its overall cost of capital to alleviate this rate shock. 

12 Q. 

13 

14 A. 

WHAT IS THE COST AND REVENUE REQUIREMENT IMPLICATIONS OF 

THIS? 

IfNP had been deemed the 4.1 % cost of Fortis preferred shares when they were issued in 

15 2014 then it would have lost 8.8% on the common shares for a net cost of 4.7%. At a marginal 

16 corporate tax rate of 29% as used by NP, this means a before tax cost saving of 6.62% on every 

17 $. For 2016 NP forecasts a rate base of $1 ,060 million, with 5% replaced by preferred shares that 

18 means a small issue of only $53 million. However, deeming them at 4.1% means a saving of 

19 6.62% pre-tax and that the revenue requirement would have been reduced by $1,060*.05*.0662 

20 or approximately $3.5 million. If they had been replaced with first mortgage bonds the saving 

21 would have been greater as the pre-tax cost of the common equity of 12.4% is replaced by the 

22 cost of the first mortgage bonds of about 4.3%. In this case the revenue requirement is reduced 

23 by $1,060*.05*.081 or about $4.3 million. In my judgement a saving of $4.3 million is a useful 

24 offset to higher energy prices should they occur, particularly when it just moves NP closer to its 

25 sister companies within Fortis and the bottom of what had been its approved common equity 

26 range of 40-45%. 

27 Q. DO YOUR RECOMMENDATIONS SATISFY THE FAIR RETURN STANDARD? 

28 A. Yes. My recommendations are based on the fair return standard. The most basic thing to 

29 remember is that my recommendation for an ROE of 7.5% is approximately 3.5% over the 
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1 company's long term borrowing cost, 5.50% over the current long Canada bond yield and 

2 approximately 2.0% over the current preferred share yield should the board mirror down their 

3 cost to NP. In my judgement it can attract capital at my recommended financial parameters. 

4 In terms of its "financial metrics" I am extremely reluctant to benchmark my recommendations 

5 against guidelines issued by the rating agencies, such as Moodys, for two reasons. First, DBRS 

6 has long maintained the exact same "A" rating on NP during both strong and weak economic 

7 conditions in Newfoundland. Second, the guidelines are heavily based on the degree of 

8 regulatory protection, where 50% of the weight applied by Moodys is explicitly for this and not 

9 the financial metrics. Consequently, the metrics are not the most important issue. 

10 I therefore judge regulation by targetting what the rating agencies say they want to the exclusion 

11 of the most important issue as being incorrect. I would also add that recently Moody's has 

12 changed its view of US regulatory protection. In a request for comment on September 23, 2013 

13 Moody's stated: 

14 "Our revised view that the regulatory environment and timely recovery of costs is in most 
15 cases more reliable than we previously believed is expected to lead to a one notch 
16 upgrade of most regulated utilities in the Us, with some exceptions. This evolving view is 
17 independent of the proposed changes in the methodology that are highlighted in the 
18 Summary section that follows, and would have taken place even if the 2009 methodology 
19 were to remain in place without modification. " 

20 The comment basically says that since the regulatory protection afforded US utilities seems to 

21 have increased it will pretty much apply a one notch upgrade to their credit ratings independent 

22 of their credit metrics. To the extent that Moody's has traditionally viewed Canadian regulation 

23 as more protective than that in the US, this comment indicates that we can take the US guidelines 

24 and add a notch for Canadian utilities, rather than just reading off from the guidelines. This 

25 vitiates their usefulness in indicating what guidelines produce what ratings in a mechanical 

26 manner. 6S 

27 I also agree with the BCUC statement in its 2013 decision when it stated 

65 Note this is not to say that Moody's views Canadian and US utilities as equivalent in risk. This is a 
request for comment and reflects Moody's "evolving" view. 
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"The Commission Panel is supportive of maintaining an "A " category credit rating but 
2 only to the extent that it can be maintained without going beyond what is required by the 
3 Fair Return Standard" 

4 The fair return standard trumps the relevance of a particular bond rating since there are other 

5 ways of ensuring market access without giving the shareholder an unfair rate of return. 

6 Q. ARE SOME FINANCIAL METRICS IMPORTANT? 

7 A. Yes. NP is to some extent constrained by its prospectus for its first mortgage bonds 

8 where it has to satisfY a new issue interest coverage restriction (ICR) of 2.0. This is a restriction 

9 that after it issues the bond it has to cover the bond or funded interest 2X. Note that the ICR only 

10 includes the bond interest, and not interest such as that on short term debt which is included in 

II earnings before interest and taxes (EBIT). In this sense it is a forward times interest coverage 

12 ratio. For NP with a $1 ,060 million forecast test year rate base, a 29% corporate tax rate and 

13 6.14% embedded interest cost at the existing 8.8% ROE and 45% common equity the forecast 

14 interest coverage would be 

2016 
Rate base $1,060 cost % Cost $ pre tax $ 
Debt 55% $583 6.14% 35.80 35.80 

Common 45% $477 8.80% 41.98 59.12 

15 Interest coverage 2.65 

16 This estimate is an approximation, but is comparable to Exhibit 3, page 7, where the interest 

17 coverage for 2013-2015 is as below: 

2013 2014 2015 
EBIT 89982 91869 92139 
Interest 35609 35772 35349 
Tax 15768 16268 16469 
Net income 38605 39829 40321 
Bond interest 35123 36327 35027 

18 I nterest Coverage ratio 2.56 2.53 2.63 
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This estimate includes only the bond or funded interest in the ICR, the actual equity income, a 

29% corporate tax rate and the existing very minor preferred share component.66 However, all 

else constant the ICR increases as the embedded debt cost goes do¥.n as it has with NP refunding 

debt at the current very low rates. 

Note that the marginal interest coverage ratio, using the current cost of debt of about 4.3%, is 

approximately 3.36. The interest coverage ratio is only at 2.65 due to the high embedded debt 

cost relative to the allowed ROE. It is not good regulatory policy to allow a higher ROE or 

common equity ratio for utility A with a high embedded cost of debt and not for utility B with a 

low embedded cost of debt. Otherwise, utility A's ratepayers pay once because of the high 

embedded debt cost and then again for the high ROE or common equity ratio needed to target a 

particular interest coverage ratio. In this way the fair return standard (FRS) is violated because of 

the happenstance of a utility's embedded debt cost. In NP's case neither a higher ROE nor a 

higher common equity ratio is needed, since NP easily satisfies the interest coverage ratio 

restriction in its bond indenture. 

If the 5% common is replaced with preferred shares at a deemed cost of 4.1 % and the allowed 

ROE reduced to 7.50%, the interest coverage ratio is 

I" i ,- . - - .. 20161 - 1'--"[ 
"--' "'-'. - - -- --' --- .. _ __ ._ .... L ... . _._ 1_·. __ ._ -.-.. --.-.- . . --
Rale .base r. _ . ._ _ I $1. 060' . ... f<?l;~ . __~ost ~.I _P!~ .~_~ I 

! Debt - 55% I $583 • 6.14% ! 35.80 I 35.80 I -_. ---.. . -. . -- ·- 1--- --- ----_ ..... -.. --- ---. ----·· ·1 
i Preferred-'_5~ __ . ___ $5L I 4.10% .. 1. __ 2.17 . L _.~06 _ 
~lTVTlOnJ_40!o_1 _ $424 _. 7.50% 1 31 .80 1 44.79 i 
__ . __ 1 __ __ I!nterest co~~e _ -' . _ ____ 1_ 2.~ . 

This is mainly useful to show the marginal change in the interest coverage ratio. Note ifNP over 

eams its typical 0.23% the interest coverage ratio would be 2.38. 

Note that in the above example as the ROE increases by 0.23% the interest coverage ratio 

increases from 2.34 to 2.38 and at the current allowed ROE of 8.80% it is 2.55. If the 5% 

66 It is not clear how the interest coverage of 2.3 at Exhibit 3 page I is calculated since I get higher 
numbers even using the data there. 
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1 common equity is replaced with new bonds at 4.3% then the interest coverage ratio changes to 

2 the following: 

2016 
Rate base $1,060 cost Cost $ pre tax $ 
Debt 55% $583 6.14% 35.80 35.80 
New debt 5% $53 4.30% 2.28 2.28 
Common 40% $424 7.73% 32.78 46.16 

3 Interest coverage 2.21 

4 Again as the allowed ROE increases, so too does the interest coverage ratio. At the current 

5 allowed ROE it is 2.38 or with 0.23% over-earning 2.42. I regard all these values as consistent 

6 with maintaining the financial integrity of NP, since they are very similar to the coverages 

7 forecast by NP. 

8 Q. DOES TIDS CONCLUDE YOUR TESTIMONY? 

9 A. Yes. 

10 
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Schedule 1 

Macro data C* indicates year to date) 
Unemployment Real CPI TBill Canada FXRate Average 

Rate Growth Inflation Yield Yield US$ ROE 
1987 8.81 4.04 4.42 8.17 9.93 0.75 11.I9 
1988 7.77 4.74 3.94 9.42 10.23 0.81 12.97 
1989 7.58 2.38 5.06 12.02 9.92 0.84 11.79 
1990 8.16 0.13 4.81 12.81 10.81 0.86 7.48 

1991 10.32 -2.12 5.61 8.83 9.81 0.87 3.53 

1992 11.24 0.85 1.45 6.51 8.77 0.83 1.56 

1993 11.42 2.61 1.90 4.93 7.88 0.78 3.69 

1994 10.43 4.55 0.12 5.42 8.58 0.73 6.57 

1995 9.54 2.74 2.22 6.98 8.35 0.73 9.55 

1996 9.73 1.68 1.48 4.31 7.54 0.73 10.29 

1997 9.16 4.25 1.69 3.21 6.47 0.72 10.86 
1998 8.35 4.14 1.00 4.74 5.45 0.67 8.83 
1999 7.58 5.00 1.75 4.70 5.68 0.67 9.82 
2000 6.85 5.12 2.69 5.48 5.92 0.67 10.92 
2001 7.23 1.69 2.52 3.85 5.79 0.67 7.41 

2002 7.66 2.80 2.25 2.57 5.67 0.65 5.69 

2003 7.61 1.93 2.80 2.87 5.29 0.72 9.65 

2004 7.18 3.14 1.85 2.27 5.08 0.77 11.62 

2005 6.77 3.16 2.21 2.71 4.41 0.83 12.70 

2006 6.32 2.62 2.00 4.02 4.29 0.88 13.95 

2007 6.03 2.01 2.14 4.17 4.32 0.94 12.87 

2008 6.15 1.18 2.37 2.62 4.06 0.94 9.44 
2009 8.23 -2.71 0.30 0.40 3.85 0.88 8.06 
2010 7.99 3.37 1.78 0.50 3.71 0.97 9.97 
2011 7.46 2.96 2.39 0.94 3.22 1.01 9.92 
2012 7.29 1.92 2.03 0.96 2.35 1.00 10.68 
2013 7.07 2.00 0.94 0.98 2.71 0.97 9.82 
2014 6.90 2.44 1.91 0.91 2.65 0.91 10.37 
2015 6.90 2.03' 1.11" 0.54 2.06 0.78 8.47' 

Cansim V13682111 v62305752 v41690973 V122484 VI22501 V37426 V634672N634628 



Overnight money market rates 

Benchmark bonds 

Canada 91 day Treasury Bill yield 

Canada Six month Treasury Bills 

Canada One year Treasury Bills 

Canada Two year 

Canada Three year 

Canada Five year 

Canada Seven year 

Canada Ten year 

Canada Long term (30 year) 

Canada Real return bonds 

Marketable Bond Average yields 

Canada 1-3 year 

Canada 3-5 year 

Canada 5-10 

Canada Over tens 

CANADA BOND YIELDS 

Source: Bank of Canada's web site at http://bankofcanada.caien/securities.htm, for January 29, 2016. 

0.52 

0.48 

0.48 

0.46 

0.43 

0.43 

0.68 

1.02 

1.24 

2.05 

0.66 

0.44 

0.51 

0.97 

1.89 
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Schedule 4 

As"'tCl ... 
1CJ.yr A ..... Annuli 1CJ.yrCornpound AII_.An .... 1 Aver. Annuli eft 

R ... rn "-tum Stl_rd Dovlatlon ISD,; 

Ca~ii:)~ Eq:uitift U% 7.1% 11,0% ·26~1 
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Co.adl .. E~ .. tIe •• Low Vol 1_1% 8.3% 14.0110 ·20.1~:;' 
-----~-. 

U.S ~ouftle. 1.8'% $.1% 18.9% -2A.~ 

U. S. EoulIle •• ht!!!'lOd 1.0% 8.1% 18.0% ·28 •• :. 

U.S f'quille •• S"",lIlPAid C". 1.4% 1.11% 2O.1~ ·29.r~ 

U.S. Eoul1le,. 5 ..... 1 C~p U% 7.0% 21.'''" -31.1% 
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Global E'lUIIes, Small Cop. hedged ,.2% 7.4% 20.9% -31.9'1":' 

Global Equlies, Low Vol 1.3% 15.1% 10.5% -15.B 

All CoU!\try I.<!a. (ACWI) 1.2% 7.2% 15.K ·2a~ 

All Courtry lode. ;)\('WI), osrtilllly ~l!I!ged 8.3% 7.0% 11.5% -28,1'), 

EmoI'g1"a Mea ... 11.0% 8.3% 25.9'% -3S.1~ 

Emel\ll.g M.I1<E1., Low V .. 1.9% 11.11% 15,7% ·22.9"J. 



Schedule 5 

Investment and Speculative TSX Returns back to 1987 

ROE Spec TSX 
1987 11.19 -5.31 5.88 
1988 12.97 -1.89 11.08 
1989 11.79 9.58 21.37 
1990 7.48 -22.28 -14.80 
1991 3.53 8.48 12.02 
1992 1.56 -2.99 -1.43 
1993 3.69 28.86 32.55 
1994 6.57 -6.75 -0.18 
1995 9.55 4.98 14.53 
1996 10.29 18.06 28.35 
1997 10.86 4.12 14.98 
1998 8.83 -10.42 -1.58 
1999 9.82 21.90 31.71 
2000 10.92 -3.51 7.41 
2001 7.41 -19.98 -12.57 
2002 5.69 -18.12 -12.44 
2003 9.65 17.08 26.72 
2004 11.62 2.86 14.48 
2005 12.70 11.43 24.13 
2006 13.95 3.31 17.26 
2007 12.87 -3.04 9.83 
2008 9.44 -42.44 -33.00 
2009 8.06 26.99 35.05 
2010 9.97 7.64 17.61 
2011 9.92 -18.63 -8.71 
2012 10.68 -3.49 7.19 
2013 9.82 3.18 13.00 
2014 10.37 0.18 10.55 



Jack Bogle's Investment and Speculative Returns in the US back to 1900 
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NP 
1990 
1991 
1992 
1993 
1994 
1995 
1996 
1997 
1998 
1999 
2000 

2001 
2002 
2003 
2004 
2005 
2006 
2007 
2008 
2009 

2010 
2011 
2012 
2013 
2014 

Average 
Volatility 

0.137 
0.133 
0.135 
0.128 
0.120 
0.121 
0.112 
0.111 
0 .096 
0.098 
0.108 
0.114 
0.107 
0 .102 
0.101 
0.096 
0.095 
0.087 
0 .091 
0.090 
0.092 
0.090 
0.090 
0.092 
0.092 
0.105 
0.016 

Utility ROEs 

Fortis Duke AIIete 

0.107 0.118 0.129 
0.112 
0.114 

0.122 
0.103 

0.110 0.122 
0.096 0.120 
0.089 0.131 
0.094 0.131 
0.092 0.121 
0.081 0.148 
0.085 0.162 
0.089 0.172 
0.119 0.147 
0.108 0.068 
0.105 -0.095 
0.078 0.090 
0.100 0.111 
0.106 0.071 
0.073 0.071 
0.076 0.065 
0.079 0.049 
0.080 0.059 
0.078 0.075 
0.071 0.043 
0.068 0.064 
0.044 0.046 
0.090 0.093 
0.018 0.054 

0.144 
0.136 
0.102 
0 .101 
0.102 
0.108 
0.114 
0.108 
0.081 
0.165 
0 .121 
0.111 
0.162 
0.166 
0.022 
0.115 
0.118 
0.100 
0.066 
0.077 
0.087 
0.081 
0.078 
0.078 
0.107 
0.033 

EversourCE Great 
0.108 0.109 
0.115 0.115 
0.107 0.091 
0.105 
0.113 
0.111 
0.013 

-0.040 
-0.051 
0.024 

-0.006 
0.112 
0.068 
0.051 
0.051 

-0.097 
0.163 
0.083 
0.085 
0.091 
0.099 
0.096 
0.056 
0.080 
0.081 
0.065 
0.061 

0.111 
0 .109 
0.124 
0.108 
0.079 
0.123 
0.091 
0.165 

-0.030 
0.129 
0.145 
0.153 
0.129 
0.092 
0.099 
0.060 

0.053 
0.072 
0.058 
0.059 
0.071 
0.067 
0.095 
0.040 

OGE 
0.149 
0.139 
0.105 
0.119 
0 .127 
0.127 
0.132 
0.128 
0.159 
0.148 
0.138 
0 .097 
0.092 
0.108 
0.119 
0.153 
0.163 
0.145 
0.122 
0.127 
0.129 
0.134 
0.128 
0.128 
0.122 
0.130 
0.018 

PNW 
0.131 
0.086 
0.133 
0.132 
0.118 
0.114 
0.126 
0.129 
0.132 
0.118 
0.121 
0.117 
0.106 
0.118 
0.111 
0.115 
0.110 
0.119 
0.124 

0.132 
0.147 
0.114 
0.117 
0.113 
0.110 
0.120 
0.012 

Westar us average 
0.120 0.124 
0.116 0.120 
0.090 0.109 
0.111 
0.114 
0.105 
0.099 
0.237 
0.024 
0.007 
0.071 

-0.011 
-0.811 
0.082 
0 .127 
0.094 
0.106 
0.091 
0.081 

0.077 

0.085 
0.083 
0.095 

0.096 
0.095 
0.055 
0 .186 

0.115 
0.114 
0.116 
0.102 
0.110 
0.092 
0.090 
0.118 
0.079 

-0.034 
0.082 
0.117 
0.075 
0.117 
0.104 
0.091 

0.085 
0.095 
0.092 
0.083 
0.090 
0.085 
0.095 
0.031 
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Schedule 8 

RETURN ON BOOK VALUE OF COMMON EQUITY 

Electrlcs 
HIGH LOW 

Nextera Energy (NYSE-NEE) 15.2 FirstEnergy Corporation (ASE-FE) 3.9 

Edison International (NYSE-EIX) 13.6 Great Plains Energy Incorporated {NYSE-( 5.7 

Southern Company (NYSE-SO) 11.4 PNM Resources, Inc. (NYSE-PNMj 7.2 

American Electric Power Co. (NYSE-AEP) 10.2 Portland General Electric Company (NYSE 8.0 

IDACORP, Inc. (NYSE-IDAj 9.9 Cleee Corporation (NYSE-CNL) 8.0 

OtterTail Corporation (NOQ-ODR) 9.5 PPL Corporation (NYSE-PPl) 8.1 

ALLETE, Inc. (NYSE-ALE) 9.3 HawaIIan Electric Industries, Inc. (NYSE-H 8.1 

OGE Energy Corp. (NYSE-OGE) 9.1 EI Paso Electric Company (NYSE-EE) 8.4 

Pinnacle West Capital Corp. (NYSE-PNW) 8.8 Westar Energy, Inc. (NYSE-WR) 8.5 

Westar Energy, Inc. (NYSE-WR) 8.5 Pinnacle West Capital Corp. (NYSE-PNW) 8.8 

Combination 

HIGH LOW 

Dominion Resources, Inc. (NYSE-D) 14.8 Black Hills Corporation (NYSE-BKH) 2.3 

Public Service Enterprise Group (NYSE-PI 14.8 TECD Energy, Inc. (NYSE-TE) 5.2 

SCANA Corporation (NYSE-SCG) 14.5 Pepco Holdings, Inc. (NYSE-POM) 5.3 
CMS Energy Corporation (NYSE-CMS) 13.5 PG&E Corporation (NYSE-PCG) 5.4 
Chesapeake Utlilties Corporation (NYSE-I 13.1 Duke Energy Corporation (NYSE-DUK) 6.0 

Vectren Corporation (NYSE-WCj 11.7 Empire District Electric Co. (NYSE-EDE) 7.3 

MGE Energy, Inc. (NYSE-MGEE) 11.2 NiSource Inc. (NYSE-Nl) 7.8 

SEMPRA Energy (NYSE-SRE) 11.1 Avlsta CorporatIon (NYSE-AVA) 7.8 

DTE Energy Company (NYSE-DTE) 11.1 Exelon Corporation (NYSE-EXCj 8.0 

NorthWestern Corporation (NYSE-NWE) 11.0 Consolidated EdIson, Inc. (NYSE-ED) 8.5 

Gas Utilities 
HIGH LOW 

New Jersey Resources Corp. (NVSE-NJR) 17.5 Gas Natural, Inc. (NDQ-EGAS) 6.3 
Questar Corporation (NVSE-STR) 17.1 Northwest Natural Gas Co. (NYSE-NWN) 6.9 
South Jersey Industries, Inc. (NVSE-SJI) 10.8 Delta Natural Gas Company (NDQ-DGAS) 8.' 
WGl Holdings, Inc. (NYSE-WGL) 10.5 Southwest Gas Corporation (NYSE-SWX) 8.7 
UGI Corporation (NYSE-UGI) 10.5 Laclede Group, Inc. (NYSE-LG) 8.9 
Piedmont Natural Gas Co., Inc. (NVSE-PN 10.4 RGC Resources, Inc. (NDQ-RGCO) 9.7 
AGL Resources Inc. (NYSE-GAS) 10.3 Atmos Energy Corporation (NYSE-ATD) 10,0 
Atmos Energy Corporation (NYSE-ATDj 10.0 AGl Resources Inc. (NVSE-GAS) 10.3 
RGC Resources, Inc. (NDQ-RGCO) 9.7 Piedmont Natural Gas Co., Inc. (NYSE-PN' 10.4 
Laclede Group, Inc. (NYSE-lGj 8.9 UGI Corporation (NYSE-UG1j 10.5 

Source: AUS Monthly Utility Reports January 2016 



Deferred Balances 
2015 Forecast 

($OOOs) 

2015F 

Deferred Pension Costs 98,802 

Credit Facility Costs 56 

Cost Recovery Deferral- Seasonal/TOD Rates 70 

Cost Recovery Deferral- Conservation 8363 

Customer Finance Programs 1,136 

Weather Normalization Reserve 1,036 

Other Post-Employment Benefits (39,298) 

Customer Security Deposits (700) 

Accrued Pension Deposits (4,972) 

Accumulated Deferred Income Taxes (1,738) 

Excess Earnings (48) 

Total 62,707 
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Schedule 10 

Announced New Issues 

tlkeCJ Initial 

Closing Coupon Reset S~r~d S&P I SI:i:e 

DClte Symbol Companv Coupon Froer Sl!'rioes Stn.lcture Date Ibp) OBRS CufT $ Million 

2DlS 
3(\-J8n-15 RY.f.lR,J Ro-yalBar* 01 canatla 3.~ st> MlIect!'ieset 2.4-'\IIav-20 274 PZ! :>2 CAD 600 

2-Mar-IS TRP,PR.G Transcanada corp 3.Sec:, 11 fixed Reset 30-Nov-20 2 •• P2/ P2l CAD 250 
3-11.1ar-15 FFH.PR.1\Ii :=alrfa). F""anci,,1 floldlng! 4.75% 1\1 Fi1I'~C' ~ese'i: ?1-~Vlar-l0 3 •• P~/P3 CAD 230 

IO-Mar-iS m.PF.O The Toronto-Dominion Bank 3.60% 43 FIxed Reset 31-Jul-20 27. P2/ P2 CAD 350 
11-M'aT-iS CMJ'R,Q (an9~la" lmjlQnp' BanJo: 3 ._ c F1Ji:e~ Reset 3J.-JuJ-ZO 279 P3H/n 1:AU 300 

12-Mar-15 BIP.PR.A Brookfield Infrastructure Partners 4.50% 5 fIxed Reset 30-Jun-20 35. P2l/ NA CAD 125 
1.2-Mar-IS HSE.PR.E Hus'-y I;r.~ IV Inc "",50% 7 Flxec:lR~5et 31-Mar-20 3!,·7 rat/ p,:?:!.. CA~ 200 
l3-Mar-IS RY.PR.M Royal Bank of Canada 3.60% 2 fixed Reset 24-Nov-20 262 P2/ P2 CAD 300 

l-A!)r-.1..5 vsr'.PR.E VO:lese>llnc :; .~D% BF FI)tec' ~eset 3Q-Jt.irI-:!O 4?7 PSH I P3 CAD 200 

10-Apr-lS PPL.PR.t Pembina Pipeline Corp 4.75% E fixed Reset l-Oec-20 391 P3H I P3 CAD 225 

2~-,'Pr-15 T~ ,PF , E The Toro,lro.-Do!l'llnlon !!ar.k 3 .70% • FiAer! Reset .U-O<;t-ZO 287 ?ZIP? CAD 100 
29-May-15 EFN.PR.G Element Financial Corp 6.Scr; .. • fixed Reset 30-Sep--20 534 NA/NA CAD 173 

5-JUil-1~ BMO.P~ ,Y BElnli' of Mo,'ltreal 3 ...... G Floted :te-set 15-Aug-20 271 r3r-:/P2 CAD 200 
5-Jun-15 RY.PR.N Rovsl Bank of Canada 4.90% 33 Perpetual n.a. n,a. P2/P2 CAD 150 

9-1u·l-1S L.PR.B Lohl~"" r..-om"~h'!es Uo:! 5.3D':-~ B~ Pe;"~i:ual ,"..8. n,a. P3H/P3 C{l,[t :1.15 

17-Jun-lS HSE.PR.G HUsky Energy fnc 4.60% B fixed Reset 30-Jun-20 352 P>LjP2l CAD 150 

21-Jul-15 TIlJ1Fr- The Torom:O-Oofilm!D., BElfl~; 4.::)I)~ .. Pt:rp.el:oJal ~.a r"Ci j);!/P2 CAD 150 
22-Jul-15 RY.PR.O Royal Bank of canada 4.90% 11 Perpetual n.a. n.a. P2/P2 CAD 150 
19-JI-,I-15 BMO.PRl ~1;1-i of Montreal 4 .90% ~I P"erpetual fl ,e , r. ,d ~'3H I P'! CAD 150 
7-Aug-15 CU.PR.H canadian utilities ltd 5.25% 35 PeOJetuar n.a. n.a. P2H/p2H CAD 125 
24-Sep-H CI) ,PR I C!ma~an UtUibes. ttd 4 .30% y 35 Fl'll'erl ~oeset I-Deoe-20 369 jJX'~/P24 CAD 250 
2-Oct-15 BAM.PF.H Brookfield Asset Management Inc 5.00% Y 44 Rxed Reset 31-Dec-20 417 pz/ P2l CAD 250 
:Z-CIct-lS R/.PR.!" ~oral Bank of Olnada ::; .25~, .. Perr>et\Jal ll..fl r,.~. Il2/fo'Z eM 150 

23-Nav-IS ALA.PR,I AItaGas 5.25% y Axed Reset 31-0ec-20 41. P3H /P3 CAD 250 
25-!IIo,,'-lS BEP,Pl1,G B_'oakfield ~newable B1ergy Parirn!rs UP. 5 ,50% V 7 F-.~C!~ese'L 31-j~n-U 447 P31-1/ P3~-{ GAr" 175 
lS-Dec-15 WTBA Westcoast Energy Inc 5.25% Y 10 fixed Reset lS-Jan-21 42. P3H I P2L CAD 115 

Total 2015 Year-to-Oate IS4juance 5,643 



Appendix A 

Joseph L. Rotman School of Management 
University of Toronto 

Professor Laurence Booth RoflfJon CIT Chair in Structured Finance 

105 St George Street, 
Toronto, Ontario M5S 3E6 
E-Mail Booth@rotman.utoronto.ca; (416)-978-6311 

TEACHING AND Main interest is teaching domestic and international corporate 
RESEARCH finance. Research interests centre on the cost of capital, empirical 
INTERESTS. corporate finance and capital market theory. 

ACADEMIC 
BACKGROUND: 

AWARDS & 
HONOURS 

ACADEMIC 
EMPLOYMENT: 

D.B.A., 
M.B.A., 
M.A., 
B. Sc.(Econ), 

Indiana University, (Finance). 
Indiana University, (Finance). 
Indiana University, (EconOmics). 
London School of Economics. 

MBA Second Year Instructor of the Year Award, 1996, 1998 Goint) 
&2000 
Best paper in corporate finance, 1999 SFA meetings 
ASAC Distinguished Professor Address 1990, 
Director Financial Management Association 1988-90, 
English Speaking Union Fellow, 
Fulbright, 
Elected to Beta Gamma Sigma, 
First class honours B.Sc.(Econ) 
CBV (Chartered Business Valuator), 
National Post Leader in Management Education Award 2003 

CIT Chair in Structured Finance (1999-), Professor of Finance, 
Rotman School of Management, University of Toronto (1987-
Present). Visiting Professor Nankai University (China) 1989, the 
Czech Management Centre (1998). Visiting scholar London School 
of Economics (1985). 
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TEACHING 
EXPERIENCE: 

JOURNAL 
ARTICLES 

Graduate (MBA) courses on The Economics of Enterprise, the 
Economic Environment of Business, Business Finance, Corporate 
Financing, International Financial Management, Mergers & 
Acquisitions, Financial Management, Capital Markets & Corporate 
Financing (EMBA), Applied Asset Management, Financial Theory 
of the Firm (Ph.D), Capital Markets Workshop (Ph.D). 
Undergraduate courses (B.Comm) in International Business, 
Business Finance and Introduction to Financial Markets. Executive 
courses (2-5 days) on Money and Foreign Exchange Markets, 
Business Valuation, Financial Strategy, Equity Markets, Capital 
Market Innovations, Mergers & Acquisitions and Finance for Non
Financial Managers. 

"Stochastic Demand, Output and the Cost of Capital: A 
Clarification," Tournai of Finance, 35 (June 1980), 

"Capital Structure, Taxes and the Cost of Capital," Quarterly 
Review of Economics and Business, 20 (Autumn 1980), 

"Stock Valuation Models Under Inflation," Financial Analysts 
Tournai, (May-June 1981), 

"Market Structure, Uncertainty and the Cost of Equity Capital," 
Tournai of Banking and Finance, (May 1981), 

"Capital Budgeting Frameworks for the Multinational 
Corporation," Tournai of International Business Studies, (Fall 1982), 

"Hedging and Foreign Exchange Exposure," Management 
International Review, (Spring 1982), 

"Correct Procedures for Discounting Risky Cash Outflows." Tournai 
of Financial and Quantitative Analysis, (June 1982), 

"Total Price Uncertainty and the Theory of the Competitive Firm," 
Economica, (May 1983), 

"Portfolio Composition and the CAPM," Tournai of Economics and 
Business, (June 1983), 

"On the Negative Risk Premium for Risk Adjusted Discount Rates," 
Tournai of Business Finance and Accounting, (Spring 1983), 
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"On the Unanimity Literature and the Security Market Line 
Criterion," Tournal of Business Finance and Accounting (Winter 
1983), 

"Empirical Tests of the Monetary Approach to Exchange Rate 
Determination," (with R. Vander Kr,aats) Tournai of International 
Money and Finance, (December 1983), 

"The Ex-Dividend Day Behaviour of Canadian Stock Prices: Tax 
Changes and Clientele Effects," Tournal of Finance, Gune 1984) 
(with D. J. Johnstone), 

"On the Relationship Between Time State Preference and Capital 
Asset Pricing Models," Financial Review (May 1984), 

"Bid-Ask Spreads in the Market for Foreign Exchange," Tournai of 
International Money and Finance (August 1984), 

"An Economic Analysis of Hedging and The Canadian Accounting 
Treatment of Revenue Hedges," Canadian Tournai of 
Administrative Sciences, Gune 1987), 

"The Dividend Tax Credit and Canadian Ownership Objectives," 
Canadian Tournai of Economics (May 1987), 

"A Note on the Demand for Labour and the Phillips curve 
Phenomenon," Tournal of Economics and Business Guly 1987) (with 
W. Y. Lee and J. Finkelstein), 

"Adjustment to Production Uncertainty and the Theory of the Firm: 
A Note," Economic Inquiry (1988), 

"The Deregulation of Canada's Financial System," Banking and 
Finance Law Review, Gan 1989), 

"Stock Returns and the Dollar," Canadian Investment Review, 
(Spring 1990), (With W. Rotenberg), 

"Taxes, Funds Positioning and the Cost of Capital,' in R. Aggarwal 
(ed) Advances in Financial Planning and Forecasting, JAI Press, 
1990, 

"Assessing Foreign Exchange Exposure: Theory and Application 
Using Canadian Firms," TournaI of International Financial 
Management and Accounting (Spring 1990) (With W. Rotenberg), 
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"Research in Finance at Canadian Administration and Management 
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APPENDIXB 

ESTIMATION OF THE MARKET RISK PREMIUM 

Introduction 

2 In this appendix I estimate the market risk premium by examining realised rates of return on 

3 different broad classes of securities over long periods of time. 1 The reason for doing this is that if 

4 the underlying relationship generating these returns has remained reasonably constant then these 

5 realised returns can be used as a forecast of the market's future requirements. The difference 

6 between these returns is then commonly used as an estimate of the market risk premium. In 

7 analysing the actual data, however, we first need to be aware of some estimation problems and 

8 the impact of changes that have occurred in the markets. 

9 Different Risk Premium Estimation Procedures 

10 Suppose an investor puts $1,000 into an investment. If the investment doubles, i.e., a 100% 

II return, to $2,000 and then halves, i.e., a -50% return, to $1,000, we can calculate two rates of 

12 return. The arithmetic rate of return would be 25% i.e., the average of + I 00% and -50%. The 

13 arithmetic rate of return is the average of the two per period rates of return. However, it would be 

14 difficult to convince an investor, who after two years only has the same $1,000 that he started 

15 with, that he has earned an average rate of return of 25%. Quite obviously, the investor is no 

16 better off at the end of the two periods than he was at the start! To counterbalance this 

17 potentially misleading statistic, most mutual funds advertise geometric or compound rates of 

18 return. This compound rate of return is often called the true rate of return. It is calculated as the 

19 nth root of the terminal value divided by the initial value, minus one. In our case, there are two 

20 periods, so that n=2 and the compound rate of return is calculated as (1/1)112 which is 1, 

21 indicating a zero rate of return. This gives the common sense solution that if you started and 

22 fmished with $1,000, then your rate of return is zero. 

I This appendix covers similar material to that covered in Laurence Booth "Equities Over Bonds: But By 
How Much?" Canadian Investment Review, Spring 1995 and "Equity Risk Premiums in the US and 
Canada," Canadian Investment Review (Spring 200 I). The latter paper is available for download from 
Professor Booth's web site http://www.rotman.utoronto.cal-booth 



2 Both the arithmetic and compound rates of return are nonnally calculated when evaluating 

3 investments. If we need the best estimate of next period's rate of return, this is the arithmetic 

4 return. If we need the best estimate of the return over several periods, the arithmetic return 

5 becomes less useful and more emphasis is placed on the compound return. If we want the best 

6 estimate of the annual rate of return earned over a long period of time, this is the compound rate 

7 of return, since this indicates the long run expected change in wealth. Moreover, if we ignore 

8 intervening periods, then the arithmetic return over a very long period is the compound rate of 

9 return, that is, the difference between the arithmetic and compound returns is essentially the 

10 definition of the period over which the investment is held. 

II What causes the two rates of return to differ is the uncertainty in the per period arithmetic rates 

12 of return. If the arithmetic rate of return is constant, then both rates of return are identical. 

\3 However, the more uncertain the arithmetic rate of return, the larger the discrepancy between the 

14 two estimates. For instantaneous rates of return the following equation approximately describes 

15 their relationship: 

16 

Compound rate of return = Arithmetic return - (varl2) 

17 In the previous example, there is a large amount of uncertainty, that is, high variance (var), so 

18 that the difference between the arithmetic return and the geometric return is very large. 

19 Moreover, as we estimate over a longer and longer period, the estimated arithmetic rate of return 

20 earned on an investment approaches that of the compound return. In estimating the market risk 

21 premium, I believe that the correct time period for calculating arithmetic rates of return is a one-

22 year holding period. The reason for this is primarily because most regulated finns are regulated 

23 on the basis of annual rates of return and rates are almost always expressed as annual 

24 percentages. 

25 In addition to the arithmetic and compound rates of return I also estimate the rate of return by 

26 means of an ordinary least squares regression model. This is a statistical technique that 

27 estimates the annual rate of return by minimising the deviations of the annual values around the 
2 



I estimate. Ordinary least squares (OLS) is the standard technique for estimating economic models 

2 and is commonly used for estimating other annual growth rates, such as the growth rate in 

3 dividend growth models. 

4 Market Risk Premium Estimates Going Forward and Backwards 

5 In Schedule I I graph the market risk premium using Canadian data and these three estimation 

6 techniques in two ways.2 In the top graph starting in 1924-1928 the realised market risk premium 

7 is estimated using each of the three techniques and is then updated each year with the new data 

8 so the second observation is for the period 1924-1929. In this way the graph captures the 

9 "learning" that goes on from 1924. The instability in the 1920s is evident: as the estimates are 

10 very high, due to the strong equity markets in the 1920's, and then in the 1930s it declines 

I I precipitously as a result of the great stock market crash. However, the market risk premium 

12 stabilises by the late 1950s, and then begins its long gradual decrease. Note that with over ninety 

J3 years of data, the impact of anyone-year is now very small and the market risk premium is 

14 "stuck" around 5.0%. However, it is apparent that the realised market risk premium has been 

IS declining almost continuously since the mid 1960's as the importance of the prewar period gets 

16 smaller and smaller and the impact of the post war bond market uncertainty increases. 

17 An alternative to the above procedure is to work backwards, that is, start in the five-year period 

18 2010-2014 and then go back in time, which is the lower graph in Schedule 1. In this way we 

19 capture what current market participants have experienced. Note that whereas the previous graph 

20 always includes the period 1924-1928, this graph always includes the most recent five year 

21 period. In this case the last five years includes the post-crash period stock market volatility that 

22 mimics in many ways what was observed in the 1930's after the great stock market crash. 

23 However, as we work back through time and add in progressively older data the influence of the 

24 recent market volatility recedes and once we get back to the 1950's we finally get a market risk 

25 premium about 4.0%. However, this graph illustrates why current market participants generally 

26 assess the risk premium of equities over bonds as much lower than 5.0%, since this is what they 

2 The graphs use data from the Canadian Institute of Actuaries, "Report on Canadian Economic 
Statistics" April 2011 updated with more recent data. 
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have experienced over the last 20-30 years. 

2 In Schedule 2 is the earned risk premium (using arithmetic returns) for various holding periods. 

3 If we look at the last row we have the earned risk premium for various start dates finishing in 

4 2014, this is essentially a subset of the data graphed in Schedule I. Note for example, that the 

5 most recent 20-year period has an earned risk premium of 1.12%, as this period goes back 

6 successively by adding an extra ten years of data each time the earned risk premium drops and 

7 then increases until it stabilises at just below 5.0%. 

8 The usefulness of the different holding periods in Schedule 2 is simply to note the variability in 

9 the experienced risk premium that results from individuals choosing to base estimates on a subset 

10 of the data. A high estimate could, for exarnple, be generated by ending the time period in the 

11 1980s or 1990's by using stale data from old textbooks, since this was the period when interest 

12 rates were at their peak and as result realised returns on bonds were much less than anticipated. 

13 Equivalently a low market risk premium could be generated by emphasizing the most recent 

14 period since 1989 when the very high returns from holding bonds during this declining interest 

15 rate period often gives a negative market risk premium. 

16 We can illustrate this problem simply by graphing the behaviour of interest rates which is done 

17 in Schedule 3. Note for exarnple, that there was very little interest rate variability in the 1930's 

18 but then starting in the 1950' s interest rates started to increase with inflation, thereby causing 

19 losses to anyone holding long term bonds, since as interest rates go up the return to holding 

20 bonds goes down. This process ended in the period 1981-1989, after which it has gone into 

21 reverse until we reach the current period of very low interest rates when long Canada bonds 

22 ended 2014 at just 2.22% (V122487). For 2015 the average long Canada bond yield until 

23 November was 2.00% and actually lower than the average level for 1936 of 2.97% as massive 

24 government intervention in the fixed income markets caused record low interest rates. 

25 Changes in the Market Risk Premium 

26 The fact that estimates of the market risk premium change over time indicates that some 

27 adjustments are in order. In my judgement the riskiness of the equity market is relatively stable. 

28 In fact, going back as far as 1871 , there is substantial evidence that the real return on US equities 
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has been quite stable at under 9.0%.3 However, there is no support for the assumption that either 

2 bond market risk or average bond market returns have been constant. As Schedule 3 shows, from 

3 1924-1956, there was very little movement in nominal interest rates as monetary policy was 

4 subordinate to fiscal policy. As a result, the standard deviation of annual bond market returns 

5 was only 5.20%. In contrast from 1956-2014, monetary policy became progressively more 

6 important and interest rates much more volatile. As a result, the standard deviation of the returns 

7 from holding the long Canada bond increased substantially. Effectively bond market risk 

8 dramatically increased while equity market risk was much the same, if not less. 

9 This changing bond market risk is illustrated in Schedule 4 which graphs the equity market risk 

10 divided by the bond market risk, where each is estimated as the standard deviation of returns 

II over the prior ten year period, so the series start with the fust observation for the period 1924-

12 1933. We can clearly see the dramatic decrease in equity relative to bond market risk starting in 

13 the 19505, where equities dropped from being six times riskier than long term Government of 

14 Canada (GOC) bonds to their low point, prior to the Internet Bubble, of similar risk. Since then 

15 the new relative stability in long Canada bond yields has caused equities to revert to being 

16 significantly riskier than GOC bonds. 

17 However, what is crucial for the investor is whether this risk is diversifiable, that is, is the bond 

18 market beta or risk positive? In Schedule 5 I show that the Canadian bond market beta was very 

19 large during the period from the mid-1980s until the early 2000's. This was the period when 

20 governments had severe financing problems and flooded the market with government debt. This 

21 caused both the bond and equity markets to partly be moved by a common risk factor: interest 

22 rates. This is why adding long Canada bonds to an equity portfolio during the 1990's did not 

23 reduce portfolio risk to the extent that it did in the 1950's and more recently. However since the 

24 Canadian government solved its structural budget problems in the 1990's we have seen the bond 

25 market beta revert to its more typical negative or insignificant relationship 

26 

, See Laurence Booth, "Estimating the Equity Risk Premium and Equity Costs: New Ways of Looking at Old Data", 
Journal of Applied Corporate Finance, Spring 1999. 
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In Schedule 6 are the results of a regression analysis of the real Canada bond yield against 

2 yarious independent variables. The real Canada yield is defined as the nominal yield reported by 

3 the Canadian Institute of Actuaries minus the average CPI rate of inflation, calculated as the 

4 average of the current, past and forward year rates of inflation.4 The regression model explains a 

5 large amount of the variation in real Canada yields, and five variables are highly significant. 

6 The two main independent variables capture bond market uncertainty (risk) and the endemic 

7 problem of financing government expenditures (deficits). Risk is the standard deviation of the 

8 return on the long Canada bond over the preceding ten years. In earlier periods when monetary 

9 policy was not used, interest rates barely moved and the returns on long Canada bonds were very 

10 stable. As a result the risk of investing in them was very low. The coefficient on the bond market 

11 risk variable indicates that for every 1% increase in volatility, real Canada yields increased by 

12 about 24 basis points. That is, a 5% increase in the standard deviation of bond market returns 

13 before and after 1956 was associated with about a 1.25% increase in real Canada yields between 

14 these two periods. 

15 The deficit variable is the total amount of government "lending" (from all levels of government) 

16 as a percentage of the gross domestic product. Statistics Canada reports this as lending but 

17 usually it is negative, that is, deficits and government borrowing. As governments increasingly 

18 ran deficits, this figure became a very large negative number. For 1992, the number was about -

19 9.1%, a record peacetime high, indicating that government net borrowing was 9.1 % of GDP and 

20 was flooding the markets with Canada bonds. For 1997, this deficit turned into a surplus, which 

21 increased every year until 2000 when the surplus hit almost 3.0% of GDP. The coefficient in the 

22 model indicates that for every 1 % increase in the aggregate government deficit, real Canada 

23 yields have increased by about 25 basis points. That is, increased government borrowing by 

24 competing for funds with other borrowers has driven up real interest rates. At the peak of the 

25 government's financing problems in 1992 a 9% deficit was adding well over 2.0% to the real 

26 Canada yield relative to what would have happened with a balanced budget. 

27 When these two effects are added together we can explain the huge increase in real yields in the 

4 Before 1991 there was no real return bond 
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early 1990s. In 1994, for example, when real yields were over 7%, the deficit added about 1.75% 

2 and the bond market uncertainty about another 2.65% or in total close to 4.5 % to the real yield. 

3 It is easy to see that ",ith this dramatic increase in real yields there was very little "extra" risk for 

4 low risk equities over bonds at this time. 

5 The three "dummy" or indicator variables represent unique periods of intervention in the 

6 financial markets. An indicator variable simply inserts a "1" for the years when this special 

7 phenomenon was in effect. Duml is for the years from 1940-1951 , which were the "war" years, 

8 when interest rates were controlled in order to fmance the war and recovery. The coefficient 

9 indicates that government controls reduced real Canada yields by about 5.0% below where they 

10 would otherwise haye been. Similarly, Dum2 is for the years 1972-1980, which were the oil 

II crisis years, when huge amounts of "petrodollars" were recycled from the suddenly oil rich 

12 OPEC countries back to western capital markets, where they essentially acted as a tax to depress 

13 real yields. The sign on Dum2 indicates that, but for this recycling and the oil crisis, real yields 

14 would have been about 3.5% higher. 

15 Dum3 is for the recent period of quantitative easing since 2010, which indicates that the real 

16 yield has recently been about 2.5% below where it would have been without the recent extreme 

17 measures taken in the US, UK, Europe and Japan. These dummy variables are included due to 

18 known periods of intervention that have prevented the "normal" application of financial 

19 principles, that is, interest rates were determined largely by political factors. In previous evidence 

20 I have only used the first two indicator variables and the explained variability in the real yield 

21 was only "81%" and was dropping each year. The reason for this was that recently the 

22 abnormally low yields could not be explained without recognising the impact of quantitative 

23 easing in the major capital markets in the world. With the addition of an indicator variable for 

24 the years 2011-2014 the adjusted R square jumps from 81% to 86% 

25 In Schedule 7 is a graph of the real yield produced directly from the real return bond. 

26 Unfortunately this data is not available for earlier periods, since these bonds did not exist. 

27 However, we can see directly the huge decline in the real yield over the last ten years or so as 

28 governments have got their budgets under control, uncertainty in the bond market has declined 

29 and monetary policy has been loose. For the period 1991-2000 the real yield was 4.0-4.5%, 
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whereas in the after math of the financial crisis it has averaged less than 2.0% and is currently at 

2 0.63%. 

3 If we use the regression model in Schedule 6 the real yield should be about 3.9% or slightly 

4 below where it was in 2000. The 2014 government deficit of 1.93% adds about 0.5% to the 

5 intercept of 1.34% and the 2014 bond market volatility of 8.6% another 2.03%. At the 1.35% 

6 inflation rate this implies a long Canada bond yield consistent with 2014 data of 5.25%. If 

7 Canada were still insulated from the rest of the world, the deficit problems of Canadian 

8 governments would have driven up Canadian bond yields. Instead, the dire shape of the rest of 

9 the developed world has made Canada look good with about 113 of the government bond market 

10 now owned for non-residents. Of course, capital markets have changed, but what is clear is that 

11 current long term Government of Canada bond yields are well below what would normally be 

12 regarded as "normal" or average and as long as we have loose monetary policy elsewhere in the 

13 world this is likely to continue. 

US Estimates 

14 The Canadian data is one time series of equity and bond market returns and reflects unique 

15 events that happened in Canada; looking at US data we can assess whether these estimates are 

16 reasonable. Schedule 8 provides US estimates of the market risk premium along with the 

17 comparable Canadian estimates for the period 1926-2014. 

18 Based on annual holding periods the US realised equity risk premium is higher than the 

19 Canadian equivalent. Given the "higher" quality of the US data as well as the volatility of the 

20 estimates, many put greater faith in the US estimates, even for the Canadian market. This is also 

21 frequently justified by the doubt expressed at the "higher risk"s Canadian market having a lower 

22 realized market risk premium, as well as the increasing integration between the two capital 

23 markets, which "presumably" moves Canada closer to the US experience. 

24 However, the difference between the US and Canadian AM market risk premium estimates of 

'Note, however, that the standard deviation or variability of the S&P500 equity returns was 20.07% or 
1.51 % higher than that for the Canadian market. Over this whole period US equities were marginally 
more risky than Canadian equities. 
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1.45% (6.07%-4.62%) is split between a difference in the average equity return of 0.87% and a 

2 difference in the average government bond return of 0.67%, that is approximately a 50:50 bond 

3 market-equity market split. In explaining this, note that: 

4 • The difference between the equity market returns can partly be explained by the 
5 historic efforts of Canadian governments to segment the Canadian equity market from 
6 that in the US6 as well as by the historically slightly lower risk of the Canadian market. 
7 • The difference in the retums on Canadian and US government bonds reflects the 
8 pivotal role of the US government bond market in the world capital market as the US $ 
9 has became the world 's reserve currency. 

10 If we take the US equity market return as a better estimate of the "true" Canadian equity market 

II return, now that most of the protectionist policies in Canada have receded, this would increase 

12 the Canadian market risk premium estimate to just over 5.0%. 

13 Finally we have to bear in mind that Canada is in a favourable position as a AAA rated borrower 

14 that has solved most of its structural deficit problems.7 The favourable finances have resulted in 

15 low inflation and interest rates, and allowed the removal of the foreign property restriction on tax 

16 preferred investments. We can see this in the graph ofiong term interest rates in Canada and the 

17 US in Schedule 9. In the mid 1990s the nominal yield on long Canada bonds was routinely 

18 higher than that on equivalent US bonds. However, this started to change as the Government of 

19 Canada move into a surplus position and since the mid 2000's long Canada bonds have usually 

20 had lower yields than US treasuries. As of September 2015 20 year US Treasuries were yielding 

21 2.62% or 0.62% more than long Canada bonds. This is consistent with lower required rates of 

22 return in Canada. It also means that the lower historic market risk premium in Canada estimated 

23 over riskier Canadian GOC bonds may no longer reflect expected market risk premiums over the 

24 currently lower Canadian GOC bond yields. As a result although my direct estimate of the 

25 Canadian market risk premium is under 5.0% I judge a reasonable range to be 5.0-6.0%, since 

26 this reflects the recent behaviour of interest rates in Canada and the removal of regulatory 

27 protection in the Canadian equity market. 

6 The dividend tax credit only applies to dividends from Canadian corporations; foreign withholding taxes 
apply to foreign source income, while portfolio restrictions have existed in tax-preferred plans. 

7 We can see this in a Globe and Mail article (June 22, 2015) "investors buying Canadian debt at fastest 
pace on record" 
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Reasonableness of the Estimates 

2 The prior statistical work indicates that the Canadian market risk premium has been about 5.0% 

3 while that for the US has been about 1.5% higher, but points out that the Canadian market risk 

4 premium has almost certainly increased. These estimates are consistent with the judgment of 

5 professionals in the area of capital markets. Professor Fernandez8 and his co-authors survey 

6 finance professionals around the world to find out what they actually use for the market risk 

7 premium. A key result from his 2015 survey is reproduced bas follows: 

8 

Pablo Fernandez, Alberto Ortiz and Isabel F. Acin 
lESE Business School 

Mar1<et Risk Premium and Risk-Free Rate used for 
41 countries in 2015 

Table 2. Market Risk Premium (MRP) used for 41 countries in 2015 
----- ,.- -_ ... -

Number of Median st. De\t. min 
Av-

MRP 
average max 

Median answers 
USA 1983 5,5% 5,3% 1,4% 15,0% 2,0% 0,2% 
Spain 443 5,9% 5,5% 1.6% I 12,0% 30% 0,4% 
Germany 252 5,3% 5,1% 1,5% I 11,3% 2,0% 0,2% .. 

__ T4%""] France 122 5,6% 5,5% 10,0% 2,0% 0,1% ---
United Kingdom 101 5.2% 5,0% 17% 10,5% 13% 0,2% 
Italy 83 5,4% I 5,2% 15% 10,0% 2,0% 0,2% 
Canada 81 59% 6,0% 1,3% 12,0% 4,0% -0,1% 
Portugal 72 57% 5,5% 15% 10,0% 30% 02% 
Switze~and 71 54% 50% 1,2% 10,0% 3,0% 04% 
Belgium 70 5,5% 5,4% 1,3% 10,0% 1.0% 0.1% 
Sweden 68 5,4% 5,1% 1,3% 10,0% 3,0% 0,3% 
Denmar1< 65 5,5% 5,5% 1,2% I 10,0% 3,0% 0,0% 
Finland 64 5,7% 5,8% 1,1% 10,0% 3,0% 0,0% 
Japan 61 5.8% 6.0% 2.0% I 15.0% 2.0% -0.2% 

9 This table indicates that the average US market risk premium was estimated at 5.5% with the 

10 typical (median) slightly lower at 5.3%. In contrast, the average market risk premium in Canada 

II was reported at a slightly higher 5.9% with a median of 6.0%. The median Canadian response of 

12 6.0% was amongst the highest of the developed countries, but across these countries there is an 

13 obvious 5.0-6.0% grouping. 

14 A feature of Fernandez' s recent surveys is that they also surveyed the use of the risk free rate in 

15 estimating the required rate of return. Textbooks normally use a Treasury Bill yield, rather than 

8 Market risk Premium and Risk-Free Rate Used for 41 countries in 2015," lESE Business School, 2015. 
10 



the long term bond yield used before regulatory boards. However, as reported below in the US 

2 the average risk free rate was given as 2.4% and that in Canada 2.3%, in both cases these look 

3 more like long term bond yields than Treasury Bill yields. 

Pablo Fernandez, Alberto Ortiz and Isabel F. Acin 
lESE Business School 

Marnet Risk Premium and Risk·Free Rate used for 
41 countries in 2015 

Table 3. Risk Free Rate (RF) used for 41 countries in 2015 

RF 
Numbero~ 

averap~ Medianl SI. Dev. max min Av-Median answers· , 
USA 1983 2,4% 2,3% 1.1% 1 8,0% 0,0% 01% 
SOain 4431 2.2%1 2,0% 1,2%! 7,0% 0,0% 0,2% 
Germanv 252 13% 1,1% 1 0,8% 5,1% -0,2% 0,2% 
France 122 15% 13% HI% 5,1% 0,0% 0,3% 
United Kinodom 101 ~%i 2,1% 0.8% 6,0% 0,4% 00% 
ItaN 83 1.5% 1,3% 1,1% , 5,0% 0.0% 0,2% 
Canada 81 1,3~1_ 2,0%1 1,0%1 6,0% 0,8% 0,3% 
Portuaal 72 16% 15% f 0,9%1 5,0% 00% 01% 
Switze~and 71 1,1%.1 1,0% 0,7% 4,0% 0,0% 0,1% 
BeTciiurn 

-_ .. 
70 1,3%. 1,0% 0,9% 5,0% 0,0% 0,3% 

Sweden 68 1,1% 1,0% 0.8%1 4,0% 0.0% 01% 
Denmark 65 ___ 1,3% 1,0% - 1,0%1 5,0% -0,1% 0,3% 

4 

Finland 64 .. 1.,2% 1,0% O,~_ 5.0% 0,0% 0,2% 
Jaoan 61 0,7% 0,5%L 1.0% 70% -0,7% 02% 

5 Finally, with both the market risk premium and the risk-free rate, the survey reports the overall 

6 return on the market as shown below where again there is a remarkable commonality: the overall 

7 market return is in the 6.0-8.0% range with that for the both the U.S and Canada having a median 

8 value of 8.0%. 
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Pablo Fernandez, Alberto Ortiz and Isabel F. Adn 
lESE Business School 

Market R~k Premium and Risk·Free Rate used for 
41 countries in 2015 

Table 4. Km [Required return to equity (market): RF. MRP)) used for 4t countrtes in 2015 

Number of average Median Km answers I 
51. Dev. max min Av·Median 

USA 19831 7,'i1'Io 8,0% 17% ' 22,0% 2,5% -0,1% 
Sjlain 443 , .J!...I% 7,8% 2,0% 157% 4,1% 03% 
Germal1Y.. 2521 66% 6,4% 17% 142% 2,8% 01% 
France 122 -~ 7,0% 1,~% 14,0% 4,0% 0,2% 
United Kingdom 101 1 72% 7,1% 1.9% 13,0% 3,0% 0,2% 
Italy 83 7,0% 1 6,7% .-.-bl~ 14,0% 3,0% 0,3% 
Canada 81 8,3% 8,0% i 1,4% 13,0% 5,5% 0,3% 
Portugal 72 7,3% J 7,0% 1,9% 14,0% 4,0% 0,3% 
Switzerland 71 6,5%~ _ _ 1,6% 14,0% 3,7% 02% 
Belgium 701 . 6,7% 6,9% .. 1,8%1 14,0% 1,2% ·0,1 % 
Sweden 68 65%1 6,4% 1.7% I 14.0" .. 3,7% 0,1% 
Denmark 651 .~J 6,6% 1.8%! 140% 4,0% 0,2% 
Finland 641 69% 7,0% 16% 1 14,0% 4,0% 0,0% 

jJapan 61 ~,6'10! 6,5% 2,4% 15,1% 2,3% 0,1% 
Norway 61 L_6,8~L 6,7% 19% 140% 36% 0,2% 

2 Conclusions 

3 F emandez' s survey work supports my own judgement that the Canadian market risk premium is 

4 between 5.0-6.0%, as well as indicating that the overall equity market return is about 8,0%. This 

5 is also confIrmed by professional opinion in Canada, where on October 19,2012 TD Economics 

6 came out with a report "An Economics Perspective on Canadian Long Term Financial Returns.,,9 

7 The following table captures the TD Economics analysis: 

ANANCIAL PROJECTIONS OYER THE NEXT DECADE 
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Cash ii3-Mo.nth T":biEs} 

9-:Jnci!s (DEX IJn tve~se Sc"rl I :Ida;' 

Equf:ies 

Ca~ada (S~PlTSX Ccmposi:e} 

U.S.-{S&'P 51:0) 

: ntematio,.al 

Svuroe: TO Ecor-.omics 

9 http://www.td.com/economics/special/ca0311_1on&....runJetums.pdf 
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The TD analysis placed long run Canadian equity returns at 7.00%, the same as in the US and 

2 internationally, whereas bond returns were forecast at 3.0% for the Dex universe bond index, that 

3 is, including corporate as well as government bonds. The implication is for a long run market 

4 risk premium of 4.00% of equities over bonds and slightly higher over government bonds. This 

5 is an increase compared to a similar report in March 2011, where Canadian equity returns were 

6 forecast at 7.5% and bond returns at 4.00%. TD Economics is predicting a return to a balanced 

7 portfolio of 4.0-6.0%, which with 2% inflation implies a real return at a maximum of 4.0%. This 

8 is the same sort of analysis that underlies most defined benefit pension plans. 

9 These particular return estimates are for long run (next decade) which would be closer to 

10 geometric (compound) returns than arithmetic returns. An adjustment to convert them to 

11 arithmetic returns would move the market risk premium closer to 6.0%. 

12 Finally, it is important to remember that whereas I look back to the early 1920' s to assess the 

13 market risk premium most investor memories are not that long. In their recent Investment 

14 Strategy Playbook (February 2016), RBC estimated the global equity rates of return as reported 

15 in Schedule 10. The estimates cover the major equity markets around the world and stretch out 

16 from short to medium (ten year) terms. 2015 was obviously not a good year for the equity 

17 market, but stretching back ten years RBC reports a 3.6% return for Canada in C$ and 1.5% in 

18 US $ given the depreciation of the C$. For Europe Africa and the Far East (EAFE) in local 

19 currency terms the ten year return was 2.7%, for Europe excluding the UK 3.5%, the UK 4.2%, 

20 the Pacific excluding Japan 4.9%, Japan 0.1 % and emerging markets 5.0%. The best performer 

21 overall was the S&PSOO at 6.5%. This is not an uncommon result: that returns in the US exceed 

22 those in the rest of the world. This is commonly referred to as the survivor bias, because "ex 

23 post" the US has been the most successful country in economic terms for the last century. What 

24 is more important is that going forward forecasting ten year equity returns at a compound rate of 

25 7.0%, as estimated by TD Economics, is optimistic compared with the last ten years which is 

26 probably upper most in the minds of most investors. 

27 To summarise: 

13 



• My own direct estimate of the experienced Canadian market risk premium is about 4.6% 
2 since 1926. 

3 • This historic market risk premium is probably low given the removal of barriers to capital 
4 flows and the current very low level of Canadian bond yields. 

5 • I would judge the market risk premium to currently be in a range of 5.00-6.00%. This 
6 estimate is supported by the survey results of Fernandez and the implicit judgment ofTD 
7 Bank. to 

8 • The overall market return from Fernandez survey is about 8.0%, which benchmarks the 
9 return for low risk Canadian utilities. 

10 • An arithmetic retum of 8.0% would be slightly below that implied by TD Economics, but 
11 significantly above the experience of most countries over the last ten years except 
12 perhaps the US. 

13 

10 The latest issue of Credit Suisse' "Global Investment Returns Yearbook 2015," has the equity market 
risk premium over bonds from 1900-2014 at 3.6% for Canada; 4.5% for the US and 3.7% for the UK. 
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SCHEDULE 2 

Arithmetic Earned Risk Premiums for Different Holding Periods 

Star! dates on the horizontal and ending dates on the vertical. For example, an investor would have earned a 7.31% 
arithmetic risk premium investing from 1925-1984. 

1925 1935 1945 1955 1965 1975 1985 1995 
4.50 
8.12 9.8 2 
8.64 9.94 12.77 

7.18 7 . 79 8 .96 5. :6 
7.31 7 . 83 8 .72 6 . 51 4. 67 

5.94 6 . 15 6 .52 4 . 3 1 2 . 3 5 2 .86 
5.23 5 . 30 5 . 48 3. 50 1. 83 1. 9 9 -1. 02 
4 . 87 4 . 89 4 .98 3. 25 1. 86 0 . 51 - 0 . 01 1. 12 
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SCHEDULE 6 

FACTORS INFLUENCING THE REAL CANADA YIELD 

Dependent variable: Long Canada (over 10) yield minus the average CPI inflation rate for the past, current and forward year. 

Independent variables: 

Constant: 

Risk: standard deviation of return on 
long bond index for prior ten years. 

Deficit: aggregate government lending 
asa%ofGDP. 

Duml: dummy variable for years 1940-51 

Dum2: dummy variable for years 1972-80 

Dum3: dummy variable for years 2010-2014 

Adjusted R2 of the regression 
Data 1936-2014 

Coefficient 

1.341 

0.24 

-0.26 

-5.31 

-3.63 

-2.53 

85.6% 
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SCHEDULE 8 

Annual Rate of Return Estimates 1926-2014 

U.S. CANADA 

S&P LongUS Excess TSE Equities Long Excess 

Equities Treasury Return Canadas Return 

AM 12.07 6.00 6.07 11.20 6.57 4.62 

GM 10.62 5.85 4.77 10.04 6.52 3.52 

OLS 10.96 5.37 5.59 10.30 6.07 4.24 

Volatilityl 20.07 9.70 18.56 8.98 
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SCHEDULE 9 

Canadian and US Interest Rates 
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SCHEDULE 10 

Global Equity Returns (%) 

country Curro Jan-16 QTD YTD 1 Yr 3 Yr 5 Yr lOYr 

TSX US$ -2.4 -2.4 -2.4 -18.8 -7.7 -4.9 1.5 
local -1.2 -1.2 -1.2 -9.9 3.4 1.9 3.6 

EAFE US$ -7.2 -7.2 -7.2 -8.0 1.1 2.0 2.1 
local -5.8 -5.8 -5.8 -3.3 8.4 6.7 2.7 

Euro x-UK US$ -6.8 -6.8 -6.8 -7.2 1.9 2.4 3.0 
local -6.0 -6.0 -6.0 -1.8 9.4 7.0 3.5 

UK US$ -6.0 -6.0 -6.0 -12.2 -1.5 1.B 1.9 
local -2.4 -2.4 -2.4 -7.0 2.2 4.3 4.2 

Pac x-Japan US$ -8.B -B.8 -8.8 -16.4 -5.7 -0.6 4.B 
local -7.0 -7.0 -7.0 -10.9 2.7 3.B 4.9 

Japan US$ -8.2 -8.2 -8.2 -1.4 6.1 2.8 -0.3 

local -7.6 -7.6 -7.6 1.6 16.5 11.2 0.1 
EME US$ -6.5 -6.5 -6.5 -20.6 -8.9 -5.2 2.2 

local -5.2 -5.2 -5.2 -11.6 -1.0 0.6 5.0 
5&P 500 -5.0 -5.0 -5.0 -0.7 11.3 10.9 6.5 
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APPENDIXC 

RELATIVE RISK ASSESSMENT FOR A BENCHMARK UTILITY 

Introduction 

2 In risk premium models the relative risk coefficient adjusts the overall market risk premium up 

3 or down depending on whether the individual security (company) is more or less risky than the 

4 market as a whole. More risky stocks have a relative risk coefficient greater than 1.0 and less 

5 risky stocks a relative risk coefficient less than 1.0. All risk premium models have this same risk 

6 assessment relative to the market, whether they are the capital asset pricing model (CAPM) I 

7 where the only source of risk is the market risk, or models that introduce other sources of risk. 

8 However, even within a two factor model, where the risk free rate is often regarded as risky due 

9 to interest rate risk,2 or the Fama-French three factor model3 where size and the market to book 

10 ratio (in their model termed the book to market ratio) are additional sources of risk, the 

II coefficient on the market is still the main measure of risk. Estrada,4 for example, shows that for 

12 the DOW 30 US stocks the simple CAPM expected return at 9.70% is only 0.20% more than that 

13 estimated using the three factor Fama-French Model and that the market risk premium is much 

14 larger than either the size or book to market premiums. 

15 With the CAPM the relative risk assessment is the expected covariance between the security's 

16 return and that on the market scaled by the variance of the return on the market. This is called the 

17 security's beta coefficient (~) and measures the contribution of the security to the risk of a 

18 diversified portfolio. We normally estimate actual historic beta estimates by a simple ordinary 

19 least squares (OLS) regression of the security's return on that of the market. In any OLS 

20 regression the intercept is called alpha and the slope coefficient is called beta, which is why these 

21 terms are used pervasively in finance. However, estimating beta coefficients entails the exact 

1 William Sharpe, "Capital asset prices: a theory of market equilibrium under conditions of risk," Journal 
of Finance 19, 1964. 

2 Fisher Black, "capital market equilibrium with restricted borrowing", Journal of Business, July 1972. 

3 Eugene Fama and Ken French, "The cross section of expected stocks returns," Journal of Finance 59, 
1992. 

4 "The three factor model a practitioners guide," Journal of Applied Corporate Finance, Spring 2011. 



same problem as that involved in estimating the market risk premium, since both use the actual 

2 or historic returns. This is, the estimate is very sensitive to what happened during the estimation 

3 period. To overcome this problem in estimating the market risk premium we go back over very 

4 long periods of time. For estimating beta coefficients we generally can't do this, since the risk of 

5 a finn or industry changes much more than the overall risk of the market. Instead, we tend to use 

6 estimates from similar finns and industries as well as more judgment in understanding the 

7 economic and financial factors underlying the beta estimates. In this way we can get a better 

8 understanding of the expected beta coefficient, which is what is required. 

9 Historic Beta Estimates for Canadian utilities 

10 In 2002 the Toronto Stock Exchange outsourced its market indexes to Standard and Poors (S&P) 

11 and changed the composition of our sub-indexes. These changes roughly coincided with the loss 

12 of many traditional Canadian utilities. It was also controversial in transferring Enbridge and 

13 TransCanada from pipelines, where they were regarded as similar to utilities, into energy 

14 services. 

15 Regardless of these changes the great advantage of the sub-indexes is that they include more 

16 companies than possible with individual company estimates since companies are constantly 

17 being reorganised as business strategy changes. This is particularly important due to the fact that 

18 a large number of Canadian regulated finns, like Consumers Gas, Maritime Electric, Bell 

19 Canada, Union Gas etc., have disappeared through corporate reorganisation. Although this 

20 means that their individual company betas disappeared, it does not mean that their economic 

21 impact has also disappeared. Consumers Gas now shows up as part of Enbridge, Terasen Gas as 

22 Fortis etc., so their economic impact continues to show up in the sub index betas. However, there 

23 is a disadvantage, which is that these are not simple averages but market value weighted 

24 averages, since this is the way that stock market indexes are nonnally calculated. As a result 

25 large market value companies have a disproportionate impact on the indexes. 

26 It is important to remember that betas are simply a statistical estimate of the extent to which a 

27 stock moves with the general market over a particular period of time. By convention, betas are 

28 estimated over a five-year period. This means that if a critical event happens during the 

2 



estimation period, then the beta estimate will pick it up. However, once the event "passes out" of 

2 the five-year estimation v.indow, the impact of the event will disappear from the beta estimate. 

3 In Schedule 1 is a graph of rolling betas on the Canadian utility sub index since 1988. Betas are 

4 normally estimated over the prior five years of data so the first observation is from January 1988 

5 until December 1992 and then each month as a new return is available the five year estimation 

6 window moves forward a year. This process is repeated using two estimation techniques; the first 

7 Beta 1 is the simple beta against the Canadian market index, whereas the second Beta 2 also 

8 includes the impact of interest rate changes by adding the monthly return on the long Canada 

9 bond. However, to all intents and purposes the beta estimates are almost the same, but it does 

10 allow an estimate of the sensitivity of utility shares to interest rates, which I discuss later, and 

11 refer to as "gamma." 

12 Using this procedure I can pick up the impact of unique events. For example, the utility betas 

13 were both in a range of 0.40-0.60 until 1997. The betas then dropped to negative values during 

14 2001-2004 before reverting to more "normal" levels. Did this mean that utility shares had no 

15 risk during this period? The answer is no, since a special event, the behaviour of Nortel and the 

16 Internet bubble, drove the estimates. During the late 1990s, the technology and internet boom 

17 were driving North American markets and as the prices of Norte I and IDS Uniphase5 increased, 

18 so did the TSE Composite, since at their peak they were about 35% of the index. When this 

19 boom turned into a crash and Nortel declined from $1,240 to bankruptcy, Nortel took the 

20 Canadian market down with it. 

21 It is important to understand that betas measure the risk of a security against the risk of a 

22 diversified portfolio, in this case the TSX Composite. Utility betas were pulled down as Nortel 

23 and the tech boom affected the Canadian market but not utility shares. As the effect of the 

24 internet bubble and crash passed thought the estimation window utility betas reverted to a more 

25 normal pattern. By 2008 the beta estimates covering the period 2004-2008 were largely devoid 

26 of the effects of the internet bubble. The message was that during this period utility shares added 

27 very little risk to a diversified portfolio since that portfolio was dominated by the effect of 

5 IDS Uniphase resulted from a merger of the Canadian fibre optic company IDS Fitel in 1999. 
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internet stocks. However, without the internet bubble effect utility shares add a nonnal amount 

2 of risk to an investor holding a diversified portfolio. 

3 Finally, utilities are clearly interest sensitive stocks as the consistent positiye gamma coefficients 

4 indicate. It is also clear that this interest rate sensitivity exhibits a negative correlation (-0.44) 

5 with the beta estimates, that is, beta coefficients tend to fall as gamma coefficients increase. This 

6 is because interest rates tend to increase during good times as the stock market booms and then 

7 fall in recessions. This interest rate sensitivity reduces the exposure of utility investors to the 

8 market during recessions when interest rates tend to fall. For this reason utility shares are 

9 generally regarded as defensive shares. 

10 This statistical result echoes the comment of fonner RBC utility analyst Maureen Howe who 

II commented that Canadian utilities are6 

12 "like convertible bonds. When interest rates are low, as they currently are, the companies 
13 trade on their bond value and are supported by tax-efficient dividend yields. When the 10-
14 year GOC yield rises above 6%-6.5%, the Canadian companies trade on the basis of their 
15 under! ying earnings and PIE." 

16 Maureen Howe's observation is confinned by the relative perfonnance of the PE multiples for 

17 the TSX versus the Utilities as inrucated in the following graph provided in the 2012 BCUC 

18 hearing. The graph indicates that whereas the PE multiple of the TSX was then weaker than 

19 before 2005, the very low interest rates supported the valuation of dividend rich utilities, so that 

20 their PE ratios had increased. This observation is consistent with Maureen Howe's observation 

21 that with low interest rates utilities trade on their "bond or fixed income" value in line with the 

22 observation that their cost of equity capital has declined. 

23 

24 

6 October, 3 2001 RBC Morning Comment. 
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2 In Schedule 2 are the results of two multiple regression estimates of utility risk. The flIst panel 

3 has the estimates for the entire period from 1988 where the utility beta is 0.26 and the gamma 

4 0.43. However as noted previously this period reflects the Internet bubble and crash. In the 

5 second panel are the estimates for the last five year period ending in 2014. For this period the 

6 beta estimate is 0.45 closer to traditional levels and the gamma 0.44. 

7 We can see the same effects in the individual beta estimates, where the average and median 

8 utility betas are graphed in Schedule 37 and the individual values since 1996 are in Schedule 

9 4.The average is both with and without TransAlta, since TransAlta is not strictly a rate of return 

10 regulated utility anymore.8 Again we see the Internet Bubble effect and the trend of the betas 

II back towards their normal level, in this case the average has stabilised around 0.30. Professional 

12 judgement would indicate that it is unreasonable to use statistical estimates without recognising 

13 the underlying events that generated them. This means that some judgment is called for when 

14 using the beta as a forward estimate of risk. 

15 It is my judgement, and consistent with the data in Schedule I, the interest sensitivity of the 

16 utilities has caused them to trade based on their defensive or income characteristics for the last 

17 several years. This is evident from the fact that their betas vary inversely with their interest 

7 Medians removes the impact of outliers, that is high or low values. 
8 Much of its output is still sold under power purchase contracts. 
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sensitivity. As interest rates increase back to normal levels, I would expect their betas to increase 

2 as they trade less on their bond values and more as regular equities. I would therefore expect 

3 some tendency for their betas to revert back to their long run average level: for the market as a 

4 whole this is 1.0, but for regulated firms this is about 0.45-0.55.9 

5 US utility stocks as a comparison 

6 I have started looking at the relative risk of a sample of low risk US utilities. The US utilities 

7 originally represented the intersection of two samples used previously by Ms. McShane and Dr. 

8 Vilbert both of whom have testified before Canadian boards on behalf of utilities. The 

9 intersection of their two "sets" might then be regarded as a smaller and unambiguously purer set 

10 oflow risk US utilities. However, two of the six utilities that resulted from this exercise have 

II now been taken over by other utility holding companies, while neither witness is active in 

12 Canada any more. lbis has forced me to widen my search. In Appendix 1 to this Appendix is a 

13 list of the 17 US companies included in Google's US gas industry along with a description of 

14 their activities. It is clear that many of these companies are mid-stream pipeline and storage 

IS companies that are not heavily rate of return regulated. Consequently I excluded them and 

16 arrived at the following list of8 US gas companies: 

17 

18 
19 
20 
21 
22 

23 

24 
25 
26 

Original set of companies 

WGL Holdings 
New Jersey Resources 
Northwest Natural Gas Company 
Piedmont Natural Gas Company 
Vectren Corporation 

Added Companies 

South West Gas Corporation 
The Laclede Group 
A TMOS Energy Corporation 

9 This is also accepted in the literature. Gombola and Kahl, "Time series properties of utility betas," 
Financial Management, 1990, come to the same conclusion. 
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For US electric companies I have used the sample of 7 companies used by Mr. Coyne of 

2 Concentric Energy to avoid any arguments of who should be in or out of the sample. These 

3 companies are: Duke Energy, Allete Inc., Eversource (formerly Northeast Utilities), Great Plains 

4 Energy Inc, OGE Energy Corp, Pinnacle West Capital and Westar Energy Inc., 

5 Schedule 5 provides a graph of median and average beta estimates for the gas companies using 

6 data back to 1990 with the estimated betas in Schedule 6.10 The betas are estimated in the same 

7 way as for the Canadian betas from monthly holding period returns over a five year time period 

8 updated monthly. The estimates from these US gas utilities behave in a similar manner as for the 

9 Canadian utility holding companies. This is clear from the observation that they also exhibit an 

10 "internet bubble" effect, although not quite as severe as for the Canadian utility holding 

11 companies. However, the most recent average level of the betas from these companies is higher 

12 than for the Canadian. 

13 Schedule 7 provides a graph of the median and average beta estimates for the US electric utilities 

14 with the individual values in Schedule 8. Again we see the Internet bubble effect, where prior to 

15 1998 average betas were about 0.55 and after 2005 they increased to about 0.70 before trending 

16 down to end 2014 at about 0.60. 

17 It is clear from the graph in Schedule 7 that electric utility betas are higher than those in Canada 

18 or those for the US gas utilities. In Schedule 9 is a graph of the median beta for the US gas and 

19 electric companies as well as that for the Canadian UHCs. It is quite clear that since 2003 the 

20 betas for the electric companies have been consistently higher than for the US gas companies and 

21 the Canadian UHCs and for the last year the US gas companies have also seen increased risk. 

22 Since the December 2007 estimates (post internet bubble, 2003-2007) the average beta for the 

23 sample of Canadian firms has been 0.29 (median 0.34) versus 0.39 (median 0.36) for the US gas 

24 companies and 0.64 (median 0.61) for the electric companies. These differences imply an 

25 average beta difference of 0.10 (median 0.02) for the US gas companies and 0.32 (median 0.27) 

26 for the US electric companies over the Canadian UHCs. The data indicates clear difference sin 

10 The start date is 1990 for consistency across all the companies. 
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risk perception of Canadian UHCs relative to US electric companies and a less clear difference 

2 for the US gas companies. 

3 Adjusted betas 

4 Utility witnesses frequently adjust utility betas not toward their grand mean of around 0.50, but 

5 the overall market average of 1.0. As low risk businesses this inevitably increases their "adjusted 

6 beta." Such a process is justified by the seminal work of Marshall Blume!! who showed that if 

7 there is measurement error, when we estimate a very low beta the chances are the "true" beta is 

8 underestimated and vice versa. For the whole universe of stocks he recommended that we adjust 

9 betas by taking 2/3 of the estimated beta and adding 0.33, which essentially means weighting 

10 them 113 with the market mean of 1.0 and 2/3 with the actual beta. This procedure means that 

11 low betas are increased and high betas are reduced. However, low estimates for utilities do not 

12 mean they are under-estimated, since utility betas are perennially low due to their low risk. 

13 Instead as Gombola and Kahl demonstrated utility betas are better mechanically adjusted by 

14 weighting with their grand mean. If I were to do this with a long run beat of 0.50 I would get an 

15 adjusted beta as follows: 

16 Adjusted beta = 0.67 * 0.45 +0.33 • 0.5 = 0.47 for the utility sub index 

17 Adjusted beta = 0.67 * 0.3 + 0.33 • 0.5 = 0.37 for the individual large companies 

18 However, rather than a mechanical weighting I generally prefer to use judgment constrained by 

19 the actual historic evidence on betas. 

20 Canadian "utilities" are generally not inter-listed in the US and apart from the very largest, like 

21 TransCanada and Enbridge, trade on the pink sheets if at all, so they mainly trade on the TSX. 

22 On January 31 and February I, 2016, I recorded basic data for the following Canadian utility 

23 holding companies. In particular the following captures their current beta estimates as reported 

24 by RBC, Yahoo and Google as well as my own estimates up until December 2014.!2 

II Marshall Blume, Betas and their regression tendencies, Journal of Finance June 1975 . 
121 use conventional estimation procedures but the data end in December 2014. It is not clear how the 
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Value RBC Yahoo Google Booth 2014 
TransCanada TRP 34.5 0.33 0.72 0.17 0.28 
Enbridge ENB 42.2 0.2 0.66 0.18 0.11 
Canadian Utilities CU 9.6 0 0.44 -0.03 0.2 
Emera EMA 6.5 0.01 0.02 0.12 0.32 
Fortis FTS 11.5 -0.01 0.02 0.04 0.26 
Valener VNR 0.7 0.28 -0.02 0.17 0.27 
Veresen VSN 2.4 0.94 1.9 0.7 0.34 

Average 15.34 0.25 0.53 0.19 0.25 
Median 9.60 0.2 0.44 0.17 0.27 

2 The average and median beta estimates by the Royal Bank of Canada were 0.25 and 0.201 

3 respectively very similar to my own estimates (Booth) of 0.25 and 0.27. Google's estimates seem 

4 to be slightly lower than mine, whereas Yahoo's are higher. However, there is no sign of the 

5 mechanical Blume adjustment favoured by utility witnesses, if there were then no beta would be 

6 less than 0.33 which is wbat you would get with the Blume adjustment and an actual beta of O. 

7 The key insight, however, is that "publicly available" betas, as distinct from my privately 

8 estimated betas, all indicate the low risk nature of Canadian utilities. I would judge from this the 

9 top oftbe beta range for a Canadian utility would be 0.53. 

10 Similarly the following table gives the betas for the US gas utilities. Again the average beta is 

11 0.48 according to RBC and 0.60 for my estimates ending in 2014, 0.72 for Yahoo and 0.53 for 

12 Google and the medians are 0.48, 0.60, 0.65 and 0.51 respectively. 

Value RBC Yahoo Google Booth 2014 
Vectren we 3.5 0.52 0.95 0.51 0.53 
WGL WGL 3.3 0.49 0.76 0.58 0.71 
Piedmont PNY 4.8 0.88 1.28 0.92 0.63 
Northwest NWN 1.4 0.29 0.41 0.35 0.57 
New Jersey Resources NJR 3 0.47 0.57 0.51 0.62 
Laclede LG 2.8 0.29 0.45 0.34 0.45 
ATMOS ATO 7 0.34 0.59 0.42 0.57 
South West Gas SWX 2.80 0.53 0.71 0.59 0.73 

Average 3.58 0.48 0.72 0.53 0.60 

13 Median 3.15 0.48 0.65 0.51 0.60 

14 Finally the following table gives the beta estimates for the US Electric companies. 

public services estimate their betas in tenns oftime period and estimation window. 
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Value RBC Yahoo Google Booth 2014 
Duke Energy DUK 51.8 0.01 0.29 0.05 0.19 
Allete Inc., ALE 2.6 0.57 0.62 0.61 0.71 
Eversource ES 17.1 0.3 0.41 0.34 0.48 
Great Plains GXP 4.3 0.41 0.51 0.62 0.61 
OGE Energy OGE 5.2 0.56 0.86 0.43 0.68 
Pinnacle West PNW 7.4 0.27 0.44 0.33 0.42 
Westar Energy WR 6.2 0.25 0.4 0.25 0.46 

13.51 0.34 0.50 0.38 0.51 
6.20 0.30 0.44 0.34 0.48 

2 Again my own beta estimates are not too different from those of the other three sources. My 

3 average and median values are 0.51 and 0.48 based on data ending in 2014, whereas the others 

4 are Google 0.38 and 0.34, Yahoo 0.50 and 0.44 and RBC 0.34 and 0.30. 

5 It does not appear that any of the beta estimates are consistent with any type of Blume 

6 adjustment methodology, but some are clearly affected by recent takeovers and specuiation. 13 I 

7 note, however, that for both the gas and electric companies the recent estimates from Yahoo and 

8 RBC are lower than mine, whereas Yahoos are higher for the gas companies and essentially the 

9 same for the electric companies. Given the poor performance of the equity markets in 2015 the 

10 "defensive" characteristics of the US utilities has probably caused their beta estimates to drop. 

11 One important observation is that in comparing the Canadian versus the US samples of utilities 

12 the US gas utilities are quite small with average market capitalisation (total equity market value) 

13 of US$3.58 billion versus the average for the Canadian companies of $15.34 billion. Even the 

14 electric utilities are generally smaller and largely skewed by Duke Energy with a $51.8 billion 

15 market capitalisation (value). Even after we adjust for the impact of outliers, the typical market 

16 capitalisation is still higher for the Canadian sample at $9.60 billion. Why this is important is that 

17 one of the criticisms levelled against the CAPM is that beta adjusted small firms earn higher 

18 rates of return than large firms, which some attribute to risk. 14 So we might expect a higher risk 

19 level for these US firms than for the Canadian sample due to their smaller average size. 

20 Of more importance is that the way these estimates are derived is consistent with conventional 

21 practise. One of the biggest data providers in Canada is the Financial Post, where their Corporate 

13 Piedmont is subject to a takeover offer from Duke Energy 
14 This is the Fama-French model. 
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Analyzer data base includes ten year financial data for larger publicly listed Canadian 

2 companies. Their definition of beta is: 

Beta (Corporate Profiles) 

Beta factors are derived from a historical regression of percentage share price changes for the selected company on 
percentage changes in the TSE 300 price index. The unadjusted slope coefficient from this regression is the beta factor. 
Beta factors may be computed on a variety of weekly or monthly data. Betas shown in FP Analyzer are for 52 weeks. 36 
months. 60 months and 120 months. 

3 

4 Again there is no discussion of "adjusting" betas using the Blume procedure, in fact they very 

5 specifically state the "unadjusted slope coefficient" which is what the beta estimate is. However, 

6 the FP does note that different time horizons can be used other than my conventional use of five 

7 years of data. 

8 Conclusion 

9 What is clear from the above analysis is that the market recognises that Canadian utilities are 

10 lower than average risk. This comes through after: 

II • I recognise that the low values during the internet bubble period were an anomaly 
12 • I analyse the utility sub index versus individual Canadian firms 
13 • I check estimates against those publicly available from both Google and Yahoo Finance 
14 and those from Canada's largest bank 
15 

16 I would also note that the betas from both US gas and electric utilities tend to be higher than for 

17 the Canadian UHCs. From this analysis I can see no reason that would cause me to deviate from 

18 my normal generic risk assessment for a Canadian utility of a beta range of 0.45-0.55. In fact, the 

19 persistent low beta estimates after recovery from the recession suggest that the risk assessment 

20 may now be permanent. 

21 

22 

23 
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SUMMARY OUTPUT 

i 
R Square 
Adjusted R Squ 
Standard Error 
Observations 

ANOVA 

Regression 
Residual 
Total 

I 
TSX 
GOe 

0.18695468 
0.18188898 
3.34947633 

324 

df 
2 

321 
323 

0.26262321 
0.43213464 

SUMMARY OUTPUT 

R Square 
Adjusted R Squ 
Standard Error 
Observations 

0.24147314 
0.21485817 
2.46801123 

60 

ANOVA 

5S 
828.0955571 
3601.296323 
4429.39188 

0.045513657 
0.079294008 

Utilities Against Market and Bond Returns 
1988-2014 

MS F ;ignificance F 
414.0478 36.90597 3.745E-15 
11.21899 

5.770207 1.86E-08 0.1730805 0.352166 
5.449777 1.0IE-07 0.2761331 0.588136 

-0. 
0.17308 

0.276133 

Utilities Against Market and Bond Returns 
2010-2014 

57 347.1915266 6.091079 
Total 59 457.7181723 

0.352166 
0.588136 

TSX 
GOe 

0.45089255 0.115232023 3.91291 0.000246 0.2201444 0.681641 0.220144 0.681641 
0.44228936 0.1531105 2.888694 0.00546 0.1356909 0.748888 0.135691 0.748888 
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SCHEDULE 3 

Canadian Utility Company Betas 
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SCHEDULE 4 

CUL Emera Enbridge Fortis GMI PNG TRP VERESEN TAU 

12129/00 0.36 0.28 0.05 0.22 0.18 0.47 0.17 0.05 

12/31/01 0.25 0.21 -0.13 0.13 0.10 0.47 -0.07 0.06 

12/31/02 0.18 0.16 -0.20 0.13 0.07 0.47 -0.08 0.08 

12/31/03 0.05 -0.05 -0.40 -0.05 0.02 0.36 -0.40 0.02 -0.06 

12/31/04 0.03 -0.02 -0.32 0.03 0.16 0.48 -0.19 0.10 0.14 

12/30105 0.21 0.05 -0.18 0.23 0.19 0.51 -0.19 0.19 0.42 

12/29/06 0.33 0.09 0.22 0.48 0.42 0.47 0.30 0.33 0.42 

12/31/07 0.53 0.21 0.52 0.61 0.75 0.23 0.48 0.33 0.51 

12131108 0.18 0.14 0.32 0.20 0.51 0.25 0.37 0.51 0.86 

12/31/09 0.09 0.16 0.32 0.20 0.38 0.45 0.40 0.44 0.74 

12/31/10 0.09 0.22 0.34 0.16 0.35 0.41 0.40 0.37 0.76 

12/31/11 0.06 0.21 0.32 0.15 0.36 0.50 0.37 0.35 0.73 

12/31/12 0.01 0.23 0.22 0.13 0.32 0.33 0.40 0.63 

12/31/13 0.03 0.25 0.19 0.28 0.18 0.33 0.22 0.27 

12/31/14 0.20 0.32 0.11 0.26 0.27 0.28 0.34 0.20 
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SCHEDULE 6 

we WGL PNY NWN NJR LG ATO SWX Average 
"1994-12-30" 0.23 0.38 0.42 0.16 0.37 0.07 0.38 0.39 0.30 
"1995-12-29" 0.23 0.45 0.36 0.21 0.34 0.11 0.49 0.00 0.27 
"1996-12-31" 0.41 0.59 0.33 -0.04 0.46 0.15 0.60 0.16 0.36 
"1997-12-31" 0.57 0.63 0.29 0.39 0.43 0.29 0.06 0.49 0.40 
"1996-12-31" 0.30 0.47 0.51 0.52 0.46 0.34 0.14 0.96 0.46 
"1999-12-31" 0.17 0.30 0.33 0.25 0.34 0.23 0.22 0.70 0.32 
"2000-12-29" 0.22 0.26 0.17 0.12 0.36 0.21 -0.02 0.61 0.24 
"2001-12-31 " 0.17 0.21 0.17 0.06 0.24 0.05 -0.16 0.54 0.16 
"2002-10-31" 0.22 0.21 0.20 0.01 0.16 0.04 -0.01 0.57 0.17 
"2003-12-31 " 0.36 0.14 -0.05 -0.21 0.03 0.01 -0.01 0.19 O.OS 
"2004-12-31" 0.40 0.21 0.10 -0.04 0.09 0.13 0.01 0.26 0.14 
"2005-12-30" 0.34 0.22 0.26 O.OS -0.04 0.15 0.19 0.26 0.16 
"2006-12-29" 0.52 0.27 0.34 0.14 0.03 0.49 0.45 0.23 0.31 
"2007-12-31 " 0.49 0.57 0.46 0.60 0.44 0.79 0.72 0.42 0.56 
"2006-12-31" 0.27 0.26 0.10 0.36 0.14 0.1 0 0.50 0.63 0.30 
"2009-12-31" 0.37 0.16 0.16 0.24 0.12 0.01 0.49 0.70 0.26 
"2010-12-31" 0.43 0.27 0.27 0.35 0.22 0.06 0.51 0.73 0.36 
"2011-12-30" 0.39 0.29 0.31 0.32 0.25 0.06 0.50 0.72 0.36 
"2012-12-31" 0.35 0.22 0.30 0.26 0.23 0.07 0.44 0.69 0.32 
"2013-12-31" 0.53 0.43 0.56 0.39 0.44 0.32 0.54 0.73 0.49 
"2014-12-31" 0.53 0.71 0.63 0.57 0.62 0.45 0.57 0.73 0.60 
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SCHEDULE 8 

OUK OGE ALE GXP PNW WR ES Average 
30-0ec-94 0.45 0.43 0.62 0.57 1.16 0.71 0.43 0.62 

29-0ec-95 0.54 0.48 0.59 0.52 0.47 0.65 0.49 0.54 

31-0ec-96 0.47 0.53 0.46 0.61 0.59 0.73 0.70 0.58 
31-0ec-97 0.48 0.40 0.43 0.37 0.47 0.56 0.72 0.49 

31-0ec-98 0.18 0.19 0.14 0.29 0.28 0.19 0.57 0.26 

31-0ec-99 0.05 0.01 0.07 0.18 0.16 0.13 0.41 0.14 

29-0ec-00 -0.04 0.05 0.00 0.31 -0.13 0.14 0.40 0.10 

31-0ec-01 -0.08 0.02 -0.14 0.22 -0.06 0.17 0.45 0.08 

31-0ec-02 0.18 0.07 0.01 0.37 0.15 0.39 0.36 0.22 

31-0ec-03 0.51 0.18 0.25 0.50 0.25 0.72 0.41 0.40 

31-0ec-04 0.64 0.34 0.39 0.64 0.33 0.85 0.43 0.52 

30-0ec-05 0.75 0.35 0.47 0.56 0.65 0.88 0.46 0.59 

29-0ec-06 1.26 0.55 0.95 0.87 0.90 1.10 0.45 0.87 

31-0ec-07 1.00 0.60 1.19 0.81 0.64 0.61 0.70 0.79 

31-0ec-08 0.44 0.73 0.82 0.67 0.56 0.60 0.69 0.64 

31-0ec-09 0.44 0.77 0.66 0.80 0.66 0.64 0.53 0.64 

31-0ec-10 0.44 0.78 0.65 0.75 0.58 0.65 0.51 0.62 

30-0ec-11 0.37 0.79 0.66 0.72 0.54 0.59 0.47 0.59 

31-0ec-12 0.32 0.72 0.63 0.69 0.52 0.55 0.47 0.56 

31-0ec-13 0.28 0.72 0.62 0.76 0.51 0.53 0.38 0.54 

31-0ec-14 0.19 0.68 0.71 0.61 0.42 0.46 0.48 0.51 
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US and Canadian Regulated Betas 
Medians using data from January 1990 
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Appendix 1 US Gas Industry 

Companln 1 ·17 of ,bout 17 in Natural Gas Utlildes· NEe 

Campi", Qocle Cn. ... lqe • Chal'Pf''' Mr.tClO_p PIE (UrI) AI .. ; Revel'Mle Anr.. Ne: i ~lJflU' 

T'rQ'. R~,c';f(: :n eor-. 43.35 .' .10 2.tJ 2.438 38.87 8.616.50 102.30 
(·NF~)\(. i ~~: ~O6 ~:" 8Q 2<1 6.088 11! :!7 12 195 1)9 ~1i171 

On.ok P.1rt/1er. lP 31.97 +0.66 2.11 9.148 1B.07 12.19US7 566.06 

r .... L,,~ ~lfd.['"~lIf,~ ~'.;arf,""~ IP 113:33 +0'" ". 54';'B '} fJOO ,~O )3570 

ErI4I~:,. ':'r.anlfl!r Partnl ~s LP 41.65 .D.li3 1.29 20.918 99.37 51,168.00 525.00 

EMt,·f;· ~~:(I""6a'" F'5"1n,rs i.~ 10.66 .0 '1 .: ~'Pii 450B 331\':" 00 5:;') 110 

~!"'·er..; Fut-I Gt;S Co. 47.22 +0.03 1:1.0;; 3.998 1.760.91 -379.43 

.J,:: ~~'r'I ? &!"\ntlrs :.F 6.73 ('00 0.00 :M628M i,SA363 .. " 
~tr:lo, Enorm' Corporlltit"n 60.47 -0.08 -0.13 6.148 19.80 4,142.'" 314.45 

"K'~"I' CO:'P 40.16 -C07 _0.17 3378 1785 261'70 1ee90 
P'.)dmor.1 : latuT"!l Gil. Cor.:?~:lY, Inc 57.5B -0.10 -0,11 -4.566 32.01 1.48U9 1-43.80 

... • .. r ,oj," ~"Id'1n>:! ~ : ~'Ii 'ie~ _t: &.26 -\:02 -<.22 281 74M 31)8.40 -'1500 

Sol :~. Ie" Gil COrporetilln 54.504 .0.13 -0.24 2.586 1&.50 2.121 .71 141.13 

_p(;:t~ .. G;·wLl"' ''.:' 50" -C .~ .':~ 2449 1735 t ~27 20 9430 
WGL H(IcI::IgIllnc 57.95 .0.23 -O.4:l 2.BBB 22.10 2,859.83 131 .28 

.:.l,~t: . • :":<.·~ .t·G- : 11i.07 .o '. ~ .c 5~ .li68 14 .;1 1189.30 ,..5O 
t'OI' r· .• ':e.t Nelliral.:i." Co 48.11 ..,36 -0.77 1.269 24.02 754.04 68.69 

Description 
Targa Resources Corp. (Traga), through its general and limited partner interests in Targa Resources 
Partners LP (the Partnership), is a provider of midstream natural gas and natural gas liquid (NGL) 
services in the United States. The Partnership is engaged in the business of gathering, compressing, 
treating, processing and selling natural gas and storing, fractionating, treating, transporting, terminaling 
and selling NGLs, NGL products, and gathering, storing and terminaling crude oil and refined petroleum 
products. The Company operates in two divisions Gathering and Processing and Logistics and Marketing. 
Gathering and Processing includes Field Gathering and Processing and Coastal Gathering and 
Processing. Logistics and Marketing includes Logistics Assets and Marketing and Distribution. 

Description 
ONEOK, Inc. is the sole general partner of ONEOK Partners, LP. (ONEOK Partners), a master limited 
partnership engaged in the gathering, processing, storage and transportation of natural gas in the United 
States. The Company operates through three segments: Natural Gas Gathering and Processing, Natural 
Gas Liquids, and Natural Gas Pipelines. The Natural Gas Gathering and Processing segment provides 
nondiscretionary services to producers, including gathering and processing of natural gas produced from 
crude oil and natural gas wells. The Natural Gas Liquids segment owns and operates facilities that 
gather, fractionate, treat and distribute natural gas liquids (NGLs), and store NGL products, primarily in 
Oklahoma, Kansas, Texas, New Mexico and the Rocky Mountain region. The Natural Gas Pipelines 
segment owns and operates regulated natural gas transmission pipelines and natural gas storage 
facilities 

Description 
ONEOK Partners, LP. is engaged in gathering, processing, storage and transportation of natural gas in 
the United States. In addition, the Company owns natural gas liquids (NGL) systems, connecting NGL 
supply in the Mid-Continent and Rocky Mountain regions. The Company operates in three segments: 
Natural Gas Gathering and Processing, Natural Gas Liquids and Natural Gas Pipelines. The Company's 
Natural Gas Gathering and Processing segment provides nondiscretionary services to producers, which 
include gathering and processing of natural gas produced from crude oil and natural gas wells. The 
Company's Natural Gas Liquids segment owns and operates facilities that gather, fractionate, treat and 
distribute NGLs and store NGL products in Oklahoma, Kansas, Texas, New Mexico and the Rocky 
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Mountain region. The Company's Natural Gas Pipelines segment owns and operates regulated natural 
gas transmission pipelines and natural gas storage facilities 

Description 
EnLink Midstream Partners, LP, formerly Crosstex Energy, L.P., focuses on providing midstream energy 
services, including gathering, transmission, processing, fractionation and marketing, to producers of 
natural gas, natural gas liquids (NGL), crude oil and condensate. The Company also provides crude oil, 
condensate and brine disposal services to producers. The Company owns and operates around 360 
miles of gas gathering pipelines, approximately 300 Million Cubic Feet per Day (MMcf/d) of processing 
capacity, as well as crude trucking and logistics services extending through seven counties in the core of 
the Midland Basin. En Link Midstream operates approximately 9,100 miles of gathering and transportation 
pipelines, 16 processing plants, seven fractionators, as well as barge and rail terminals, product storage 
facilities, brine disposal wells, truck terminals and a fleet of approximately 100 trucks. 

Description 
Energy Transfer Partners, L.P. is a master limited partnership. The Company's operating segments 
include Intrastate Transportation and Storage segment; Interstate Transportation and Storage segment; 
Midstream segment; Liquids Transportation and Services segment; Investment in Sunoco Logistics 
segment; Retail Marketing segment and All Other segment. It is engaged in natural gas operations, 
including natural gas midstream and intrastate transportation and storage, and interstate natural gas 
transportation and storage; Liquids operations, including NGL transportation, storage and fractionation 
services; product and crude oil operations, including product and crude oil transportation, terminalling 
services and acquisition and marketing activities and retail marketing of gasoline and middle distillates. It 
is managed by its general partner Energy Transfer Partners GP, L.P. Its brands include Sunoco, Stripes, 
Aplus, Aloha Island Mart, Exxon, Valero, Mobil, Shell and Chevron, among others. 

Description 
Enable Midstream Partners LP, is a large-scale, growth-oriented limited partnership formed to own, 
operate and develop strategically located natural gas and crude oil infrastructure assets. It serves current 
and emerging production areas in the United States, including several unconventional shale resource 
plays and local and regional end-user markets in the United States. The Company operates in two 
business segments: Gathering and Processing and Transportation and Storage. Gathering and 
processing provides natural gas gathering, processing and fractionation services and crude oil gathering 
for producer customers. The Company's natural gas gathering and processing assets are located in four 
states and serve natural gas production from shale developments in the Anadarko, Arkoma and Ark-La
Tex basins. Transportation and storage provides interstate and intrastate natural gas pipeline 
transportation and storage service to natural gas producers, utilities and industrial customers. 

Description 
National Fuel Gas Company is a holding company. The Company is engaged in the production, 
gathering, transportation, distribution and marketing of natural gas. It also develops and produces oil 
reserves, primarily in California. The Company operates in five segments. The Exploration and Production 
segment seeks to discover and produce raw materials (natural gas, oil and hydrocarbon liquids), and its 
operations are carried out by Seneca Resources Corporation. The Pipeline and Storage segment 
operations are carried out by National Fuel Gas Supply Corporation, which provides interstate natural gas 
transportation and storage services for affiliated and nonaffiliated companies through an integrated gas 
pipeline system. The Gathering Segment consists of National Fuel Gas Midstream Corporation's 
operations. The Utility segment's operations are carried out by National Fuel Gas Distribution 
Corporation. The Energy Marketing segment's operations are carried out by National Fuel Resources, 
Inc. 
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Description 
JP Energy Partners LP (JP Energy Partners) owns, operates, develops and acquires a portfolio of 
midstream energy assets in the United States. The Company operates through four segments: Crude Oil 
Pipelines and Storage, Crude Oil Supply and Logistics, Refined Product Terminals and Storage, and NGL 
Distribution and Sales. The Company's crude oil businesses are situated in areas, including the Permian 
Basin, Mid-Continent and Eagle Ford shale. The Crude Oil Supply and Logistics segment manages the 
physical movement of crude oil origination to final destination. The Refined Product Terminals and 
Storage segment consists of two refined products terminals located in North Little Rock, Arkansas and 
Caddo Mills, Texas. The NGL Distribution and Sales segment includes its propane cylinder exchange 
business and the retail, commercial and wholesale sale of NGLs and other refined products. The 
Company markets its propane cylinder exchange business under the Pinnacle Propane Express. 

Description 
Atmos Energy Corporation (Atmos Energy) is engaged primarily in the regulated natural gas distribution 
and transmission and storage businesses as well as other nonregulated natural gas businesses. The 
Company delivers natural gas through regulated sales and transportation arrangements to over three 
million residential, commercial, public authority and industrial customers in nine states located primarily in 
the South. The Company also operates intrastate pipelines in Texas based on miles of pipe. The 
Company operates through the following three segments: The regulated distribution segment, which 
includes regulated distribution and related sales operations; the regulated pipeline segment, which 
includes the pipeline and storage operations of its Atmos Pipeline Texas DiviSion and the nonregulated 
segment, which includes nonregulated natural gas management, nonregulated natural gas transmission, 
storage and other services. 

Description 
Vectren Corporation (Vectren) is an energy holding Company. The Company segregates its operations 
into groups, including Utility Group and Nonutility Group. The Company's wholly owned subsidiary, 
Vectren Utility Holdings, Inc. (Utility Holdings), serves as the intermediate holding company for three 
public utilities: Indiana Gas Company, Inc. (Indiana Gas), Southern Indiana Gas and Electric Company 
(SIGECO) and Vectren Energy Delivery of Ohio, Inc. (VEDO). The Company, through Vectren 
Enterprises Inc. (Enterprises), is involved in non-utility activities in two primary business areas: 
Infrastructure Services and Energy Services. Infrastructure Services provides underground pipeline 
construction and repair services. Energy Services provides energy performance contracting and 
sustainable infrastructure 

Description 
Piedmont Natural Gas Company, Inc. is an energy services company whose principal business is the 
distribution of natural gas to over one million residential, commercial, industrial and power generation 
customers in portions of North Carolina, South Carolina and Tennessee, including customers served by 
municipalities who are the Company's wholesale customers. The Company is invested in joint venture, 
energy-related businesses, including unregulated retail natural gas marketing, and regulated interstate 
natural gas storage and intrastate natural gas transportation. The Company operates in two segments: 
regulated utility and non-utility activities. The regulated utility segment is the gas distribution business, 
where ~ includes the operations of merchandising and its related service work and home warranty 
programs, with activities conducted by the utility. The non-utility activities segment consists of the 
Company's equity method investments in joint venture, energy-related businesses. 

Description 
American Midstream Partners, LP owns, operates, develops and acquires a diversified portfolio of 
midstream energy assets. The Company gathers, treats, processes and transports natural gas, 
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fractionates natural gas liquids (NGLs) and stores specialty chemical products through its ownership and 
operation of 12 gathering systems, five processing facil~ies, three fractionation facilities, three interstate 
pipelines, five intrastate pipelines and four marine terminal sites. The Company operates through three 
segments: Gathering and Processing, Transmission and Terminals. The Gathering and Processing 
segment gathers, processes, transports and treats natural gas. The Transmission segment transports 
natural gas. The Terminals segment provides above-ground storage services at the Company's marine 
terminals that support commodity brokers, refiners and chemical manufacturers, to store a range of 
products, including petroleum products, distillates, chemicals and agricunural products. 

Description 
Southwest Gas Corporation is engaged in the business of purchasing, distributing and transporting 
natural gas in Arizona, Nevada and California. The Company has two business segments: natural gas 
operations and construction services. The Company operates two pipeline transmission systems: a 
system, including a liquefied natural gas (LNG) storage facility owned by Paiute extending from the Idaho
Nevada border to the Reno, Sparks, and Carson C~ areas and communities in the lake Tahoe area in 
both California and Nevada and other communities in northern and western Nevada, and a system 
extending from the Colorado River at the southern tip of Nevada to the Las Vegas distribution area. The 
natural gas operations segment includes acquiring and arranging delivery of natural gas to its system. 
The construction services segment consists of Centuri, which includes NPL Construction Co., Link-Line 
Contractors, W.S. Nicholls Construction and Brigadier Pipelines. 

Description 
The Laclede Group, Inc. (Laclede Group) is a public utility holding company. The Company, through its 
subsidiaries, operates in two business segments: Gas Utility and Gas Marketing. The Gas Utility segment 
includes the regulated operations of Laclede Gas Company (Laclede Gas, the Missouri Util~) and 
Alabama Gas Corporation (Alagasco) (together with laclede Gas, the Utilities). laclede Gas is a public 
utility engaged in the purchase, retail distribution and sale of natural gas, serving residential, commercial 
and industrial customers. Alagasco is a public utility engaged in the purchase, retail distribution and sale 
of natural gas principally in central and north Alabama, serving over 0.4 million residential, commercial 
and industrial customers. The Gas Marketing segment includes Laclede Energy Resources, Inc. (LER), a 
wholly owned subsidiary engaged in the marketing of natural gas and related activities on a non-regulated 
basis 

Description 
WGL Holdings, Inc. (WGL Holdings), is a United States of America-based public utility holding. Through 
its wholly owned subsidiaries, it selis and delivers natural gas and provides energy-related products and 
services to customers primarily in the District of Columbia and the surrounding metropolitan areas in 
Maryland and Virginia. Promotes the efficient use of clean natural gas and renewable energy to improve 
the environment for the benefit of customers, investors, employees, and the communities it serves. The 
Company's business segments include Regulated Utility, Retail Energy-Marketing, Commercial Energy 
Systems and Midstream Energy Services. WGL Holdings owns ali of the shares of common stock of 
Washington Gas, Washington Gas Resources, Hampshire Gas Company (Hampshire) and Crab Run 
Gas Company (Crab Run). Washington Gas Resources owns four unregulated subsidiaries that include 
WGEServices, WGESystems, and WGL Midstream. 

Description 
Questar Corporation (Questar) is an integrated natural gas holding company that develops, produces and 
delivers clean energy in the Rockies, North America. The company, through its subsidiaries is prinCipally 
engaged in three line of business: Questar Gas Company (Questar Gas), which provides retail natural 
gas distribution in Utah, Wyoming and Idaho; Wexpro Company (Wexpro) that develops and produces 
natural gas from cost-{)f-service reserves for Questar Gas customers, and Questar Pipeline Company, 
which operates interstate natural gas pipelines and storage facilities in the western United States and 
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provides other energy services. The Company also operates through Questar Fueling Company (Questar 
Fueling), which builds, owns and operates compressed natural gas (CNG) fueling stations for fleet 
operators with medium- and heavy-duty trucks and tractors. 

Description 
Northwest Natural Gas Company is engaged in the distribution of natural gas. The Company operates in 
two business segments: local Gas Distribution and Gas Storage. The Company maintains operations in 
Oregon, Washington and California and conducts businesses through NW Natural and its subsidiaries. 
The local gas distribution business, referred to as the utility segment, serves residential, commercial, and 
industrial customers in Oregon and southwest Washington; and the gas storage business, referred to as 
the gas storage segment, provides storage services for utilities, gas marketers, electric generators and 
industrial users from storage facilities located in Oregon and California. As of December 31,2014, the 
Company had 700,000 customers with around 89% located in Oregon and 11 % located in Washington. It 
provides natural gas service to over 100 cities in around 18 counties. 
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The standard alternative to risk premium models is the discounted cash flow model. This model 

infers the required rate of return by replicating the actions of an investor in valuing the firm's 

securities. To do this we need to define the costs and benefits attached to an investment. The cost 

is simply the price of the security (Po, price at time zero) and the benefits the stream of cash 

inflows expected at time t in the future (CJ. However, since the investor can always invest in 

alternative investments, future expected cash flows are not of equal value. As a result future cash 

flows are "discounted," or reduced in value, to reflect this "opportunity cost." This is the basic 

idea behind using the discounted cash flow model, 

Po =i: C
, 

1=1 (1 + K)' 

where K is the discount rate or investor's required rate of return. 

Once we estimate the stream of future cash inflows, we can equate them to the current price and 

solve for the investor's required rate of return. For example, this is the standard way of valuing 

bonds. At the end of every business day investment banks simply take the coupon payments on a 

bond and its terminal value, and use the last trading value for the bond to solve the above 

equation for the bond's "yield to maturity." This yield to maturity is then published in the 

newspaper as an objective measure of the investors' required rate of return for a default free 

security. I already use this DCF estimate as part of my risk premium estimates. However, we can 

take this a stage further and estimate the DCF required return on equity directly using this same 

procedure. 

The expected equity cash flows are the future expected dividends. Unlike the stream of cash 
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flows on a bond the dividends are not contractual and are more difficult to forecast, particularly 

for individual stocks. Consequently the DCF model is only used for low risk dividend paying 

stocks or the market as a whole, where the expected dividends can be assumed to grow at some 

long run average growth rate g. In this case, each dividend is expected to grow at the rate g, so 

we can substitute d} = do * (1 +g) into the valuation equation to get: 

p. -~ 0 -
K-g 

where the stock price is equal to the expected dividend per share, divided by the investor's 

required rate of return, minus the dividend growth expectation, g. The advantage of this 

formulation of the problem is that we can easily rearrange the equation to obtain, 

d 
K = -' +g 

Po 

which states that the investor's required rate of return can be estimated as the expected dividend 

yield plus the expected growth rate in dividends. This is the direct analogy with the yield to 

maturity on a bond. This formulation of the model is often called the Gordon (or dividend 

discount) model after my late colleague Professor Myron Gordon of the University of Toronto. 

Further it is straightforward to show that increased dividends primarily come from increased 

future earnings, which are generated by the firm retaining some of its current earnings for re

investment. If we set X as the earnings per share and denote b as the fraction of earnings retained 

within the firm, then (J -b)X is the dividend and bX, the retained earnings. l Provided the 

assumptions of the DCF model hold, it is straightforward to show that dividends and earnings 

will then grow at a long run growth rate estimated as the product of the firm's retention rate (b) 

and its return on common equity (r), which is referred to as its sustainable growth rate. Note that 

while K is the return that investor's require, r is the actual return on equity (ROE) the firm is 

1 This assumes that the only change in shareholder's equity comes from retentions, that is, everything 
flows through the income statement. 
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expected to earn.2 

2 An example may help to make these assumptions clear. Suppose, as in Schedule I, the finn's 

3 book value per share is $20 and its return on equity expected to be 12%. In this case, its earnings 

4 per share are expected to be $2.40 and with a 50% dividend payout rate, its dividends per share 

5 and retained earnings are both expected to be $1.20. Moreover, since $1.20 has been retained 

6 and reinvested within the finn, next period's book value per share increases to $21.20. As a 

7 result, the finn is expected to earn $2.544 in the following year, i.e., 14.4 cents more. This 

8 additional 14.4 cents comes from earning the 12% return on equity on the $1.20 of retained 

9 earnings. The increase in earnings per share, dividend per share and retained earnings is 6% each 

10 year and is calculated directly as the product of the finn's return on equity of 12% and its 

11 retention rate of 50%. Moreover, the value of the finn's common stock can be calculated from 

12 equation (I), which also increases at this 6% rate, since only the dividend per share is expected to 

13 change. 

14 The importance of Schedule 1 is in showing some of the implications of the dividend growth 

15 model. First, note that if the investor's fair rate of return is 10%, the stock price in Schedule I is 

16 $30, determined as the expected dividend of$I.20 divided by the discount rate minus the growth 

17 rate (or 0.04). This price exceeds the book value 0[$20 by 50%. This is because the finn's return 

18 on equity (r) is 12% and the investor's required or fair rate of return (K) is only 10%. This is the 

19 reason why economists look at market-to-book ratios to infer the investor's opportunity cost. If 

20 market-to-book ratios exceed one for a regulated company, most economists immediately assume 

21 that the finn's return on equity exceeds the return required by stock holders, implying that the 

22 regulator should lower the finn's allowed rate of return. In our example the ROE exceeds the 

23 required rate of return by 2% which results in a market to book ratio of 150%. 

24 Second, it is the return on equity that drives the growth in both dividends per share and earnings 

25 per share, provided that the dividend payout is constant. If the dividend payout is gradually 

2 There is an additional term if the firm repeatedly sells shares at a premium to its book value, but this term 
is small and usually dwarfed by estimation problems. 
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increased over time, then it is possible to manufacture a faster growth rate in dividends than 

2 earnings per share, from the same underlying level of profitability. 

3 For example, in Schedule 2 the same data is used as in Schedule 1 except that the dividend 

4 payout starts at 50% and then increases by 2% per year. By the end of year 5 earnings per share 

5 have only risen to $2.99 instead of the $3.03 in Schedule 1, because less money has been 

6 reinvested within the firm. As a result, there is less capital to generate earnings. Thus the 

7 earnings in Schedule 2 only grow at a 5.6% compound growth rate, down from the 6% of 

8 Schedule 1. Conversely, since more of the earnings are being paid out as dividends, dividends per 

9 share are up to $1.73 instead of$1.52. This is a 9.6% compound growth rate, rather than the 6% 

loin Schedule 1. 

II In the short-run, Schedule 2 demonstrates that the growth in dividends per share can be 

12 artificially manipulated by increasing the dividend payout. This is not sustainable in the long run, 

13 since the dividend payout cannot be increased indefinitely. Moreover, the manipulation can be 

14 detected by performing the basic 'diagnostic' check of tracking the behaviour of the firm's 

15 dividend payout over time, and the firm's return on equity. However, if the analyst is not aware of 

16 the change in the dividend payout, estimating the fair rate of return by adding this manipulated 

17 dividend growth rate to the expected dividend yield will overstate the investor's required rate of 

18 retum. It is important in this case to base the estimate of the investor's required rate of return on a 

19 long run sustainable growth rate, estimated from the underlying growth in earnings and dividends 

20 and the two components of growth. 

21 The third implication of Schedule 1 is that the DCF estimate using the historic growth rate is 

22 appropriate only when the assumptions of the model hold. This means that non-dividend paying 

23 firms, firms with highly fluctuating earnings and dividends, and firms with non-constant 

24 expected growth cannot be valued accurately using the formula. Usually these assumptions hold 

25 for regulated utilities, so the DCF estimate is particularly appropriate for use in determining the 

26 fair rate of return for a regulated utility. However, for non-regulated firms and utility holding 

27 companies (UHCs), these assumptions are frequently violated. As a result, estimating the 
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investor's required rate of return by using the formulaK=d/Po + g, is tenuous and subject to 

significant measurement error. 

Circularity 

When we apply the DCF model to estimate a fair return we estimate the dividend yield and future 

growth rate. In the example in Schedule I the dividend is forecast to be $1.20 which with a $30 

stock price means a 4% dividend yield. When this is added to the sustainable growth rate of 6% 

we get back the investor's fair rate of return of 10.0%. However, it is sometimes alleged that 

this DCF estimate is circular, since the ROE used to forecast the future growth rate of 12% 

differs from the investor's required or fair rate of return estimated at 10%. The allegation is that 

if a regulatory body were to accept the 10% estimate and reduce the allowed ROE then future 

growth will drop and with it the stock price. As a result, there is an inconsistency between the 

forecast ROE and the DCF fair return estimate. However, this inconsistency or circularity is 

false. 

Note that there will always be a difference between the forecast ROE and the investor's filir 

return, whenever the market to book ratio differs materially from 1.0.3 However, this does not 

affect the estimate produced by the DCF model. Suppose for example the ROE was decreased to 

10%, after the fair return is correctly estimated at 10% using the DCF model, what happens? In 

this case the forecast earnings per share drop to $2 from $2.40 and with the same 50% payout the 

dividend is cut to $1.0 and the forecast growth rate drops to 5% (50% retention times the 10% 

ROE). The stock price will then also drop, which is what critics of the DCF model worry about! 

However, using the same DCF equation the market price will fall back to its book value of $20. 

$1 
Po = =$20 

0.10-0.05 

At the new price the dividend yield increases to 5% ($11$20), so that with the new lower forecast 

3 We see this every day in the bond market where a bond selling above (below) par has a stated coupon 
interest rate higher (lower) than the current market interest rate. 
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1 growth rate of 5%, we again estimate the investor's fair return accurately at 10%. 

2 Investors will be far from happy that the allowed ROE has been cut from 12% to 10%, but that 

3 does not invalidate the use of the DCF model to estimate their fair, or required, rate of return of 

4 10%. Similarly, if the regulator for some reason increases the allowed ROE to 14% then the 

5 dividend would increase to $1.40 and the forecast growth to 7%. In this case the stock price 

6 would increase to $46.67 and the dividend yield drops to 3.0%, so again the dividend yield plus 

7 growth correctly estimates the investor's fair rate of return of 10.0%. 

8 The fact is that the DCF model simply reverse engineers the forecast cash flows to extract the 

9 investor's fair rate of return; it says nothing about whether or not the investor would be happy if 

10 the fmn earned that rate of return on its book value. Further proponents of this circularity 

11 argument often apply the DCF model based on analyst growth estimates, yet these same analysts 

12 have to get their forecast growth rates from somewhere and invariably they are based on future 

13 profitability, that is, forecast ROEs. Moreover, even if they are not explicitly based on a forecast 

14 ROE, one is always implicit in any growth forecast. For example, if an analyst's growth forecast 

15 of 7% is used in a DCF model, then with a 50% dividend payout this means by definition the 

16 analyst is forecasting an ROE of 14%. It is impossible to ignore the result that any forecast 

17 growth rate carries with it a forecast ROE which will almost certainly deviate from the investor's 

18 required rate of return. 

19 DCF Estimates for the "Market" as a whole 

20 In terms ofDCF estimates we can go from the broad to the specific. By broad I mean the market 

21 as a whole, since by holding a diversified portfolio an investor reduces the possibility of gains 

22 from one firm being the result oflosses by another. In Schedule 3 is a graph of the dividend yield 

23 on the TSX Composite (Cansim V122628) along with the yield to maturity on the long Canada 

24 (LTC) bond (Cansim VI22501). At the end of November 2015 the TSX yield was 3.19%, while 

25 the Long Canada yield was 2.24%. This is an unusual situation that has prevailed since the end of 

26 20 II. It is unusual since equities are a claim on real resources and should grow in line with the 
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growth rate in profits and GDP. In contrast, the yield on the long Canada bond is fixed and is all 

2 the investor can earn if the bond is held to maturity. 

3 In Schedule 5 is a graph of the after tax profits and dividends earned and paid in Canada by 

4 Canadian corporations. The data is from the GDP accounts and goes back to 1956 and in both 

5 cases is scaled by dividing by GDP. The after tax profits are those reported for tax purposes and 

6 do not reflect the accounting "games" that are often used to inflate accounting or GAAP profits 

7 to "please" investors. For example, non-cash items like capital gains are removed and inventories 

8 are adjusted to remove inflationary gains. As is to be expected, aggregate dividends (right side 

9 axis) are more stable than aggregate after tax profits. After-tax profits plummeted, for example, 

10 during the recessions in 1981, the early 1990s, marginally in the early 2000s and during the 

II recent [mancial crisis. Overall dividends on average have been 3.0% of GDP and after tax 

12 corporate profits 6.7%, but much more variable. Until recently after tax profits have been above 

13 these long run averages and reached over 10.0% in 2008 before the financial crisis as high 

14 resource prices benefitted Corporate Canada. 

15 Note that dividends are more stable than earnings as firms don't like to cut their dividends. This 

16 is important since some utility analysts "key" dividend growth forecasts off earnings forecasts. 

17 This is suspect since the greater variability in earnings means that their average growth rate 

18 always exceeds that of dividends in the same way that the arithmetic return always exceeds that 

19 of the geometric (compound) growth rate.4 However, with this caveat it is hard not to conclude 

20 that in the long-run dividends and after tax profits grow at about the same rate as the overall 

21 economy, but are more variable. The average real Canadian growth rate since 1961 has been 

22 3.25%, while the Bank of Canada's operating band for inflation centres on 2.0%, this implies a 

23 long-run growth rate in dividends and earnings at about 5.35% (1.02* 1.034). This is probably a 

24 low estimate for two reasons; first the GDP accounts have become less reliable as the economy 

25 has shifted to a knowledge based economy, since it has become more difficult to estimate the 

4 The standard deviation of after tax profits as a % of GDP has been about twice that of dividends. 
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value of productivity changes; second the arithmetic vs compound growth rate problem also 

2 affects the GDP accounts, which are less variable than similar accounts for companies. 

3 An alternative estimate of future growth for the market as a whole is to use the "br" or 

4 sustainable growth rate. In Schedule 6 is the aggregate dividend payout from the GDP accounts. 

5 We can see very clearly the jump in the payout during the severe recessions in the early 1980s 

6 and 1990s when Corporate Canada had serious profitability problems. The median payout is 

7 41%. In Schedule 7 is the dividend payout based on the earnings and dividends of the TSX 

8 Composite. We can see the impact of the recessionary periods even more clearly, but this time 

9 the payout is truncated for the over 100% payout periods. The TSX data is based on GAAP 

10 profits and reflect "big bath" accounting, that when times are bad and the stock market expects 

11 bad news, finus tend to exaggerate their losses and build reserves that allow them to smooth 

12 profits in the future. The median payout for the TSX is higher at 51%. Overall I judge a 

13 reasonable dividend pay-out to be in a range 41-51 % so that the retention rate is (b) of 49-59%. 

14 From Schedule 1 of my main testimony the average ROE of corporate Canada back to 1987 has 

15 been 9.26% and the median 9.87%. Multiplying these ROEs by the retention rates gives a 

16 sustainable growth rate range of 4.72% (0.51 *9.26) - 5.77% (.59*9.78), which brackets the 

17 estimate of5.35% from the long run GDP growth rate. If this range is combined with the recent 

18 TSX dividend yield of3.19%, the DCF estimate for the market as a whole is 8.1% (3.19% and 

19 4.72%) to 9.2% (3.19% and 5.77%). Similarly with the 5.35% growth rate the DCF estimate is 

20 8.71 %. These would seem to be reasonable estimates if the market were at the mid-point of the 

21 business cycle, rather than just leaving the "recession or slowdown" phase. 

22 At the current point in time Canadian business has recovered from recession and is running close 

23 to average or nonual capacity. The median capacity utilisation levels since 1987 have been 82.8 

24 & 81.9% for non-farm and manufacturing respectively, but currently they are at 82.7-82.9%, so 

25 right about average. This observation is confirmed by the December 2015 unemployment rate of 

26 7.1 % graphed in Schedule 9, which would place us similar to 2005. The peak of the business 
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cycle is when inflationary pressures set in, where the non-accelerating inflation rate of 

2 unemployment (NAIRU) is regarded as 6.0%, which is where we were just before the financial 

3 crisis when the Bank of Canada started to tighten to ward off incipient inflation. We should be 

4 further along the growth path than we are, but Canada has been stuck at around 7.0% 

5 unemployment since 201 2 as a result of weaker commodity prices. So there is still spare capacity 

6 in the economy. 

7 The following Bank of Canada graphic illustrates the divergent growth paths of the oil and gas 

8 sector versus the rest of the economy. As a result, the Bank ofCanada5 anticipates that a weak 

9 2015 will be followed by sub-par growth of2.0% in 2016 and 2.5% in 2017. 

10 
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II What this means is that a simple application of the constant growth DCF model using the current 

12 dividend yield plus growth estimates is in a range of 8.1-9.2% probably marginally understates 

13 the market's fair return. Overall I would judge the fair rate of return on the Canadian market to 

14 be 8.50-9.00%, which means a real rate of about 6.50-8.0% with 2.0% long run inflation. This is 

15 right about average for the Canadian market. 

5 Monetary Policy Report, October 2015. 
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In Schedule 9 is a graph of the dividend yield on the S&P500 index and in Schedule 10 a graph 

2 of the dividend payout rate on the S&P500 finns. The average dividend payout since 1956 is 

3 48.5% while the median payout is 43% meaning that typically 52.3% of the earnings for S&P500 

4 firms are reinvested to generate future growth in earnings. However, note from the graph that the 

5 S&P500 finns suffered significant problems in 2007-2009 during the financial crisis, which was 

6 not as evident in the Canadian data, particularly the tax data. In contrast, there is no evidence of 

7 the serious problems suffered by Corporate Canada in the recessions in the early 1980s and 

8 1990s. 

9 S&P has profitability data for the S&P500 finns since 1987 where the average ROE was 13.43% 

10 and the median ROE 14.07%. These are higher than the average Canadian ROE since the data is 

11 for the largest finns in the US economy and includes a large proportion of foreign earnings, 

12 whereas that for Canada is for all firms. Over this same period the average and median retention 

13 rates were 51.5% and 57%. IfI pair the median payout and ROE the "br" growth rate is 7.99% 

14 and ifI pair the averages the growth rate is 6.92% reflecting both the higher average payout and 

15 lower average ROE. Combining these with the current dividend yield on the S&P500 index of 

16 1.99% gives a fair return on the US market of 9.04%-10.14%. I would judge a fair return on the 

17 US market to be very similar to that in Canada at 9.0-10.0%. Note the higher US growth forecast 

18 is offset by a lower US dividend yield. 

19 Of note is that in a recent report (Investment Strategy Play book, February 2016), RBC showed 

20 how the short run growth rate can diverge from the long run growth rate for the overall stock 

21 market. In Schedule lOis their exhibit from page 5 of their playbook. This shows how short run 

22 growth in sales of 1.8% for 2016 and 3.9% for 2017 translate into earnings per share growth of 

23 4.4% and 7.3%. First, firms can continue to cut costs to improve their margins resulting in 

24 greater operating profit. Second, they can lower their interest costs by refinancing at current low 

25 rates. Finally, they can then use excess cash to buy back more shares than needed to offset new 

26 share issue dilution. In the long run firms cannot continually benefit from lower margins as 

27 competition and higher wage settlements erodes these benefits, while excess cash eventually gets 
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reinvested as economic growth picks up closer to long run averages.6 

2 S&P US Utility DCF cost estimates 

3 As well as the data for the S&P500 as a whole, Standard and Poors also publishes data on the 

4 utilities that meet the requirements to be included in the S&P500 index. In Schedule 11 is the 

5 summary data for the traditional utilities which include the standard electric and gas utilities. 

6 Note that the S&P data includes the [mus that at the time were classified into these groups so 

7 whereas there was only I utility included as a gas utility in 2014, there were 13 in 1993. The data 

8 for each year reflects the S&P value weighted average of the firms in that industry that year. 

9 The schedules provide the basic data needed for a DCF analysis. The data includes dividends, 

10 earnings, book value per share, average market values and the return on equity. From this it is 

11 possible to calculate several pieces of useful information. First, is the average payout, which is 

12 in the fourth column and the retention ratio. Clearly, utilities as low risk and low growth 

I3 investments have relatively high payouts. For the electric utilities the average and median 

14 payouts are both 71 %. This may be marginally biased high by the large payout in 2000. For the 

15 gas utilities the payout is more variable as there are fewer gas utilities in the SP500 index. 

16 However, the median payout for the gas utilities is still is very high at 67% and only slightly less 

17 than for the electric utilities. 

18 The very high dividend payout means that the growth potential for these utilities is low, which 

19 reduces the error in using the DCF model. It also means that utilities are quintessentially 

20 dividend or income stocks. The average 2014 dividend yield for the electric utilities was 3.82% 

21 and for the gas utilities 3.91 % both of which were significantly higher than the S&P500 dividend 

22 yield in December 2014 of 1.92%. Again we would expect lower long run growth for these 

23 utilities than the US market as a whole, since they are mature industries. 

24 To estimate the future growth rate I can assume that each year the utility is expected to earn its 

6 Note the 3.9% forecast for 2017 appears to be nominal not real growth. 
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current ROE, so that its earnings will grow by the retention rate times this ROE. For example, in 

2 1993 the retention rate was 10.57% and the ROE 11.25% for the electric utilities implying future 

3 earnings growth of 1.19%, which is the g (b *ROE) in the next column. For 1993 the dividend 

4 yield for the S&P Electric utilities was 5.73% (column 8), so that the OCF equity cost estimate 

5 was 6.99%, which is in column 10. In 1993 the average long term (ten year) US Treasury yield 

6 was 5.87% implying that the electric utility risk premium was only 1.12%. Column 11 gives the 

7 market to book ratio for these utilities, which in 1993 was 1.59, implying correctly that the ROE 

8 of these utilities of 11.25% exceeded their equity cost. 

9 The above calculation is a mechanical exercise and obviously includes estimation error in both 

10 the earned ROE which affects both the forecast ROE and the retention rate. To reduce individual 

11 estimation errors the exercise is repeated for each year from 1993 until 2014. This gives the 

12 average and median electric utility risk premium of 3.42% and 3.43% with 2.75% and 3.09% for 

\3 the gas utilities. However, the br growth rate is sensitive to the actual earnings which affect the 

14 retention rate and may not capture the full amount of growth expectations. To check for this the 

15 last two columns estimate the utility risk premium with two alternative growth expectations. 

16 URP2 assumes that the expected ROE is the median ROE for the whole period 1993-2014 which 

17 avoids the problem of fluctuating earned returns. URP3 also assumes that the retention rate is the 

18 constant median growth rates for the whole period. This avoids the problem of declining 

19 retention rates as earnings are squeezed and the dividend maintained. The average and median 

20 URP2 is 3.32% and 3.70% for the electrics and 1.75% and 3.09% for the gas utilities and for 

21 URP3 the values are 3.35% and 2.98% for the electrics and then 2.25% and 2.09% for the gas 

22 utilities. 

23 As a final check I looked at the growth in the dividend per share for the electric utilities relative 

24 to GOp.7 Over the period from January 1995 to 2014 the median nominal US GOP growth rate 

25 was 4.7%, whereas the median dividend per share growth rate of the S&P500 Electrics was 

26 1.75% or barely 40% of the growth in the US economy. In Schedule 12 is a graph of the ten year 

7 The dramatic reduction in the number of gas companies makes their use problematic and even for the 
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US Treasury yield against the dividend yield of the S&P500 electrics. The correlation is over 

2 0.50 and clearly dividend yields have dropped with the drop in US market interest rates. A naIve 

3 forecast that these utilities would have dividend growth of 40% of US GDP or about 2% would 

4 produce a DCF estimate of about 6.0%. 

5 From the data in Schedule 11, I derive the following conclusions: 

6 

7 

8 

9 

10 

11 

12 

• 

• 

• 

Risk premiums of the order of2.7-3.70% for a typical US utility over ten year US 
government bond yields is reasonable as reflecting typical experience over the last 22 
years. 
For the more stable US electric utilities the risk premium for the period 1993-2014 is 
about 3.42% v.ith evidence that it is higher at lower interest rates. 
Although 2015 data is not yet available the impact of lower US treasury yields has 
shown up in the more recent US data as increasing utility risk premiums. 

13 Individual company estimates 

14 The DCF estimates for the market as a whole and the S&P utility indexes are more reliable than 

15 for individual companies due to the significant measurement error attached to forecasting future 

16 growth rates. For example, the forecast growth rate for the economy is more accurate since the 

17 growth rate in profits for the market as a whole is constrained in the long run by the growth rate 

18 in the economy. However, the growth rates are mechanically estimated and do not reflect market 

19 estimates. Consequently some use analyst forecast of earnings growth as a proxy for the 

20 sustainable growth rates in the former estimates. However, in my judgment these are no more 

21 reliable as can be illustrated by looking at the sample of US utilities that I analysed in Appendix 

22 C. These utilities tend to be smaller utilities that are not in the SP500 and tend to be less 

23 diversified. As a result, one might expect their DCF estimates to be more reliable, which turns 

24 out to be not the case. 

25 The following table has data I extracted on February 1,2016 for the US Gas LDCs 

electrics where the number of firms is not constant there are problems. 
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5 year Growth 
Past Future # Analysts Yoeld K (Est g) ROE Retention SUST G K MB 

Vectren 1.0.44 5 6 3.82 9.01 11.68 .0.3.0 3.48 7M 2.14 
WGL -17.1 8 4 2.n 10.99 1.0.31 .029 3 . .03 5.88 2.67 
piedmont 3.37 5 4 2.23 7.34 1.0 . .02 .0.24 2.37 4.66 3.36 
North\N8st -18.3 4 3 3.6 7.74 6.94 .0 . .03 .0.18 3.79 1.87 
New Jersey Resources 7.14 6.5 4 2.73 9.41 17.46 .0 .54 9.48 12.47 2.72 
Laclede -5.69 4.5 5 3 . .07 7.71 8.88 .0.38 3.37 6.55 1.76 
ATMOS 14.62 7 7 2.43 9.60 1.0 . .03 .0.46 4.58 7.12 2.18 
South West Gas -1 3.7 4 5 2.75 6.86 8.74 .0.42 3.65 6.50 1.79 

Average -2.4.0 5.5 4.75 2.93 8.58 1.0.51 .0.33 3.77 6.80 2.31 
Median -1.16 5 4.5 2.76 8.38 1.0 . .025 .0.34 3.43 6.52 2.16 

The data consists of the analyst forecast five year growth rate and the past 5 year growth from 

Yahoo Finance. If the 5 year forecast growth rate is combined with the current dividend yield that 

provides the Equity cost based on 5 year analyst growth expectations (K(Est g)). However, note 

that the past 5 year earnings per share growth rate is highly unstable ranging from -18.3% for 

Northwest to +14.1% for Atmos Energy. In contrast, the analysts are all optimistic that in the 

future growth will be positive, and in a tight range of 4-8%. This produces a range in equity costs 

from 6.86% to 10.99% for an average of 8.58% and a median value slightly lower at 8.38%. 

For the US electric utilities the same data is below. 

5 year Growth - - - ... - '1 
J'ast ._ . . F~IJ"'. . i# An;!Iy..!'l!i Y~1d . K (Est g)_.t ROE .. 'Retortion :SUST G il5 ,MB 

PlA<o §,,;,rgy 2.51 , 3.2; 18. ~.~ __ .2'.72, _ ~5j _. D·ES ~39 _ ~. 68.: - 1 .~: 
:~!"!!!' Inc..... _ 1.0.35 . _ . ...5i __ 4:.. . 3.93, _ 9.13: 9.3[, ..Q.37 _ 3.42. 7.~ __ .1.42. 
:E,.,,,,OII'ce ._~._~57L __ ~ _ __ U _ 9.87 ' 9.03[ ~ __ 3.7~ 1 . __ 7.01 .. ____ 1.SS: 

~;~t :~~L __ ..i __ ~t~I __ ~:~-~i_---J.- . ! :~i_. !::!. __ ~5{~L __ ~:~: ___ l!~I .. _J:~! 1. ___ __ ; :~J 
:~it;~E;~~~= __ :_.:.. . ~:~ . .:.._ 43:~i ... . : ~i+--:.:.. ~~~! _ J~'=:"'~/7~J ___ ~li'~ {:~~~.~_;:~t __ f:~: 
: Average 9.28 ' 4.35! 9.29 3.78 ' 8.29 ' 8.11 i .0.28' 2.401 6.27 1.49; 
, Median 6.84 4.95 8 . .0.0 - '-3:77 .. . - 8.90 -- -- 8~90 :-"-.o~:l1 : 2.721 6.59 . " 1.5S! l._, __ • " __ . __ ... __ ,_ ' ___ '_' .•. ' ___ ' . . __ .... _ _ .. _....... _. ____ .. _ ... ____ • ___ _ . __ ,_,_ . __ "' ______ , __ . _ _ • __ '. ____ _ .. ___ . __ ...... _. , .. ,,_,.,,_, __ ","'" .. _ _ . __ ,... .. J ___ .. _ .__ _ __ •• • J 

The picture is broadly similar for the US electric companies in that the past 5 year growth rate is 

more volatile, ranging from -.04% to 23.23%, as compared with the forecast growth rate which is 

between 3.2% and 6.57%. Unlike the gas utilities the forecast average growth rate for the electric 

utilities is less than the past fiye year growth rate. Also note that for the electrics the average 

dividend yield is 3.78% or significantly higher than the average of2.93% for the gas utilities. To 
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compensate the forecast 5 year growth average rate at 4.35% is lower for the electric utilities than 

2 the 5.5% forecast average growth rate for the gas utilities. The combination of the 5 year 

3 estimated growth rate and the current dividend yield gives an average equity cost of 8.29% and a 

4 median value of8.91%. 

5 These equity cost estimates averaging 8.29-8.58% may look superficially appealing, but they 

6 present formidable problems. The first is that the DCF model assumes growth forever at the 

7 average forecast (five year) growth rate of 5.5% for the gas utilities and 4.35% for the electric 

8 utilities, which with the forecast US inflation rate of 2.0% means long run real growth of about 

9 2.35% to 3.5%, whereas at least in the shorter run the US economy is forecast to grow around 

10 3.0%. It is impossible for these utilities to grow faster than the growth rate of the US economy 

11 forever and there is no evidence that they have at least grown at the US GDP growth rate 

12 consistently in the past. It is this problem that causes some analysts to taper their forecast growth 

13 rates to the future growth rate in the economy,S which raises the basic question of the optimism 

14 of analyst growth forecasts. 

15 At Schedules 15 and 169 are reprints of a Globe and Mail article that reports on an update of a 

16 study by the consulting firm, McKinsey. They report that analysts start out optimistic when 

17 making their five year forecast, but gradually as they get more information (generally from the 

18 company) they hone in on the correct number and this number is invariable lower. This is a result 

19 that has been in the academic literature for some time and is not necessarily driven by any 

20 conflict of interest, as was evident in the global settlement, 10 but simply reflects an attachment 

21 effect, where analysts tend to become attached to a stock and see good in it until proven 

22 otherwise. 

8 Note there is no logical reason why gas and electric utilities should grow at the same long run growth rate 
given their differing dividend yields. 
9 Schedule 13 has a clearer repeat of the content of the article 
10 This was the 2003 US$1.4 billion settlement between US Attorney General for New York Elliot Spitzer 
and a series of major US investment banks, where the investment banks admitted that security analyst 
compensation was tied to investment banking income and that analyst reports were in some instances 
fraudulent and lacked objectivity. 
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Easton and Sommers ll
, for example, have documented the optimism bias at 2.84% and in their 

conclusions (page 1012) state: 

\Ve show that, on average. the difference between the estimate of the 
expected rate of return based on analysts' earnings forecasts and the esti
mate based on CUiTent earnings realizations is 2.84%. When estimates of 
the expected rate of return in the extant literature are adjusted to remove 
the elIect of optimistic bias in analysts' forecasts, the equally weighted es
timate of the equity risk premium appears to be close to zero. 'Ve show, 

howeye]; when estimates are based on value-weighted analyses, the bias in 
the estimate of the expected rate of return is lower and the estimate of the 
expected equity premium is more reasonable, 4.43%. 
--- . _ . - - ~ 

Easton and Sommers also state (page 986) 

Our estimate of the implied expected rate of return on the market from 
the value-weighted regression, after removing the effect of bias in anal)sts' 
forecasts, is 9.67% with an implied equity risk premium of 4.43%. Of course, 
this estimate of the equity risk premium is more reasonable than thaI ob
tained when all observations have equal weighl." 

Easton and Sommers estimates are in line with my own estimate of the expected return on the US 

market being in a range of9.0-1O.0%, even though it was based on data several years ago. More 

importantly there is no reason to believe that analyst optimism has suddenly disappeared. In fact, 

this optimism bias persists in current studies to the extent that authors refer to it as "well 

documented,,12 that is, researchers are so used to the optimism bias that they automatically take it 

into account. In addition to the Globe and Mail article referred to previously the Financial Times 

also noted that analyst optimism exists in Europe, where they quote Goldman Sachs that "going 

back 25 years analysts have been too optimistic about earnings growth in 20 years out of the 25 

11 "Effect of analyst's optimism on estimates of the expected rate of retnrn implied by earnings forecasts, 
Joumal of Accounting Research, 45-5, December 2007. 
12 See Huang and Tan, for example, "Analyst target price optimism around the world," November 2013. 
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and by 8 percentage points on average over the whole period.,,13 A Google search on analyst 

2 optimism produced 645,000 hits! 

3 Finally in their recent Investment Strategy Playbook RBC produced the two charts in Schedules 

4 17 and 18. Schedule 17 looks remarkably like the McKinsey data. It is based on "bottom up 

5 consensus" analyst estimates." What this means is that they simply add up the consensus analyst 

6 forecast for the firms in the S&P500 index rather than a top down estimate based on GDP. In all 

7 years, except mainly the period 2004-6, immediately after the global settlement, analyst forecasts 

8 start out high and then gradually they get lowered closer to the actual firm results. This has 

9 happened for each year since 2006 and is happening at the moment for 2016. In 12 of the last 16 

10 years the 5 year growth forecasts have been optimistic, that is, biased high. 

I I In Schedule 18 are the actual results for 2011-2014 for the US, and the developed world 

12 excluding the US. In 2011 analyst forecast 11 % earnings growth and it ended up at 6%; in 2012 

13 10% and it was 7%; in 2013 10%, and it was 7%, and in 2014 9% and it was 7%. The average 

14 optimism bias over this period was 32%, that is, with the RBC data on average the starting 

15 analyst forecast growth rate was 32% higher than the resulting number. If this optimism bias is 

16 applied to the gas utilities their median growth rate needs to be adjusted down from 4.5% to 

17 3.41% for an average equity cost of6.8%. For the US electric companies the adjustment lowers 

18 the median forecast growth rate to 3.37% and the median equity cost to 7.3%. 

19 A final problem with the use of analyst forecasts is that they are based on earnings, not 

20 dividends, whereas the DCF model values dividends and not earnings. As Schedule 5 showed 

21 earnings are more volatile than dividends even after we aggregate over all firms. What this means 

22 is that the short term growth forecast for earnings is higher than for dividends, even if their long 

23 run, or compound, growth rates are unbiased and the same. This is due to the common practise of 

24 smoothing dividend payments, or put another way finns only increase their dividend after their 

25 fundamental earnings have increased and not due to temporary factors. For example, suppose the 

13 Sarah Gordon, "European corporates thwart analyst' s optimism," Financial Times, April 27, 2014. 
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compound nominal (real plus inflation) growth rate for the economy is 5% and profit uncertainty 

2 is 20%, then the short term earnings growth rate would be 5% + .5* (0.2"2) or 7% whereas if its 

3 dividend uncertainty were only 5%, due to this smoothing, its dividend growth rate would be 5% 

4 + .5 * (.05"2) or 5.12%.14 What this means is that even if analyst growth forecasts were unbiased 

5 their earnings growth rates would be biased high estimates of the future growth rate in dividends, 

6 which is what is needed for cost of capital estimation. 

7 A standard way of alleviating the effects of analyst growth optimism is to use the sustainable 

8 growth rate, which indicates that growth in earnings and dividends generally comes from 

9 reinvesting earnings at a positive rate of return. From the data on the US gas utilities their 

10 retention rate of earnings averages 33%, that is, 67% of earnings are paid out as dividends similar 

11 to the data for the large S&P utilities. As we would expect, these mature utilities reinvest less of 

12 their earnings than do companies on average, so we would expect them to grow at less than the 

13 average earnings growth rate. With the recent average ROE for each utility the sustainable 

14 growth rate averages 3.77% and the median slightly lower at 3.42%. This forecast seems more 

15 consistent with a US economy growing at about 5.0%, the mature nature of their operations and 

16 adjusting their analyst growth rates down to reflect their persistent optimism. This produces an 

17 average (median) equity cost of6.80% (6.52%) consistent with their average market to book 

18 (MB) ratio of 2.31, and investors being happy with the average (median) earned ROE of 10.50% 

19 (10.03%). 

20 Performing the same exercise for the sample of US electric companies produces a lower average 

21 (median) sustainable growth rate of 2.40% (2.72%) consistent with their slightly lower retention 

22 rate and significantly lower ROE. As a result their average equity cost is also lower at 6.27% 

23 with the median slightly higher at 6.59%. 

14 This uses the standard result that the arithmetic growth rate is the compound growth rate plus half the 
variance in the growth rate. 
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We can always back out from analyst growth forecasts an implicit rate of return. For example, 

2 with an average growth forecast of 5.0% for the gas utilities and a retention rate of 33%, the 

3 implied rate of return on investment is ROE = .055/.33 or l6.50%1~ which exceeds their current 

4 median ROE of 10.51 % by 50%. This indicates that these analysts are projecting a significant 

5 increase in their profitability, which is simply another way of confirming that analysts are 

6 optimistic. 

7 Finally we have 8 gas utilities and 7 electric utilities so we can examine the relationship between 

8 their market to book ratio and earned ROE. We know that the more firms earn the happier their 

9 stock holders so that the market to book ratio increases and that fair regulation implies that if 

10 investors exactly earn their allowed ROE, and they expect this to continue, then the market to 

II book ratio should be equal to 1.0. To test this I did a simple regression of their actual ROE 

12 against their market to book ratio with the results in Schedule 19. 

13 The regression model has explanatory power: as the ROE goes up so too does the market to book 

14 ratio. As expected they are positively correlated. The adjusted R square is 35% and the T statistic 

15 on the market to book ratio is highly significant at 2.9. If we graph the actual and predicted ROE 

16 for each level of the market to book ratio, we get the following graph: 

15 This just reverses g = b*ROE. 
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Actual and Predicted ROE 
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2 The graph indicates that none of these US utilities had a market to book ratio less than 1.0. The 

3 lowest market to book ratio was for Great Plains at 1.17 with an actual ROE of 5.7%. In contrast, 

4 the model predicts that an ROE of 7.22% is consistent with a market to book ratio of 1.17 

5 indicating that investors expect Great Plains ROE to improve in the future. Similarly, the highest 

6 ROE is for NewJersey Resources at 17.46% and a market to book ratio of2.72, but at that ratio 

7 the expected ROE is 11.67%. In contrast, with Great Plains, investors in New Jersey Resources 

8 expect its ROE to fall in the future, that is, the current high ROE is an anomaly that won't last. 

9 Note also that the electric utilities have an average ROE of 8.11 % and an average market to book 

10 ratio of 1.49, whereas for the gas utilities the average ROE is 10.51 % and the average market to 

11 book ratio 2.31. The 2.40% higher average ROE for the gas utilities results in a 0.82 higher 

12 market to book ratio. I have long suggested that a regulated utility should have a market to book 

13 ratio of about 1.15, since this allows them to sell equity at a price that does not dilute existing 

14 shareholders. At a market to book ratio of 1.15, this model would predict an ROE of7.15% is 
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1 needed to on average satisfy that condition. This is broadly consistent with the median equity 

2 cost estimates above plus a 0.50% flotation cost allowance. 

3 Conclusion 

4 From the forgoing DCF estimates I draw the following conclusions: 

5 • The Overall equity market return in Canada is in a range 8.50%-9.00% and that in the 
6 US slightly higher at 9.0-10.0%; 
7 

8 • The US S&P electric utility risk premium is the most stable at about 3.4% which 
9 based on an RBC forecast ten year US Treasury Yield for the 2016 test year of2.80% would 

10 put a fair return at about 6.3% before flotation costs; 
11 

12 • The individual DCF estimates for 8 US gas utilities and 7 electric utilities would put 
13 their equity cost at 8.38% -8.91 % based on median analyst five year growth forecasts, which 
14 suffers the optimism bias. Based on sustainable growth forecasts, the median DCF equity cost 
15 for these utilities averages 6.3%-6.8%, which is also consistent with a 32% reduction in the 
16 optimistic growth forecasts. 
17 

18 • The ROE/market to book model applied to these US utilities implies a fair ROE of 
19 7.15% is needed for the market to book ratio to sell at 1.15. This is broadly consistent with 
20 the equity cost estimates plus a 0.50% flotation cost allowance. 

21 Overall, I would estimate the DCF long run expected return on the equity market to be in a range 

22 8.0-10.0% and the fair return to a US utility to be around 7.0-7.5%. 
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BEGINNING 
BOOK VALUE EARNINGS 

YEAR PER SHARE PER SHARE 

20.00 2.40 

2 21.20 2.54 

3 22.47 2.70 

4 23.80 2.86 

5 25.24 3.03 

ASSUMPTIONS : Return on Equity = 12% 
Dividend Payout = 50% 
Cost of Equity = 10% 
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Schedule 1 

DIVIDEND RETENTIONS 
PER SHARE PER SHARE 

1.20 1.20 

1.27 1.27 

1.35 1.35 

1.43 1.43 

1.52 1.52 



YEAR BEGINNING 
BOOK VALUE 
PER SHARE 

I 20.00 

2 21.20 

3 22.40 

4 23.70 

5 24.90 

ASSUMPTIONS: Return on Equity 
Dividend Payout 
Required Return 

2.40 

2.54 

2.69 

2.83 

2.99 

EARNINGS DIVIDENDS RETENTIONS 
PER SHARE PER SHARE PER SHARE 

= 

= 

= 

1.20 

1.32 

1.45 

1.59 

1.73 

12% 
50%+2%p.a. 
10% 
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Dividend and Long Canada Bond Yields 
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Canadian CPllnflation back to 1914 
(all Items) 
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SCHEDULES 

After Tax Profits % GOP 

0.120 ,-- ------------ -----.- .. _-
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0.020 ----.. ""'"'-../'V" 

Note: Statistics Canada issued a new revision of the GDP accounts starting in June 2012 where there was substantial revision to 
profits and dividends. 
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SCHEDULE 6 

Aggregate Canadian Dividend Payout 
Median payout 41%. there were no aggreagte profits in 1932. 
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SCHEDULE 8 

Capacity Utilisation 
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Canadian Unemployment Rate 
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SCHEDULE 12 

2014 201SE 2016E 2017E 

Dollars ($bn) 

Sales 10,336 9,933 10,109 10,504 
fBIT 1,609 1,579 1,627 1,718 

Interest Expense 168 174 178 182 
EBT 1,441 1,405 1,450 1,537 
Taxes 385 358 367 387 

Net Income 1,056 1,047 1,083 1,149 

Per Share ($) 

Sales/Share 1163.32 1126.24 1155.00 1215.00 

EPS/Share 118.83 118.75 124.00 133.00 

Contribution to Growth (%) 

Sales 3.9 -3 .9 1.8 3.9 
Operating Margins 3.1 2.2 1.2 1.6 
Int & Tax 0.2 1.0 0.5 0.5 

Interest 0.8 -0.6 0.3 0.3 
Taxes -0.5 1.7 0.1 0.1 

Share Count 0.0 0.6 1.0 1.1 
Buybacks 2.3 1.5 1.5 1.6 

Issuance -2.1 -0.9 -0.5 -0.5 
Chg in EPS 7.6 -0.1 4.4 7.3 

Source: sap, Compustat, FaC1Set. Ha .... r. and RBC Caplt.1 Mart.u utim. W 
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URP assrunes actual br growth, URP2 assrunes that the expected ROE is the median value and URP3 also assrunes a median retention rate. Source data is 
Standard & Poors Analyst's Handbook 2015. 
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SCHEDULE 16 

Wall St.'s woeful forecasting not getting better 
David Parkinson The Globe and Mail 

PublishedFriday, May. 21 2010, 6:00 PM EDT 

http://www.theglobeandmail.com!globe-investor/investment-ideaslwall-sts-woeful-forecasting-not-getting-better/article43532021 

Nearly a decade ago - about the time the bursting tech bubble had raised serious questions about conflicts of interest in Wan Street equity research - consulting 
fIrm McKinsey & Co. did a study on the accuracy of analysts' company earnings forecasts . The results were discouraging: Analysts were routinely over-optimistic 
about earnings growth, 100 slow to revise forecasts when economic conditions changed, and prone 10 increasingly inaccurate forecasts when the economy slowed. 

Since then, major scandals involving tainted research have come to light, Wall Street's biggest fIrms have paid $1.4-billion (U.S.) in penalties for those practices, 
and regulators have put rules in place aimed at creating equity research with more independence and distance from the investment-banking side of the business. 
Unfortunately, McKinsey reports, the changes have had little effect on the accuracy of analysts' projections. 

Downturn reveals s.me old babits In an update of the 2001 study, McKinsey researchers found that from 2003 to 2006, analysts' earnings projections actually 
did look less unrealistically rosy. In each of those years, analysts, on average, actually underestimated S&P 500 annual earnings for sigoificant portions of the 
year - and undershot through the entire year in 2005 and 2006. 

But lest we think this was evidence ofa new kind of thinking within Wall Street research departments, the Street's wide-eyed optimism came back with a 
vengeance starting in 2007. 

Going back over the past 25 years, McKinsey found that, on average, analysts' earnings-growth forecasts "have been nearly I OO-per-cent too high." Annual S&P 
500 consensus growth forecasts have typically been in the 10- to 12-per-cent range, while actual earnings growth has averaged 6 per cent. 

Broken-clock accuracy Looking at five-year roUing average growth estimates, there have only been two periods in the past 25 years when the earnings met or 
exceeded analysts' forecasts. Both were in recovery periods after the U.S. recessions of the early 1990s and the early 2000s. 

"This pattern confirms our earlier fmdings that analysts typically lag behind events in revising their forecasts to retlect new economic conditions," McKinsey 
researchers wrote. "Wben economic growth accelerates, the size of the forecast error declines; when economic growth slows, it increases." 

This pattern means that when the analysts are accurate with their forecasts, it's sort of the same way a broken clock is accurate - twice a day. 

"As economic growth cycles up and down, the actual earnings S&P 500 companies report occasionally coincide with the analysts' forecasts." 
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Consensus Bottom-Up S&P 500 EPS Forecasts (Indexed to 100) 
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Predicted vs. Actual Earnings Growth 
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SCHEDULE 19 

SUMMARY OUTPUT 

Regression Statistics 
Multiple R 0.628114 
R Square 0.394527 
Adjusted R Square 0.347952 
Standard Error 2.208269 
Observations 15 

ANOVA 
df SS MS F ignificance F 

Regression 
Residual 
Total 

Intercept 
MB ratio 

1 41.30752 41.30752 8.470818 0.012161 
13 63.39385 4.87645 
14104.7014 

CoefficientEandard EIT t Stat 
3.855211 1.983785 1.943361 
2.87528 0.98791 2.910467 
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P-value Lower 95%Upper 95%ower 95.0~'pper 95. 0~ 

0.073944 -0.4305 8.140918 -0.4305 8.140918 
0.012161 0.74103 5.009531 0.74103 5.009531 
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